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ABSTRACT
This report examines the issues, both legal and 
procedural, surrounding regulatory fees and their effects 
on building fees within the City of San Bernardino. As 
elements of the larger study, various smaller studies such 
as time and motion studies of the building inspector's 
activities and a Fully Burdened Hourly Rate Study were 
completed.
Where it was considered necessary the methodologies 
used or not used were explained so that the reader could 
better understand the reasoning for using the 
methodologies chosen. Likewise, to explain the disparity 
between inspection times and why some inspections were 
necessary a detailed explanation on the inspections was 
given.
The last chapter of this report suggests updated 
permit fees for single family in-fill and tract homes 
based on current costs of providing building services and 
makes recommendations for increasing the building 
division's efficiency.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
The focus of this report and the study for which it 
was written involves two specific types of user charges: 
building inspection (permit) and plan review fees. 
Building permit fees are fees that cover the cost of 
administering the document (the building permit) and the 
cost of inspecting the construction for which the permit 
was issued. The term "building inspection" used throughout 
this report encompasses building, electrical, mechanical 
and plumbing inspections. The terms "plan review," "plan 
examination" and "plan check" all refer to the physical 
process of reviewing building plans and the administrative 
tasks necessary to support the review process, such as 
writing and communicating review corrections or approvals.
Fees collected for inspection activities, according 
to the U.S. Congressional Budget Office, are "regulatory 
fees", which are a type of user charge. Regulatory fees 
are payments based on government authority to regulate 
particular businesses or activities that stem from the 
sovereign powers of the government. However, in the 
publications of the various professional organizations 
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made up of building officials throughout the country, and 
adopted by the state of California, building permit and 
plan examination fees are referred to as user fees.
In a December 1996 report entitled "Understanding 
Proposition 218," Marianne O'Malley of the Legislative 
Analyst's Office of the State of California defined a user 
fee as follows:
A fee is a charge imposed on an individual or 
business for a service or facility provided directly 
to an individual or business. Local governments 
charge fees for a wide range of purposes, from park 
entry fees to building plan check fees. The amount of 
the fee may not exceed the cost of government to 
provide the service.
The confusion over the definition of building
services fees is best clarified by West's ANNOTATED 
CALIFORNIA CODES, CONSTITUTION of the STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
Articles 10 to 14, Volume 2A, 2006 Cumulative Pocket Part, 
Page 62. Subsection 17.5 defines a "User Fee" as those 
which are charged only to the person actually using the 
service, and the amount of the charge is generally related 
to the actual goods or services provided and is a monthly 
charge rather than a one time charge... It is the criteria 
that the charge be a monthly charge rather than a one time 
2
charge (as is the case with building services fees) that 
excludes building services fees from being a user fee."
Subsection 17 on the same page explains "Regulatory 
fees" as follows:
A regulatory fee may be imposed under the police 
power of a city, county, or special district, and is 
not subject to "super-majority" requirement 
applicable to special taxes under State Constitution, 
when the fee constitutes an amount necessary to carry 
out the purposes and provisions of the regulation;
such costs include all those incident to the issuance 
of the license or permit, investigation, inspection, 
administration, and maintenance of a system of 
supervision and enforcement. California Assn, of 
Professional Scientists v. Department of Fish and 
Game (App. 3 Dist. 2000) 94 Cal.Rptr.2d 535, 79 
Cal.App4th 935,
Subsection 17.5 further states that legislators need 
only apply sound judgement and consider probabilities 
according to the best and honest viewpoint of informed 
officials in determining the amount of the regulatory fee.
Finally, Subsection 17.5 states in part, "Regulatory 
fees... must not exceed the reasonable cost of the 
services necessary for the activity for which the fees are 
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charged and for carrying out the purpose of the 
regulation, and the fees may not be levied for unrelated 
purposes."
Considering the conditions of a regulatory fee - that 
they may be imposed by a city, county, or special 
district, and they must be an amount necessary to carry 
out the purposes and provisions of the regulation - it is 
clear that building services fees are regulatory fees and 
not user fees.
In this report, user fee and user charge are used 
synonymously.
Background
Both the use and magnitude of user fees have 
continued to grow as California voters have passed 
legislation such as Propositions 13 and 218. Provisions of 
Proposition 13 passed in 1978 have limited local 
government's ability to raise revenues by placing caps on 
increases in property taxes. By setting the tax rate at 1% 
of the property's assessed value and limiting the 
allowable increase in property valuations to a maximum of 
2% per year with the exception of new construction and 
some property transfers, the voters have reduced property 
tax revenues to local governments.
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Proposition 218, passed in 1996, further restricted 
local government's ability to raise revenue by requiring 
new taxes to be passed by a two-thirds majority of voters.
To make up for losses in property tax revenues, local 
governments have increased the use of user fees. In some 
cases they have charged fees far in excess of the cost of 
providing services.
Problem Statement
Local governments should employ equitable 
methodologies for setting and analyzing building services 
fees. The methodologies must be able to withstand all 
tests currently used by the courts to determine whether or 
not building permit fees charged by counties and cities 
are reasonable and fair to both the agencies providing 
these services and the fee payers that use building 
services.
The first test consists of determining whether or not 
the fees charged by the building department, within 
reason, balance the expenses incurred in providing 
building permit services with revenues collected in the 
form of building permit fees on an annual or multi-year 
basis. The second test consists of determining whether or 
not the fees charged for individual services such as 
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specific types of building inspections have a reasonable 
nexus1 to the cost of providing those inspections. It is 
the providers of building services that bear the burden of 
proof for proving that these tests are met.
1 It appears that the Court's preference for a "nexus", or causal 
link, beyond a simple relationship, is to make the point that the 
cost of providing building services must stay constantly linked to 
the fees charged for those services and not just bear a floating 
relationship to each other.
The City of San Bernardino has adopted the Uniform 
Building Code (UBC), first published by the International 
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO) in 1927. Along 
with minimum standards for safe construction of 
structures, the UBC contains fee tables used by counties 
and cities to calculate plan check and building inspection 
fees. Two active participants within the California 
Building Officials' organization and familiar with 
building fees expressed their opinions. In a 2001 article 
published in the California Building Official's monthly 
publication CALBO NEWS entitled "Are You Collecting The 
Wrong Data?" Bob Storchheim, CBO Consultant, gives his 
evaluation of the fee tables contained in the Uniform 
Building Code:
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The Uniform Building Code publishes fee tables which 
contain a conversion method that takes the valuation 
of individual projects and converts them to fee 
tables for each type of construction by square feet 
measurement. They have little"or no justification for 
their fees. These same tables are used in many areas 
throughout the country ignoring the difference in 
costs. There are factors set for various areas, which 
are geared to cost of living rather than 
jurisdictional costs. Additionally, these conversion 
charts are not accurate because the tables used deal 
in a variety of dollar spans (in thousands of 
dollars), which start small and increase, as 
valuation grows larger. These fees are average and do 
not represent direct costs.
Mr. Keith Clarke, Director, City of Corona Building 
Department, in his article entitled "Responsible Fee 
Rates" published in CALBONEWS, Vol. XV No.6, September 
2006, almost all building departments adopted Table 1-A of 
the Building Code in order to charge fees. This table had 
very little substance and was quite arbitrary. This method 
of fee calculation did not reflect the actual cost of 
performing each service that was offered by a particular 
building department. Mr. Dick McCarthy, President of
7
Paladin Group, a builders watch dog organization, stated 
that common practice was to charge market-based fee levels 
that are set by the maximum the market will bear and using 
the excess revenue over the cost of providing building 
services to fund other jurisdictional expenses (August 4 
2005) .
For jurisdictions that have been ordered by the 
courts to adopt a fee recovery system that does bear a 
nexus between costs and fees, or those that choose to 
voluntarily comply with the law, there are two popular 
cost recovery methodologies. One method is to periodically 
(every three to five years) recalculate the cost of 
providing services. The second method is to require a 
deposit, before construction begins, and charge all 
expenses as they are incurred by the jurisdiction against 
the deposit. Once the deposit has been depleted, 
additional monies must be deposited with the jurisdiction 
before construction can be re-commenced. Once the project
)
is completed, any unused deposits are returned. A 
disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult to 
estimate the cost of construction because there is no cap 
on the cost of building services and builders suspect the 
jurisdictions of padding costs to keep from refunding 
excess deposits. A second disadvantage with this second 
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method is that it requires that the city expend additional 
resources for accounting services to administer the 
deposits. For these reasons the City of San Bernardino has 
decided to use the first method.
Data
The data used in this report were obtained from the 
City of San Bernardino Building Division Building 
Inspector's daily inspection logs, data bases kept by the 
city in the Permits Plus software format, the City's 
budget and financial records, and personal interviews with 
the city's building division staff. Additionally, a 
personal meeting with Mr. Dick McCarthy of Paladin Group 
(2004), and publications provided to the city by the 
Paladin Group were used to compare the city's survey data 
to that collected by the Paladin Group regarding times, 
activities, and costs required to complete the building 
inspection process.
Logs
The building division's inspectors and plan examiners 
are required to keep daily logs detailing their job- 
related activities. The administrative staff also keeps 
logs on all of the division's employees' leave time, such 
as sick or holiday leave, and meeting and training time.
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Daily activity logs kept by the inspectors consist of 
hand written pages containing predetermined columns and 
rows. The columns are divided into four categories listing 
property addresses, inspection types, comments, commercial 
or residential designations, and arrival and departure 
times. The rows are designated for morning and afternoon 
office time, lunchtime, an "Other" row, and 23 for 
inspection activities. The Annual Inspection Calls 
Completed Report from the Permits Plus database indicates 
that the number of inspections completed per year, over 
the five-year period that was examined in this report, 
averaged 15,634 per year, with a total of 78,172 
inspections performed over the 5-year period. With twelve 
items per inspection activity to be considered, a total of 
938,064 items from the inspector's logs potentially had to 
be reviewed.
Data Bases
The City uses Permits Plus software to archive their 
building permit and plan examination data. The software is 
lacking in its ability to produce many types of reports. 
However, it did provide a major portion of the data needed 
in this study. Inspection activities were accessed by 
street address or parcel number and date, and consisted of 
the inspection type, inspector's number, inspection dates, 
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beginning and ending time, lapped time (often incorrect), 
and re-inspections required.
Personal Interviews
Personal interviews with Building Division Staff 
included formal and informal conversations with Mr. Joseph 
Lease, the city's Building Official. Additionally, there 
were daily informal conversations with: Jack Masters, 
Senior Building Inspector; Gene Cahoon, Building Inspector 
III; Tom Odell, Building Inspector III; Ron Gaston, 
Building Inspector II; Barry Reynolds, Building Inspector 
II; Mike Hansen, Building Inspector II; Richard Lawson, 
Building Inspector I; and Tony Meyers, Building Inspector 
I.
Written Reports
Mr. Dick McCarthy, Paladin Group, has analyzed the 
city's building permit and plan examination fees using his 
methodology for calculating the reasonable cost of 
providing building services for tract homes. His analysis 
and supporting data regarding costs of providing building 
services and the legal issues that pertain to building 
services fees are presented in Mr. McCarthy's reports. 
Data presented in the reports have been used to compare 
the city's findings and opinions with those of Mr. 
McCarthy and other jurisdictions that he has interviewed.
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Fiscal Documents
The City's Budget Reports for Fiscal Years 2001/2002 
through 2005/2006 and the monthly appropriations reports 
were used to collect revenue and expense and personnel 
data.
Related Literature
Several important documents have been utilized in 
this study and are noted below.
The Fee'Committee of the San Diego Area Chapter of 
the International Conference of Building Officials 
published "A Guide for Justifying Building Department 
Fees" (1994, private publication). This document reviews 
applicable■Government Codes, discusses the Attorney 
General's Opinion No. 92-506, and presents the Total 
Cost/Total Revenue Methodology of analyzing and 
calculating fees.
Bouse (1998) in his book Establishing Building Permit 
Fees, the most comprehensive publication on the subject of 
building services fees to date, defines and discusses the 
issues associated with building services' costs and cost 
recovery methodologies. He also presents the procedures 
and findings from his own study.
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O' Bannon (198 9) wrote Building Department
Administration as an informative text which covers: the 
intent of and authority for building codes, justifications 
for fee levels, the creation of model codes, and legal 
issues surrounding building fees.
Definitions
Definitions used in this study include the following: 
"Council of American Building Officials (CABO)" a non­
profit professional organization of building 
officials.
"California Building Standards Code" (CBSC), known as the
California Code of Regulations, Title 24.
"Driving Time." The time required to commute from
inspection site or cluster of contiguous properties 
(typically a tract) to another site, or from lunch, 
the office or other necessary stop to an inspection 
site. This does not. include the time required to walk 
from one inspection site in a tract of buildings to 
another.
"International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO)," 
an organization of building officials. Publishes the 
UBC and other proprietary publications.
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"Mandamus"(man-dame-us) is Latin for "we order," a writ 
(called a "writ of mandate") which orders a public 
agency or governmental body to perform an act 
required by law when it has neglected or refused to 
do so. http://dictionary.law.com, on google.com, 
03/04/06.
"Regulations" mean rules and administrative codes issued 
by governmental agencies at all levels, municipal, 
county, state and federal. Although they are not 
laws, regulations have the force of law, since they 
are adopted under authority granted by statutes, and 
often include penalties for violations.
"Site Visits." The number of times that a building 
inspector must visit a given property whether the 
visit results in an inspection being completed or
I
not.
"Statutes" mean a federal or state written law enacted by 
the Congress or state legislature, respectively. 
Local statutes or laws are usually called 
"ordinances." Regulations, rulings, opinions, 
executive orders and proclamations are not statutes.
"Uniform Building Code (UBC)." Published by ICBO, the UBC 
is a compilation of minimum requirements for safe 
construction and occupancy of buildings, adopted in 
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part as the California Building Codes, and updated 
every three years. The UBC is amended by the newest 
model codes published by various independent code­
developing bodies. When published, the UBC is 
reviewed and applicable codes are adopted by the 
California Department of Housing and Community 
Development (HCD). Codes are proposed for adoption to 
the California Building Standards Commission (CBSC). 
Once adopted by the CBSC, codes become building 
standards for the State and are further adopted or 
modified and adopted by local jurisdictions.
"California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 24," also 
known as the California Building Standards Code, is a 
compilation of three types of building standards from 
three different origins:
» Building standards adopted by state agencies 
without change from building standards contained 
in national model codes.
• Building standards adopted and adapted from the 
national model code standards to meet California 
conditions.
• Building standards authorized by the California 
legislature, that constitutes additions not 
15
covered by the model codes adopted to address 
particular California concerns.
"California Building Officials (CALBO)" A nonprofit 
organization dedicated to promoting public health and 
safety in building construction through legislation, 
education and building code development.
16
CHAPTER TWO
REGULATORY ISSUES
Introduction
The legal issues discussed in this section of the 
report are those issues that directly or indirectly define 
or affect building inspection or plan review fees. 
Building inspection and plan review fees are within the 
larger category of user fees.
As stated in the preceding chapter, it is the intent 
of the voters of the State of California that user fees 
not exceed the reasonable cost of providing services to 
the specific users of those services. It is also the 
intent of the voters that any revenues collected as user 
fees that exceed the reasonable cost of providing the 
specific service for which they were collected be used to 
reduce future fees for providing those services. It is the 
widespread practice of charging excessive fees and using 
them as general fund revenues that has necessitated the 
involvement of the courts in the dispute between the 
building community and their watchdog groups and local 
governments. Until a recent court decision drew a 
distinction between excess fees and special taxes, excess 
17
fees were considered illegal taxes because they had not 
been approved by a two-thirds majority of the voters.
Federal Laws
The federal government's involvement in building 
inspection and plan review fees and indirect activities 
necessary to support building services is limited. Forms 
of involvement consist of the constitutional guarantees of 
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, the U.S. Supreme 
Court's oversight of the lower courts, and the provision 
of guidelines for recovering cost for regulatory and 
administrative activities. The Fifth Amendment's 
requirement that both the nature and extent of the 
dedication required of the applicant be roughly 
proportional to the proposed development's impact is one 
of the guiding principals behind the requirement that user 
fees not exceed the cost of providing the service they 
support. However, enforcement and administration of 
building department services lies mainly with the state 
and local governments.
State Laws
The laws governing building permit and plan review 
fees in California have three main sources. The first are 
adoptions and amendments of building regulations to the 
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California Code of Regulations, Title 24, by order of the 
California Legislature; and regulations by other 
organizations with authority delegated by the State 
Legislature. The second source consists of bills by the 
state legislature, initiatives, and referendums. Third is 
the judicial system that creates the common laws of the 
state through court decisions.
The Uniform Building Code (UBC), as adopted by the 
state, anticipates that many jurisdictions will establish 
their own fee schedule using either the fee tables 
contained in Part 2 of the California Building Code or 
another methodology adopted by the jurisdiction. Section 
107, FEES AND PLAN REVIEW, states the intent of the 
California Building Standards Law regarding building fees 
in subsections 107.1 and 107.1.1, 2001 California Building 
Code 1, California Code of Regulations Title 24 Part 2 
Volume 1, Page 1-6.7. It states that "Fees shall be 
assessed in accordance with the provisions of this section 
or shall be as set forth in the fee schedule adopted by 
the jurisdiction." Authority to collect building permit 
and plan review fees is set forth in the State Housing 
Law, Health and Safety Code, Division 13, Part 1.5, 
Section 17951.
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At the state and local level the statutory 
regulations and government codes pertaining to building 
permit and plan review fees, such as user fees, are woven 
into the statutes dealing with taxation by what the fees 
are and are not.
California Government Code (CGC) Sections 66005 
through 66024 of the Mitigation Fee Act specifically 
regulate Building permit and inspection fees. The maximum 
amount that can be charged for building permit and plan 
review fees is set by CGC Section 66014,
Subd. (a), which states that "Notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, when a local agency charges 
fees for...use permits; building inspections; 
building permits;...those fees may not exceed the 
estimated reasonable cost of providing the service 
for which the fee is charged, unless a question 
regarding the amount of the fee charged in excess of 
the estimated reasonable cost of providing the 
services or materials is submitted to, and approved 
by, a popular vote of two-thirds of those electors 
voting on the issue(West' s 224)
CGC Section 66016 Subd.(a) explains when, to what 
extent and in what manner prior public notice of any fee 
change must be given and how excess funds must be handled: 
20
Prior to levying a new fee or service charge, or 
prior to approving an increase in an existing fee or 
service charge, a local agency shall hold at least 
one open and public meeting, at which oral or written 
presentations can be made... Notice of the time and 
place of the meeting.,.and a statement that the data 
required by this section is available, shall be 
mailed at least 14 days prior to the meeting to any 
interested party who files a written 
request...(West's 225)
This section also outlines how any excess funds that 
are created are to be discharged:
Unless there has been voter approval, as prescribed 
by Section 66013 or 66014, no local agency shall levy 
a new fee or service charge or increase an existing 
fee or service charge to an amount which exceeds the 
estimated amount required to provide the service for 
which the fee or service charge is levied. If, 
however, the fees or service charges create revenues 
in excess of actual cost, those revenues shall be 
used to reduce the fee or service charge creating the 
excess. (West's 225 & 226)
21
Common Law
Case law is a valuable part of our judicial system in 
that it provides the legal system with the ability to 
interpret and clarify laws created by legislature, 
initiative, or referendum, and also gives the courts the 
flexibility to address unforeseen shortfalls or clashes in 
existing laws. Further, terms and elements of law can be 
defined in a clearer and more concise manner than they 
were stated in their original writing.
Locally imposed user fees have required that the 
courts become involved to resolve disputes over fees for 
building services. These disputes include what constitutes 
a permit or plan review fee, which methodologies for 
calculating building services fees do and do not comply 
with current state laws, when they are abusive, and what 
remedies should apply to their misuse.
In 2001 in Barratt American, Inc, v. County of
• Orange, the Superior Court of California (Case No. 814037 
related to 01CC04025), ruled on the following issues.
Issue No. 1: What manner or method must the County of 
Orange use to satisfy the Duty under Government Code 
66016(a)?
A. The County must use surplus fee revenue to 
reduce the fees charged to fee payers.
22
Additionally, the Court may use its equitable 
power to compel a public agency to comply with 
its statutory duties, and a writ of mandate may 
be used to enforce the County's statutory duty 
if it fails to satisfy its duty under GC 
66016(a).
B. OMB A-87 per GC 549852 has nothing to do with 
the method of disposing of the existing surplus. 
Furthermore, under OMB A-87 the County may 
retain a portion of the fee revenue, to provide 
services and for committed services (next year 
inspections) in the Health and Safety Fund. 
However, under OMB A-87 treating the Fund 
balance as a contingency reserve for emergencies 
(natural disasters) is not allowable, as 
contingencies are not allowable indirect costs.
2Federal Government Office of Management and Budget Circular A-87 
limits the indirect cost that may be charged by a state or county 
government enforcing any regulation. Government Code Section 54985- 
54988 of California Codes (a) states that a county board of 
supervisors shall have the authority to increase or decrease the fee 
or charge ...necessary to recover the cost of providing any service or 
the cost of enforcing any regulation.
B. If the County's budget reflects user fees based 
on allowable costs per OMB A-87 and the County's 
expenditures of surpluses... reduces its need for 
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revenue to meet the costs of providing services, 
reducing future user fees, this is an acceptable 
method of meeting the County's duty under GC 
66016 (a) .
Issue No. 2: Approximately $2.5 Million lost from the 
Building and Safety Fund in the County's bankruptcy action 
should not be considered a part of the total surplus of 
revenue subject to the County's duty under GC 66016(a). 
The State Court lacks the jurisdiction (the Bankruptcy 
Court has exclusive jurisdiction) to make an order that, 
in practical effect, would conflict with or invalidate the 
Bankruptcy Cowl's order.
Most recently (2005)the Supreme Court of California 
in Barratt American v. The City of Rancho Cucamonga
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clarified five disputes, affirming four lower court 
decision and setting aside one decision. Justice J. Chin 
wrote the court's decision, recorded in 2005 Cal. LEXIS 
14240; 2005 Daily Journal DAR 14715, Files December 22, 
2005.
Issue 1. First, it was the decision of the court that 
the individual refunds remedy and limitations period under 
Sections 66020 and 66021 do not apply to the building 
permit fees. Secondly, The California Legislative Council 
has similarly concluded that Section 66020 does not
include fees associated with plan review or inspection 
fees, leading the court to conclude that the Legislature 
did not intend that this section authorize refunds of 
overcharges of building permit or plan review fees. Third, 
required fees by Health and Safety Code do not relate to 
development projects, instead they fund programs that 
supervise "how" not "whether" builders build. Finally, the 
remedies within Section 66016, which does apply to 
building permit fees, state that the remedy for facial 
overcharges that create revenues in excess of actual costs 
is to use those revenues to reduce the fee or service 
charge creating the excess. Because Section 66016 applies 
specifically to building fees, it prevails over the more 
general statutes that might otherwise seem to conflict 
with it. (See San Francisco Taxpayers Assn.v.Bd. of 
Supervisors (1992) 2 Cal.4th 571, 577-578 [7 /Cal. Rptr. 
2d 245, 828 P.2d 147].) (2005 Daily Journal DAR 14715)
Issue 2. It is the court's opinion that simply 
because a fee exceeds the reasonable cost of providing the 
service or regulatory activity for which it is charged 
does not transform it into a tax. (See Alamo Rent-A-Car, 
Inc. V. Board of Supervisors (1990) 221 Cal. App. 3d 198, 
205-206 [272 Cal. Rptr. 19] ["reverse logic" does not 
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compel the conclusion that an allegedly excess fee was a 
tax].)
Section 66000 provides the exclusive remedy for 
overcharges. If actual revenues exceed actual costs, the 
City must make a prospective fee adjustment by using that 
surplus, in lieu of fee revenue to cover future expenses. 
(66016. Subd. (a).) It cannot refund the excess or 
transfer it to the City's general fund to replace or 
augment tax revenue. (See Health and Saf. Code, 17951, 
subd. (c). [local permit fees "shall not be levied for 
general revenue purposes"], 19132.3 [same].) Accordingly 
the dollar-for-dollar penalty or offset allowed by Section 
53728 does not apply to Barratt's claim. (See Sinclair 
Paint Co.), supra, 15 Cal. 4th at p. 876 ["Special taxes" 
in Article XIII A, Section 4, of the California 
constitution do not include regulatory fees that do not 
exceed the reasonable cost of providing services necessary 
to the activity for which the fee is charged and that are 
not levied for unrelated revenue, purposes] .
Issue 3. In the court's opinion, neither Section 1.5 
nor Section 8 of Article XIII B states that those costs 
must be actual costs, rather than reasonable estimates, or 
that the fee-cost relationship must be determined over the 
course of a single year. In short, those sections do not 
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impose a duty on local government to conduct an annual 
audit of its "proceeds of taxes."
Issue 4. In the court's opinion, the 2002 reenactment 
of the previous building permit and plan review fees 
constitute a "modification or amendment of an existing fee 
or service charge." (66022 Subd. (a).)...Resolution No. 
02-023 changed the duration of the fee by extending its 
applicability, and by implication its validity. When the 
City adopted that resolution, it implicitly represented 
that the building permit and plan review fees continued to 
be valid. This determination would have or should have 
required some type of accounting of operating expenses and 
revenues, resulting in surplus revenues, a deficit, or no 
required change in the fees. The court considering Barratt 
American's argument that the City's reenactment of its 
building permit fees as part of a revised comprehensive 
fee resolution is analogous to legislation at the state 
level that amends a portion of a statute while leaving the 
unamended portion unchanged. Under the "reenactment rule" 
of statutory interpretation, the unamended portion of the 
statute is reenacted with the enactment of the amendment, 
so that the statute is deemed to have been acted on as a 
whole. (See Brown v. Superior Court (1982) 33 Cal.3d 242, 
251-252 [188 Cal. Rptr. 655 P.2d 1260); People v. Scott
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(1987) 194 Cal. App. 3d 550, 554-556 [239 Cal. Rptr. 
588].) After consideration the court concluded that 
Barratt could seek to invalidate the building permit and 
plan review fees in resolution No. 02-023 and that its 
challenge was timely as to applicable claims arising after 
January 16, 2002, the effective date of the resolution. 
(Brown 9)
Issue 5. In the opinion of the court, a writ of 
mandate is not an available remedy in cases where there is 
•an adequate alternative legal remedy. A reenactment of 
building permit and plan review fees, as in resolution No. 
02-023, constitutes a modification or amendment of those 
fees, which were subject to validation under Section 
66022. Where the Legislature has provided for a validation 
action to review government actions, mandamus is 
unavailable to bypass the statutory remedy after the 
limitation period has expired. (Embarcadero Mun. 
Improvement Dist. V. County of Santa Barbara (2001) 88 
Cal. App. 4th 781 789-793 [107 Cal. Rptr. 2d 6]; Hills for 
Everyone v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1980) 105 Cal. 
App. 3d 461, 467-468 [164 Cal. Rptr.- 420].)
In the final, case (Case No., RIC 359371) the court 
rejected a methodology for determining building services, 
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reaffirming that methodologies that lack a nexus between 
costs and revenues will not pass judicial scrutiny.
In The Paladin Fair Housing Coalition, Inc., et al.
V. City of Corona, et al., Superior Court Judge E. Michael 
Kaiser rejected the city's methodology of determining 
whether or not Corona's building department was charging 
fees in excess of the cost of providing services. The 
city's methodology consisted of:
• Step 1. Estimate the time to conduct building 
inspections and plan reviews by interviewing 
building department employees.
• Step 2. Average nine years of actual revenue 
plus one year of projected revenue for the 
current year.
• Step 3. Compare the average revenue figure with 
the projected budget cost of providing building 
services for the current year to determine 
whether revenues and costs balanced, revenues 
exceeded costs, or revenues fell short of costs.
In the opinion of the court, the comparison of nine 
years of actual revenue plus one year of projected revenue 
against one year of projected cost does not meet the 
statutory requirement of determining if fees exceed the 
estimated cost to perform the service. By definition the 
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ninth year of revenue, which is evidence of actual 
revenue, averaged with the budgeted revenue and the other 
eight years of actual revenue will reduce the ninth year 
actual revenue and correspondingly any excess revenue over 
cost. This imprecise method of determining the fee does 
not comply with Government code 66014 and 66016. (Portillo 
p. 5,6). Portillo, "Statement of Intended Decision, The 
Paladin Fair Housing Coalition, Inc., et al.vs. City of 
Corona, et. al." Superior Court of California, County of 
Riverside, May 14, 2003.
Conclusion
Building permit and plan review fees and their legal 
environment are framed by the U.S. constitution, the 
California Constitution, the regulations and statues of 
the state of California, and the case law created by the 
courts at various levels of government.
On the federal level, police power authorizes the 
collection of building permit and plan review fees and 
mandates a rough proportionality between the costs of 
services to the benefit they provide. On the state level, 
the Constitution, statutes, regulations, codes and case 
law create and control the structure, the processes 
(mainly fee determination methodologies), and boundaries
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of building permit 
that do not comply 
decisions will not
and plan review fees. Methodologies 
with the government codes and court 
pass judicial scrutiny.
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CHAPTER THREE
COST RECOVERY METHODOLOGIES
Introduction
The methodologies used in this study fall into one of 
two categories. The first category analyzes the balance 
between total costs incurred providing building inspection 
services and the total revenues (fees) charged to the 
applicants for those services. The second is a more 
detailed analysis in line item form that is used to 
analyze and project the fee amounts needed to recover the 
cost of providing the individual building services.
For a cost recovery methodology to be viable it 
should be "Physically Possible," "Financially Feasible," 
and "Able to Pass Judicial Scrutiny."
To be physically possible, there must exist data that 
can be collected and analyzed sufficiently to yield the 
desired result. In the case of this study the city's 
records were sufficient to utilize the methodology 
employed.
Financial feasibility requires that the benefit from 
employing a particular methodology be greater than the 
burden placed on the city by the methodology. When the 
consequences of the risk of litigation were weighed 
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against the cost of utilizing the methodology used in this 
study the methodology was considered to be beneficial.
Of absolute necessity is that the methodology be able 
to pass judicial scrutiny. California law is filled with 
court decisions that have invalidated methodologies that 
the courts did not consider to be in compliance with the 
requirements or intent of the laws that govern building 
services fees. The methodologies used in this study were 
chosen because they are considered to be in compliance 
with state laws and recent judicial decisions regarding 
building service fees.
In addition to the methodology discussed in the 
previous section that was rejected by the courts, there 
are four common methodologies, which are discussed below. 
The first methodology is a retrospective analysis of costs 
and revenues used to determine whether or not the Building 
Division's plan check or building inspection fees have 
been set at the proper level. The remaining three 
methodologies (proposed fee methodologies) are different 
in that they all attempt to create fee schedules to be 
used to calculate building inspection and plan review 
fees. This section explains the different methodologies 
and then discusses why- they are or are not considered 
acceptable.
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The following criteria were given primary weight in 
the decision regarding which of the fee methodologies to 
use in this study. First, there should be a nexus between 
the costs borne by the city in connection with providing 
inspection services and the costs borne by the individuals 
paying building permit fees. For example, types of costs 
not incurred in providing building services should not be 
used to calculate building permit fees. Second, the cost 
of performing the study and calculating new fees must be 
less than the cost of leaving fees low or risking 
litigation. Third, the data used should be taken from the 
actual tasks performed in the process of providing 
inspection services, as opposed to opinions of the effects 
or results of hypothetical situations.
Methodologies using actual data collected from the 
City of San Bernardino's financial records and the 
building department's time and motion records were chosen 
to determine the reasonable cost of building services. The 
minimum dwelling size difference necessary to cause a 
reliable change in inspection time is considered to be 200 
square feet. As a test of the overall fee cost recovery 
levels for the building division as a whole, the Total 
Cost/Total Revenue Methodology was chosen. Of the 
prospective methodologies, those that utilize economic 
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forecasting, rounding (early in the process of calculating 
fees), opinions, or those that required the use of indexes 
with no identifiable relationship to the cost of building 
services were rejected.
Total Cost/Total Revenue Methodology
The "Total Cost/Total Revenue Methodology" (TC/TR), 
which calculates the total annual costs of building 
services and estimates the total revenue needed to fund 
those costs, is a useful tool for retrospective analysis. 
This methodology can be applied to the Building Services 
Department (BSD) as a whole or to each individual division 
of the BSD such as building inspection or plan 
examination. The TC/TR methodology is used to compare the 
total revenues to the total expenses of the unit being 
analyzed to determine whether or. not the fees being 
charged are reasonable, too high, or too low. This, 
methodology has also been used as one part of a two-part 
test by the courts to determine whether or not building 
fees charged by jurisdictions are excessive. When used in 
conjunction with one of the other methodologies that focus 
on individual tasks, such as specific inspection types, 
this methodology makes it apparent whether or not the sum 
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of the parts truly equals the whole regarding each 
division's revenues and expenses.
J
The TC/TR methodology is also preferred by 
jurisdictions which have limited resources because it is 
the least costly of the methodologies. The courts prefer 
this methodology to most of the others because of its 
close nexus to the jurisdiction's actual income and 
expense accounting system, which makes it easy to 
understand and hard to manipulate.
The Total Cost/Total Revenue Methodology was first 
presented in "A Guide for Justifying Building Department 
Fees," published in 1994 by the San Diego Chapter of the 
International Council of Building Officials. This seven­
step methodology was then modified and republished by 
Michael Bouse in his publication "Establishing Building 
Permit Fees," as a six-step methodology. Below is an 
explanation of the six-step process used in this study.
The total cost/total revenue methodology involves 
identifying all costs of services rendered by a unit(s) of 
government and all revenues (fees)‘received for those 
services. The next step is to allocate the costs and 
revenues to the unit(s) of government from which they have 
been generated. For this study the costs and revenues have 
been allocated to the Building Division as a whole. Next, 
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the entire exercise is repeated and the costs and revenues 
are allocated between the Building Inspection and Plan 
Examination divisions separately. Finally, for both 
exercises, the costs incurred by each specific unit are 
totaled and then subtracted from the total revenues (fees) 
collected from service users. Because this study focuses 
on the Building Inspection Division and Plan Examination 
Division of the City of San Bernardino, which make up the 
Building Services Department, only the costs, revenues and 
activities of the department and these divisions are 
analyzed in the following section. In this methodology, 
all sources of revenues, including building, plumbing, 
electrical and mechanical permit fees are taken into 
consideration.
Department/Division Analysis
Following are the six steps involved in the total 
cost/total revenue methodology along with discussions of 
each step:
Step 1. Identify all services rendered by the 
Building Department. Because the Building Services 
Department is comprised exclusively of the Building 
Division and the Plan Examination Division, once the 
services that were rendered were identified for the
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Building Services Department as a whole, it was not 
difficult to allocate them to the Building Inspection and 
Plan Examination Divisions separately.
Step 2. Group services by type (public or private 
goods) and user (permit applicant or general public) after 
all Building Department services have been listed. The 
purpose of this step is to identify which services should 
be recovered from the specific users and which services 
benefit and should be recovered from the general public 
(State tax revenues). A visual scan of the services listed 
on the Service Cost Addendum was adequate to determine 
that the costs of complying with the state-mandated mobile 
home inspection program should be recovered as general 
public goods through funding from the State.
Step 3. Identify the funding source for each group of 
services. In this step, a determination is made by the 
jurisdiction regarding how each group of services 
identified in Step 2 is to be funded.
In this step it is important that there is a nexus 
between costs and revenues. If the costs were incurred in 
the building inspection process, the revenues collected 
(and allocated) must be to recover those costs of the 
building inspection process only and not other services 
such as plan examination costs or general fund costs. In 
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the City of San Bernardino, plan check and inspection 
services fees are collected directly from building permit 
applicants, with the exception of the mobile home 
inspection program funds, which are collected from the 
State.
Step 4. Estimate the total costs of services to be 
funded by users. In this step, the costs of services 
identified in Step 3 were taken from the city's June 2005 
Appropriations Report for Fiscal Year 2004/2005 and 
adjusted to account for departmental and general city 
overhead. It is the intent of the city that all costs of 
providing building inspection and plan examination 
services be recovered by charging user fees.
Permits issued during one fiscal year may require 
services in the following fiscal year. For example, fees 
may be collected for permits for a housing tract late in 
the current fiscal year, however, the inspection services 
may not be requested until after the start of the next 
fiscal year. Situations such as this will give the 
impression that the agency is charging more for building 
services than it is spending on them in the first year, 
when the fees are received. Conversely, in the second year 
when the cost of providing the building services is 
realized it will appear that the agency is not recovering 
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the full cost of providing services. The cost of this 
"work-in-progress liability" should be noted so that 
revenues from the first year can be credited to the second 
year so that an accurate cost/revenue relationship can be 
calculated. If it is an on-going trend with the same 
amount of revenue being collected in the previous year as 
is done in the following year then no adjustment may be 
needed.
Step 5. Compare total costs to total revenues. The 
Service Cost Recovery Table presented on Page 45 
illustrates the difference between costs and revenues for 
Fiscal Year 2005/2006. This step was also performed for 
five consecutive fiscal years from 2001/2002 to 2005/2006 
with the totals averaged to yield a five-year cost/revenue 
estimate in the Multi-year Cost/Revenue Table located on 
the following pages of this section. The five-year average 
will indicate whether losses in some years outweigh 
overages in other years, whether the overages outweigh the 
losses and by how much or whether cost and revenues are 
reasonably balanced.
Step 6. Evaluate noted differences between total 
costs and total revenues. In fiscal year 2005/2006 
revenues exceeded costs by $149,368. Due to fluctuations 
in service demand and permit activity, there may be a 
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surplus of revenues in one year, and a revenue shortfall 
the following year. Adjusting fees or services based upon 
annual activity fluctuations would be extremely difficult. 
Comparing revenues and costs over a five-year period was 
considered and it was decided that this was practical and 
legally defensible. A "building activity cycle" approach 
to compare service costs and permit fees was considered 
and rejected. In the "building activity cycle" approach, 
service costs and permit fees are averaged over the most 
recent period in which permit activity level ranged from a 
period of high activity, through a period of low activity, 
and back to a period of high activity. The "building 
activity cycle" approach will usually result in averaging 
costs and permit fees over longer periods of time. This 
approach would have been time-consuming and would have 
required using unreliable data over an extended number of 
years.
If total revenues equal total costs no adjustment to 
fees is indicated. If total revenues exceeded total costs, 
a decrease in fees is indicated. However, before 
decreasing fees, it is necessary to verify that 
consideration has been given to work-in-progress 
liabilities. Next, the revenue surplus should be averaged 
with revenue surpluses or shortages for the number of 
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fiscal years being considered in order to arrive at a 
single or multi-year cost recovery average. If the balance 
is positive after averaging the years being used, the 
excess should be used to reduce future fees.
If the average of the years examined produces a 
revenue surplus, it would be appropriate to examine the 
level of service rendered by the department. If the level 
of service is deemed low, excess revenues should be used 
to improve the service level for example hiring additional 
departmental personnel or investing in technology 
(hardware and software) to increase service efficiency or 
quality. If the service level is deemed appropriate, then 
reducing fees may be necessary to comply with Government 
Code Section 66016.
If the answer shown in Table 3, on Page 47, is a 
negative number, total costs have exceeded total revenues, 
and the level of cost recovery is less than 100 percent. 
The revenue shortfall should be averaged with the revenue 
surpluses or shortages for the other years considered in 
order to arrive at a cost recovery average. If the average 
produces a shortfall, then the level of service should be 
examined to determine if a higher level of service is 
being provided than intended. If the existing service 
level is to be maintained, a decision should be made
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regarding whether the revenue shortfall is to be made up 
from general fund revenues or an increase in user fees and 
charges.
Table 1. Service Cost Recovery-
Revenue Items: Fiscal Year
Miscellaneous-4304
2005/2006
$22,300
Building Permits-4330 884,000
Mechanical Permits-4331 325,000
Misc Planning-4710 55,000
Archival Fees-4789 15,969
Revenue Total $1,302,269
Costs 1,152,901
Cost/Revenue Balance $149,368
Source: The City of San Bernardino Annual Budget 
Report
The term "Cost" used in this section refers to the 
expenditures made or budgeted by the city in addition to 
the Building Department's overhead, general administrative 
overhead, and proposed expenditures for added personnel 
and technology. The costs were calculated in the fully 
burdened rate calculation section of this report.
After subtracting the Building Division's cost from 
the division's revenues for Fiscal Year 2005/2006 there is 
a positive balance of $149,368. This positive balance 
suggests that the fees charged for building permits may be
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excessive. To further investigate whether or not this is 
true or whether it may be an anomaly caused by a spike in 
building activity, a 5-year average will be calculated 
next.
Revenue Calculations - Building 
Inspection Division
The data contained in Tables 2,3, and 4 below were 
obtained from actual costs listed in the City of San 
Bernardino 2005/2006 Budget, budget years beginning July 1 
and ending June 30, for years: 2001/2002, 2002/2003, 
2003/2004, 2004/2005. The first step in this exercise is 
to calculate the revenue for the previous four years.
G/L Revenue for Fiscal Year
Table 2. Multi-year Revenue Table
Code Account Title 2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005
4330 Building Permits $519,500 $634,559 $618,186 $991,282
4331 Mechanical Permits 220,555 239,874 254,562 353,560
4304 Misc Planning Permits 23,329 19,121 24,911 22,300
4789 Archive Fee-Dev Svs 0 0 0 0
4710 Misc Planning/Building 26,304 61,896 63,797 63,661
Revenue Totals $789,688 $955,450 $961,456 $1,430,803
The second step is to calculate the inspection 
service cost for the same years. The worksheets used to 
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calculate these costs are contained in the addendum at the 
end of this report.
Table 3 illustrates the balances between costs and
revenues for the four previous years plus the current year 
shown above.
Table 3. Multi-year Cost/Revenue Table
Multi-year Cost/Revenue Table
2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006
Revenues $789,688 $955,450 $961,456 $1,430,803 $1,302,269
Minus: Costs 748,825 786,076 744,069 853,638 1,152,901
Balance $40,863 $169,374 $217,387 $577,165 $149,368
5-Year Average $230,831
Once this exercise has been performed- for the
Building Services Department as a whole it should be 
repeated for the Building Inspection Division and for the 
Plan Examination Division separately. The reason that it 
should be used with other methodologies is that one 
division could be overcharging for some permits and the 
other division could be undercharging for their services, 
and the department could still have a balance between 
total costs and total revenues.
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Individual Permit Analysis
Before discussing the methodology used in this study 
to determine the reasonableness of the City's current 
building fees, the methodology that has been used in the 
past is presented with explanations regarding why it is no 
longer used.
International Conference of Building
Officials Methodology
According to the Handbook to The Uniform Building
Code, Pages 3 & 4, the ICBO methodology, historically 
favored by most building departments, is based on a 
structure's use (business, factory, or residential) and 
construction type to determine a dollar per square foot 
value (provided by ICBO) for building permits and plan 
examination services. The concept of determining the cost 
of building department services based on a structure's 
valuation is based on the proposition that the valuation 
of a structure is related to the amount of work to be 
expended in plan review, inspections and administering the 
permit.
The International Code Council (ICC) biannually 
publishes its Building Valuation Data Tables containing 
the average construction cost per square foot for nine 
different types of construction covering 26 different 
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groups identified by the structure's use, for example, 
Residential Multiple family separate from Residential one- 
and two-family. ICC cautions that the tables are based on 
national averages and do not account for regional 
differences. Further, in October of 2003 the ICC 
discontinued printing its regional cost modifiers leaving 
building officials to adjust costs for their jurisdictions 
on their own. The ICC methodology calculates permit fees 
as follows.
First, the appropriate per square foot price for the 
type of construction for which the permit is being issued 
is located on a matrix. The per square foot valuation 
price used by the City of San Bernardino for a one-and 
two-family dwelling is $65 for the habitable space. 
Second, the per-square-foot construction value is 
multiplied by the number of square feet of construction to 
arrive at the total building valuation. Third, the total 
valuation of the structure is located on the city's permit 
fee table, similar to the one shown below.
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Table 4. International Conference of Building Officials
Building Permit Fee Table
Source: City of San Bernardino valuation tables.
Building Permit Fee Table
Total Valuation Fee
$1 to $1,900 $43
$1,901 to $2,000 $45
$2,001 to $25,000
$45 for the first $2,000 + $9.00 for 
each $1,000 or fraction thereof, to and 
including $25,000
$25,001 to
$50,000
$252 for the first $25,000 + $6.50 for 
each $1,000 or fraction thereof, to and 
including $50,000
$50,001 to
$100,000
$414.50 for the first $50,000 + $4.50 
for each $1,000 or fraction thereof, to 
and including $100,000
$100,001 to
$500,000
$639.50 for the first $100,000 + $3.50 
for each $1,000 or fraction thereof, to 
and including $500,000
$500,001 to
$1,000,000
$2,039.50 for the first $500,000 + $2 
for each $1,000 or fraction thereof, to 
and including $1,000,000
$1,000,001 and up $3,539.50 for- the first $1, 000,000 + 
$2.50 for each $1,000 or fraction 
thereof
Using Table 4, a construction project valued at 
$100,000 would pay a building permit fee Of $639.50 
($414.50 + $225) while a project valued at $150,000 would 
pay a building permit fee of $814.50 ($639.50 + 175.00).
The ICBO methodology, presented above, has been 
repeatedly rejected by the California courts for its lack 
of nexus to the true cost of performing building 
inspections or plan reviews. The additional $50,000 in 
valuation would represent a 769 square foot increase in 
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size at $65 per square foot and would increase the permit 
fee by $175. Assuming a fully burdened rate of $87.50 per 
hour, the increase indicates that an increase of 769 
square feet in dwelling area requires an additional two 
hours to inspect. This assumption implies that adding an 
area of approximately 27 feet by 28 feet to the floor area 
would significantly increase the difficulty of each of the 
inspections. While the theory that larger homes tend to 
have more amenities has some validity, ICBO gives no 
support for the probability that there is a correlation 
between larger residences and the number of amenities 
built into them or that either will increase the 
difficulty of building inspections for these homes.
Micheal Bouse suggests other methodologies based on 
estimates of time required to provide these services. 
Bouse, the author of Establishing Building Permit Fees, 
surveyed numerous jurisdictions within California, 
collecting the opinions of building department personnel, 
to arrive at estimates of the amount of time required to 
provide plan review and inspection services. While he 
invested considerable effort in conducting a thorough 
survey, there is no way of knowing exactly who filled out 
the survey form or how knowledgeable they were about 
current plan review or inspection services.
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The primary goal of the present study is to be as 
accurate as possible and to eliminate.the chances of 
personal bias or manipulation on the part of persons being 
surveyed or interviewed. Therefore, the methodology used 
to complete the study which is the subject of this report 
involved collecting and analyzing data directly from the 
building inspectors' daily logs to develop average 
inspection service times.
City of San Bernardino Methodology
The final methodology presented in this report is the 
one used in this study. The following steps were taken to 
estimate reasonable inspection fees for building 
inspection services in the City of San Bernardino.
Step 1. All services rendered by the building 
department were identified. The costs of all of the 
services analyzed should be recovered through user fee 
charges.
Step 2. Direct activities and the times required to 
perform them (inspector's onsite inspections, writing 
corrections on job cards, and explaining needed 
corrections), time required to conduct building inspection 
services, and indirect activities required to support the 
services were separated. Examples of support activities 
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are driving to and from required stops, administrative or 
leave activities, and walking between structures on tract 
inspections. Average driving and contingent times were 
calculated separately from the direct activity times and 
then added to the direct activity times. Leave and 
training time was used to calculate the Fully Burdened 
Hourly Rate for inspectors.
Step 3. Sample sets of approximately 25 homes per 
set, with ranges of 200 square feet of living space (for 
example 1400 to 1600 Sq. Ft.) for both the tract homes and 
the homes on in-fill lots were compiled.
Step 4. Times required performing the various 
activities from the inspector's daily logs were collected 
and recorded into tables to be analyzed.
Step 5. The average time required to complete the 
inspection process for each inspection type in the 
different size groups was calculated. The average 
individual inspection activity times were aggregated into 
one average inspection time for each dwelling size, for 
example, 160.0 to 1800 SF, 1800 to 2000- SF, etc.
Step 6. The average available workdays for inspectors 
using the method shown in the Cost/Recovery Section was 
calculated.
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Step 7. The cost of inspection services using the 
method shown in the Cost/Recovery Section was calculated.
Step 8. The fully burdened rate was calculated by 
dividing the cost of providing inspection services by the 
average available working hours in a year.
Step 9. The cost of providing individual and total 
home inspection services was calculated by multiplying the 
fully burdened hourly rate (in dollars) by the time 
required to perform the inspection services before non­
variable costs and contingent costs.
Step 10. Non-variable costs and contingent costs 
identified in the Cost/Recovery Section were added to 
calculate the total cost of providing inspections.
Conclusion
Choosing the proper methodology to determine whether 
or not fees for services being provided are set at a 
reasonable level requires considering multiple issues. 
Criteria for the methodology should be that it require 
only the data that are available, that it is within the 
City's budget, that it could be made to pass judicial 
scrutiny, and that it allows for a close relationship 
(nexus) between costs and revenues analyzed.
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Any annual estimate of the cost of services compared 
to the revenues collected to pay for providing those 
services is only a "snapshot in time." While every attempt 
should be made to balance costs with revenues to the 
degree that is reasonably possible, uncontrollable 
circumstances will always pop up be they weather, changes 
in staff efficiency, the quality of tradesmen, changes in 
inspection mandates, differences in the amount of hardware 
and sheer paneling used, or fluctuations in building 
activity. Keeping these variables in mind, it is apparent 
that no methodology for determining building services fees 
can be totally accurate. However, nothing presented in 
this chapter gives any jurisdiction the justification to 
employ a methodology that does not fairly set fees at the 
levels intended by state law.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INSPECTIONS
Introduction
Any study of the cost of providing building 
inspections would be meaningless without understanding 
what must be accomplished during the inspections and at 
what level of service they are to be performed.
The Building Inspection Process Section of this 
chapter lists the items that are inspected during each 
inspection, and the Service Level Section explains what is 
considered a high, medium or low level of service.
Though the California Code is specific regarding when 
building inspections are to be performed there is no model 
or any guidelines detailing the steps to be taken during 
the individual inspections. For this reason, inspections 
and the amounts of time needed to perform them may vary 
from one jurisdiction to another.
This chapter explains the different building 
inspections, including their constituent tasks, and why 
they are done. Below is a list of definitions for terms 
that are used in this section of the report.
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Definitions
"Backflow Preventer" means a device or means to prevent 
backflow into the potable water system.
"Bonding (Bonded)" means the connection of metallic parts 
that will form an electrically conductive pathway 
that will ensure electrical continuity.
"Combustion Air" is the air supply used by a fuel-burning 
appliance, such as a water heater, for the purpose of 
fuel combustion and ventilation of exhaust gases.
"Circuit Breaker" is a device that opens an electrical 
circuit automatically on a predetermined over-current 
without damage to itself, for the purpose of 
preventing damage to an electrical circuit and or 
fire.
"Duct" is any tube or conduit for transmission of air.
"Ground -Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFI)" is a device for 
the protection of individuals that de-energizes a 
circuit or portion thereof when the current traveling 
through the circuit exceeds a predetermined level 
that is less than that required to cause the 
circuit's breaker to break the circuit.
"Plenum" is a compartment or chamber to which one or more 
air ducts are connected and that forms part of the 
air distribution system.
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"Trap" is a "J" shaped device, which prevents the back 
passage of air without stopping the flow of sewage or 
wastewater, typically found under a sink.
"Venting System" is the vent or chimney and its connectors 
assembled to form a continuous open passageway from 
an appliance to the outside atmosphere for the 
purpose of removing products of combustion. This 
definition shall also include the venting assembly, 
which is an integral part of the appliance.
Program Basis
The Building Division of the City of San Bernardino 
performs 16 different inspections for every dwelling that 
is constructed within the City. Eight of the inspections 
have been adopted and are required by the state Department 
of Housing and Community Development. The other eight are 
the result of either a single inspection being divided 
into multiple inspections made to coincide with the 
building process or additional inspections required by the 
City's Building Official.
The State of California requires that building 
departments perform eight different building inspections - 
five from the California Building Codes, one from the 2001 
California Plumbing Codes, one from the 2001 California 
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Mechanical Codes, and one from the 2004 California 
Electrical Codes. From the California Building codes, the 
required inspections are 1) Foundation Inspection, 2) 
Concrete Slab or Under-floor Inspection, 3) Frame 
Inspection, 4) Lath or Gypsum Board Inspection, and 5) 
Final Inspection.
Three inspections are required by the City Building 
Official, under the authority of the California Building 
Code. The Insulation Inspection is performed to insure 
compliance with the 2005 Building Energy Efficiency 
Standards and Regulations. The Stucco Scratch and Brown 
coat Inspections are performed to insure that layers of 
stucco that comprise the structural portion of the 
building's exterior and bond the decorative layer of 
stucco to the building are properly cured.
The individual inspections are listed in Addendum A 
in this report along with the items that must be 
inspected.3
3 Unless otherwise noted in this chapter, the explanations of the 
building inspections were the result of interviews with J. Masters, 
Senior Building Inspector, on December 14, and 15, of 2005.
Inspection Variables
There is a large disparity between the number, 
complexity of and area occupied by items that must be 
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inspected during the different building inspections. These 
variations result in a disparity in the amount of time 
needed to perform an inspection. Ultimately the time 
required determines the cost of providing building 
inspection services. For example, Reading a gas meter 
during a gas test can be done while standing in one spot, 
only considering whether or not the needle has moved. On 
the other hand a framing inspection requires understanding 
and verifying the use of lumber, the hardware used to 
fasten it, and the effects of notching or boring the 
lumber. But even more apt to cause inspection times to 
vary are corrections that have to be written and 
explained.
Other tasks such as writing correction notices, 
explaining what needs to be corrected, and re-inspecting 
building components to assure that the corrections were 
made seriously impacts the cost of performing each 
inspection and ultimately the cost of the building 
inspection program as a whole.
Conversely, during the inspection process, grouping 
inspections to increase efficiency and reduce costs by 
reducing the amount of time needed for inspectors to 
perform individual inspections has become an industry 
paradigm. Either dissimilar inspections can be performed 
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at the same time or the same inspection can be performed 
for two or more structures. During the Foundation 
Inspection, inspectors typically verify that the UFER 
(electrical grounding rod) has been installed next to the 
reinforcing steel. Sewer Disposal/Sewer and Water 
Inspections are commonly performed at the same time in 
order to take advantage of the two systems' proximity to 
each other with in their separate trenches. At other 
times, multiple water lines may be inspected at one time. 
One of the most common groupings of building inspections 
occurs during the final inspection process. Typically the 
building, plumbing, mechanical, and electrical finals are 
performed simultaneously.
Service Level
Knowing which tasks have to be performed is only a 
part of understanding why building inspections require the 
time and effort that they do. To totally understand the 
inspection process it is necessary to understand the level 
of services that are expected. For example, it would be 
less costly for an inspector to approve roof sheeting or 
any other construction component without getting out of 
his/her vehicle, or from the curb without having to look 
at the entire construction component being inspected.
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Likewise, a plan examiner or building inspector that 
skipped over items that did not meet code requirements, or 
was short with the permit applicants and did not bother to 
suggest alternatives to unacceptable construction items, 
could address more items in a day, but would accomplish 
less for the client.
The Table 5 in this section of the report identifies 
the levels that are considered to be appropriate for the 
various objectives listed. Appropriate service levels are 
listed for both the building inspectors and the plan 
examiners, however, the two categories are listed 
separately to avoid confusion.
The methodologies used in this report were taken from 
the 1991 City Manager's Department of the League of
California Cities paper entitled, A 'How To' Guide
For Assessing Effective Service Levels in California 
Cities. While the guide's performance measures and service 
levels were considered, the methodologies were not 
strictly conformed to during this report.
Service levels listed in Table 5 are intended to 
represent different areas on a >service continuum, with 
high meaning the greatest level of service, medium meaning 
a level of service between high and low, and low meaning 
the lowest level of service. Under Table 5 is an 
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explanation of which of the service levels is considered 
to be the building department's appropriate level or 
minimum standard.
The service level expectations of the Building 
Services Department of the City of San Bernardino are that 
the building inspectors will perform their duties at or 
above the levels identified as medium. However, the goal 
is to provide effective service levels identified in Table 
5 as high.
Personal discussions with Mr. Masters indicated that 
the building inspectors were currently performing at or 
above the medium serve level in all catigories.
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Table 5. Building Inspection Division
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
Effective Service Levels for Building Inspectors
Goals:
To ensure that building improvements within the City of San 
Bernardino are constructed and maintained in compliance with 
the city's adopted Health and Safety Codes, Energy Efficiency 
Standards, Accessibility Regulations and any other building 
requirements of the City of San Bernardino, in a timely 
efficient and effective manner.
Obj ectives Quality
Characteristics
Performance 
Measures
Service Levels
Timely Service Quick 
inspection 
process.
Time to complete 
inspections
Inspection requests 
response time:
High: 24 hour
Medium: Next day*  
Low: 48 hour
Missed inspections 
return time:
High: AM next day 
Medium: Preference 
next day
Low: 24 hours
Efficient
Service
Carry out 
inspections 
with least 
effort required
Number of 
inspections per 
day
Inspections rate:
High: 15+/day 
Medium: 12-15/day
Low: 10/day 
Inspections per 
Unit
High: 7-9
Medium: 10-13
Low: Less than 7 or
13 +
Effective
Service
Detailed 
inspections by 
knowledgeable 
inspectors
Thorough and 
accurate 
inspections
Missed items:
High: 0
Medium: 0
Low: 2+
Correct responses:
High: All
Medium: Once/week 
research needed 
Low: Incorrect 
information used 
during inspections.
Note: For inspections to be scheduled on the next day they should be 
called-in before 2:00 PM on the previous day.
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Conclusion
Any analysis of the reasonableness of past building 
services fees or future fees to be charged to permit 
applicants should take into account the services that are 
offered, the level of services that were or are intended 
to be provided, and whether or not the services or service 
levels are at their intended level. If during analysis of 
building services it is determined that either the 
quantity or quality of building inspection services is 
lacking, additional time and fees should be allocated in 
the future to provide proper inspection services. During 
this study it was determined that services were adequate 
to the point that no adjustments to inspection times were 
necessary.
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CHAPTER FIVE
BUILDING SERVICES. DEPARTMENT COST/REVENUE ANALYSIS 
Introduction
It is not important whether building services costs 
are compared to revenues on a multi-year basis before or 
after they are compared on a single year or individual 
inspection basis. However, it is important that a multi­
year analysis be done to look for patterns of consistent 
excess cost recovery or under recovery. In this study a 
single year cost/revenue analysis was done prior to the 
multi-year analysis. Then the two were combined into a 
five-year analysis.
The Total Cost/Total Revenue Methodology was used in 
this study as a test of the reasonableness of the Building 
Division's fees. A multi-year cost/revenue analysis was 
performed and did suggest that the most recent years 
revenues exceeded costs.
One Year Cost/Revenue Analysis1
Prior to explaining the multi-year cost/revenue 
analysis the 2005/2006-cost/revenue analysis is presented 
in Table 6 below.
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Table 6. Building Inspection Services Costs (2005/2006)
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES COSTS
Personnel Services: $617,205.54
Minus:
Building Official's Salary (50%) 62,259
Tom Odell'S Salaries (100%) 73,541
Total: -135,800
Subtotal: 481,406
Maintenance & Operations: 04/05 Actual 22,475
Minus:
Costs of Tom Odell's activities 1/9.5 -2,366
Total 20,109
Contract Services: 04/05 Actual 1, 020
Internal Service Charges: 04/05 Actual 46,889
Minus: Costs of Tom Odell's Activities -4,936
Total 41,953
Net Division Costs: 544,488
Plus: Building Inspector II, FY 2005/2006 74,025
Building Inspector II, FY 2006/2007 74,025
Position Upgrade Per Budget Proposal 14,928
Technology Enhancements:
Plus: IVR System 11,200
Accela Wireless & 12 Laptops 32,000
Accela GIS 9, 066
Annual Maintenance 27,157
Proposed Budget: 2006/2007: 786,889
Plus: Department Overhead 99,582
Division Budget + Department Overhead: 886,471
Plus: Gen City Overhead: 886,471 x .2586 229,241
Div. Budget + Dept & General City Overhead: 1,115,712
Plus: Office Space Value $20.40 x 1,823 SF. 37,189
Total Cost of Building Inspection Services: 1,152,901
When the costs calculated in Table 6 above are
compared to the projected revenues for the same time 
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period, by subtracting costs from revenues ($1,302,269 - 
$1,152,901), the result is an excess fee recovery of 
$149,368.
Four-Year Analysis
In addition to the Fiscal Year 2005/2006 Cost/Revenue 
Analysis, an additional four-year analysis was completed 
and is presented below.
Building Inspection Division Cost Analysis
To complete the Four-Year Cost/Revenue Analysis, 
annual revenues and costs were calculated, then balanced 
to determine whether or not there was a consistent trend 
of over or under recovery of costs.
The data contained in the worksheets and tables 
throughout, this chapter were obtained from actual costs 
listed in the Budget Summaries Section and under the 
Development Services portion within the General City 
Operating Budgets Sections of the City of San Bernardino 
Budget Reports for Fiscal Years 2001/2002 through 
2005/2006.
Building Inspection Division - Revenue Analysis
The data contained in Table 7 were obtained from 
actual revenues listed in the General Fund Revenue Reports 
contained in the Budget Summaries Sections (2) of the City 
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of San Bernardino Budget reports. Revenues are for budget 
years beginning July 1 and Ending June 30 for years 
2001/2002, 2002/2003, 2003/2004, 2004/2005. Items listed 
in Table 7 below are further explained later in this 
section.
Table 7. Multi-year Revenue Table
Gen
Ldgr
Code Account Title
Revenue for Fiscal Years
2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005
4330 Building Permits $519,500 $634,559 $618,186 $991,282
4331 Mechanical Permits 220,555 239,874 254,562 353,560
4304 Misc Planning
Permits
23,329 19,121 24,911 22,300
4789 Archive Fee-Dev Svs 0 0 0 0
4710 Misc 26, 304 61,896 63,797 63,661
Planning/Building
Total $789,688 $955,450 $961,456 $1,430,803
Source: General Fund Revenue Report, City Budget Reports.
Revenue totals calculated in Table 7 were used in 
Tables 15, 16, and 17 at the end of this section.
The next step in the Cost/Revenue Analysis is to 
calculate the annual cost of providing building Services 
for the four years prior to FY 2005/2006. To calculate the 
Building Services Division's costs, the cost figures in 
the 2005/2006 Building Inspection Services Costs Table 
(Table 6) were replaced with the figures applicable to the 
year for which the new table was being constructed. These 
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figures were either taken from one of the annual budget 
reports or recalculated.
To calculate the Building Division's Department
Overhead the Development Services Department's 
administrative expenditures were divided by the number of 
employees in the Development Services Department to 
calculate the cost per department employee shown in Table 
8 below.
Table 8. Employee Cost Table
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES COST PER EMPLOYEE
Fiscal
Year
Expenditure
Amount ±
Employee 
Count 
(DSD)
Cost per 
= employee
2001/2002 $1,107,303 4- 92.0 $12,036
2002/2003 $992,788 4- 92.0 = $10,791
2003/2004 $667,103 4- 91.25 $7,311
2004/2005 $721,500 4- 67.5 = $10,689
Source: Expenditure by Division Tables, city 
budget reports.
Next, the department overhead was calculated by 
multiplying the cost per employee by the number of 
employees in the Building Services Division to determine 
the division's total department overhead shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Department Overhead Table
BUILDING DIVISION DEPARTMENT OVERHEAD
Fiscal
Year
Cost per 
Employee X
Employee 
Count 
(BSD)
Department
= Overhead
2001/2002 $12,036 X 8.5 $102,306
2002/2003 $10,791 X 8.5 = $91,724
2003/2004 $7,311 X 8.5 $62,144
2004/2005 $10,689 X 9.5 $101,545
The department overhead figures were used in the 
tables below.
Personnel Services figures were recalculated to 
account for yearly changes in the Building Official's and 
Mobile Home Program Inspector's salaries and benefits. 
Beginning with FY 2004/2005, annual salaries for the 
Building Official and the Mobile Home Program Inspector 
were adjusted downward to account for past increases of 
approximately two percent from previous years. The 
exception is 2001/2002, which was adjusted downward by 
five percent to account for a one-time salary increase for 
most employees at the time.
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Table 10. Salary Adjustment Table
Salary Adjustments from Previous Year's Level
Budget Year Building 
Official 
(50%)
Mobile Home 
Program 
Inspector
Change Total
2005/2006 $62,259 $73,541 0% $135,800
2004/2005 $61,038 $72,099 -2% $133,137
2003/2004 $59,841 $70,685 -2% $130,526
2002/2003 $58,668 $69,299 -2% $127,897
2001/2002 $55,874 $65,999 -5% $121,873
Source: Mary Freiberg, Development Services 
Department.
Tables 11 through 14 are summaries of the Building 
Division's annual costs incurred for the Fiscal Years: 
2001/2002, 2002/2003, 2003/2004, and 2004/2005. The line 
items within these tables present the Building Division's 
costs and adjustments made to the cost to account for the 
Mobile Home Inspection Program, which is funded through 
the State of California.
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Table 11. Building Inspection Services Costs Table
(2001/2002)
* Salaries are adjusted downward from their FY 2005/2006 level to 
account for increases of 2% from FY 2002/2003 to FY 2004/2005 and a 
5% increase in FY 2001/2002.
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES COSTS FY 2001/2002
Personnel Services: $494,399
Minus:
Building Official's Salary (50%)* 55,874
MH Inspector's Salaries (Tom Odell) (100%)* 65,999
Total: -121,873
Subtotal: 372,526
Maintenance & Operations: 01/02 Actual 18,175
Minus:
Costs of MH Inspn Prgm activities 1/8.5 -2,138
Total 16,037
Contract Services: 2001/2002 Actual f 21,245
Internal Service Charges: 01/02 Actual 59,154
Minus: Costs of MH Inspn Prgm Activities -6,959
Total 52,195
Plus: Miscellaneous Equipment Cost 1, 111
Net Division Costs: 463,114
Plus: Department Overhead 102,306
Division Budget + Department Overhead: 565,420
Plus: Gen City Overhead: 565,420 x .2586 146,218
Div. Budget + Dept & General City Overhead: 711,638
Plus: Office Space Value $20.40 x 1,823 SF. 37,189
Total Cost of Building Inspection Services: 748,825
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Table 12. Building Inspection Services Costs Table
(2002/2003)
* Salaries are adjusted downward from their FY 2004/2005 level to 
account for increases of 2% from FY 2002/2003 to FY 2004/2005 and a 
5% increase in FY 2001/2002.
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES COSTS FY 2002/2003
Personnel Services: $545,813
Minus:
Building Official's Salary (50%)* 58,668
MH Inspector's Salaries (Tom Odell) (100%)* 69,299
Total: -127,897
Subtotal: 417,916
Maintenance & Operations: 02/03 Actual 23,366
Minus:
Costs of MH Inspn Prgm activities 1/8.5 -2,749
Total 20,617
Contract Services: 2002/2003 Actual 0
Internal Service Charges: 02/03 Actual 73,393
Minus: Costs of MH Inspn Prgm Activities -8,634
Total 64,759
Plus: Miscellaneous Equipment Cost 0
Net Division Costs: 503,292
Plus: Bldg Inspector New/Upgrade, FY 02/03 0
Plus: Department Overhead 91,724
Division Budget + Department Overhead: 595,016
Plus: Gen City Overhead: 595,016 x .2586 153,871
Div. Budget + Dept & General City Overhead: 748,887
Plus: Office Space Value $20.40 x 1,823 SF. 37,189
Total Cost of Building Inspection Services: 786, 076
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Table 13. Building Inspection Services Costs Table
(2003/2004)
* Salaries are adjusted downward from their FY 2004/2005 level to 
account for increases of 2% from FY 2002/2003 to FY 2004/2005 and a 
5% increase in FY 2001/2002.
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES COSTS FY 2003/2004
Personnel Services: $573,751
Minus:
Building Official's Salary (50%)* 59,841
MH Inspector's Salaries (Tom Odell) (100%)* 70,685
Total: -130,526
Subtotal: 443,225
Maintenance & Operations: 03/04 Actual 14,748
Minus:
Costs of MH Inspn Prgm activities 1/8.5 -1,735
Total 13,013
Contract Services: 2003/2004 Actual 1, 920
Internal Service Charges: 03/04 Actual 44,066
Minus: Costs of MH Inspn Prgm Activities -4,639
Total 39,427
Plus: Miscellaneous Equipment Cost 1, 911
Net Division Costs: 499,496
Plus: Bldg Inspector New/Upgrade, FY 04/05 0
Plus: Department Overhead 62,144
Division Budget + Department Overhead: 561,640
Plus: Gen City Overhead: 561,640 x .2586 145,240
Div. Budget + Dept & General City Overhead: 706,880
Plus: Office Space Value $20.40 x 1,823 SF. 37,189
Total Cost of Building Inspection Services: 744,069
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Table 14. Building Inspection Services 2004/2005 Costs
Table
* Salaries are adjusted downward from their FY 2004/2005 level to 
account for increases of 2% from FY 2002/2003 to FY 2004/2005 and a 
5% increase in FY 2001/2002.
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES COSTS FY 2004/2005
Personnel Services: $617,206
Minus:
Building Official's Salary (50%)* 61,038
MH Inspector's (Tom Odell) Salary (100%)* 72,099
Total: -133,137
Subtotal: 484,069
Maintenance & Operations: 04/05 Actual 22,475
Minus:
Costs of MH Inspn Prgm activities 1/9.5 -2,366
Total 20,109
Contract Services: 04/05 Actual 1, 020
Internal Service Charges: 04/05 Actual 46,889
Minus: Costs of MH Inspn Prgm Activities -4,936
Total 41,953
Net Division Costs: 547,151
Plus: Department Overhead 101,545
Division Budget + Department Overhead: 648,696
Plus: Gen City Overhead: 648,696 x .2586 167,753
Div. Budget + Dept & General City Overhead: 816,449
Plus: Office Space Value $20.40 x 1,823 SF. 37,189
Total Cost of Building Inspection Services: 853,638
More detailed explanations of the line items 
contained in the tables are presented immediately below. 
Personnel Services
This item includes the actual fiscal years 
expenditures for salaries (permanent/fulltime and
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temporary/part time) and benefits including overtime, 
vacation and holiday pay, retirement, health and life 
insurance, unemployment insurance, Medicare, and personnel 
services. The personnel service cost figures were adjusted 
by 50% of the Building Official's and 100% of the Mobile 
Home Program Inspector's salary and benefits. These 
adjustments were made because only fifty percent of the 
Building Official's time is spent supervising the Building 
Inspection Division, with the other fifty percent spent on
A.administration of the Plans Examination Division. The 
portion of the Building Official's time spent 
administering the Plan Examination Division will be 
allocated to the fully burdened rate for plan examiners 
later in this study. Tom Odell, Building Inspector III, 
spends all of his time on projects pertaining to building 
construction inspections related to mobile homes that are 
funded by sources other than user .fees, therefore, his 
salary is not a cost to the regular building inspection 
program.
Maintenance and Operations
This item includes Materials & Supplies, Small Tools
& Equipment, Dues & Subscriptions, Mileage, Equipment 
Maintenance, Printing Charges, Postage, and plus $5,500 
for California Building Standards Code-Books (purchased
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every three years). Dues and Subscriptions include 
memberships to ICBO, IAPMO, CALBO, Barclays Law 
Publisher's copies of code updates, and new and 
replacement code books. Mileage is for staff use of 
personal vehicles for city business, especially needed for 
after hours or weekend calls. Rental charges are for 
charges paid to the city for use of carpool cars. 
Equipment and Maintenance is funding for business machine 
repairs. Printing charges are for building permits,
tScantron forms, application forms, business cards, etc.
Garage charge are charges from the city's fleet division, 
including staff time and overhead, related to the 
maintenance and operation of motor vehicles assigned to 
the Building Inspection or Plan Check Sections. The 
charge-backs are based on actual costs incurred. The 
deduction to maintenance and operating cost for Tom 
Odell's activities represents his portion of the building 
division staff (1 of 9.25 inspectors or 1/9.25). 
Professional/Contractual Services
This item, also called Contract Services, is for fees 
that are paid for contract plans examiners, building 
inspectors and consulting services.
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Internal Service Charges
This item includes M.I.S. Charges (in house) for a 
portion of the cost incurred by the city's Information 
Services Division, based on the type of equipment, 
software and support utilized by the section. Telephone 
Support includes staff time and overhead incurred by the 
city's Telecommunication Division. Charge-backs are based 
on actual costs incurred. Vehicle Replacement is for 
contributions to the city's vehicle replacement fund, to 
cover future replacement of division vehicles. 
Contribution amounts are determined by the city's Fleet 
Division and are based on age, mileage and usage of 
vehicles. Fleet Charges-Fuel includes charges from the 
city's Fleet Division for staff time, overhead and product 
costs. Charge-backs are based on actual costs incurred.
The sum of the Personnel Services, Maintenance & 
Operations, Contract Services, and Internal Services 
sections of the Building Inspection Services Costs Tables 
comprise the Net Division Costs.
Future expenditures listed in Table 35, the 
FY2006/2007 Cost Table (see page 126), are for additional 
staff and technology upgrades and have been added to the 
Net Division Costs, to make up the Proposed Budget for 
2006/2007. Staff upgrades include hiring one Building
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Inspector II in FY 2005/2006 and one Building Inspector II 
in FY 2006/2007 and a position upgrade for one building 
inspector.
Technology Enhancements
The technology upgrades include the following:
(1) Expenditures .for the purchase of 12 portable (laptop) 
computers, to be used in the field by building inspectors 
to access permit data and record inspection times and 
activities. (2) Expenditures for an Interactive Voice 
Recognition System. (3) Expenditures for an Accela GIS 
System, to more efficiently route and track inspectors 
during inspections. (4) Training and maintenance on the 
computer hardware and software, which consists of 
expenditures for technology upgrades, have been prorated 
based on the estimated life of the different items. These 
enhancements are proposed to improve the productivity for 
the Building Inspection Division. Total costs are $56,000 
for the IVR System, $160,000 for the wireless system, 
including twelve lap-tops, and $45,328 for the GIS System. 
These three computer systems are considered to have an 
effective life expectancy of five years. Figures listed in 
Table 14 above represent one fifth of the total cost of 
the system to account for depreciation of the total cost 
over five years. The Annual Maintenance cost represents 
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the annual maintenance warrantee fee paid to the computer 
system provider.
Department Overhead was added to the Proposed Budget 
Total for FY 2006/2007 and to the Net Division Costs for 
FYs 2001/2002 through 2004/2005 to account for staff time 
and material costs incurred by the Building Services 
Department (BSD) in the process of providing 
administration services to the Building Inspection 
Division.
The calculations shown below explain how the 
department's overhead was determined. First, the 
administrative costs per employee for services provided to 
the Building Inspection Division are calculated by 
dividing the development services department overhead by 
the number of employees within the Building Services 
Department to arrive at the department's administrative 
cost per employee.
BSD Cost: $704,200 = $9,484 (BSD Cost per
CSD Employee Count: 74.25 Employee)
Next the number of employees, including the portion 
of the building official's time allocated to the Building 
Inspection Division (10.5 employees), is multiplied by the 
Building Division's cost per employee to arrive at the
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Building Inspection Division's portion of the department's 
administrative overhead cost.
BSD Cost per employee $9,484 x 10.5 employees = $99,582. 
General City Overhead
Costs for the portion of general city overhead that 
is allocated to the Building Inspection Division are 
calculated by multiplying 0.2586 times the Building 
Division budget plus the portion of the department 
overhead allocated to the Building Inspection Division 
($1,063,376). The 0.2586 cost multiplier was provided by 
the City's Finance Department and represents the Building 
Division's portions of the City's administration cost. 
Office Space Rent
Two active property managers were interviewed in 
order to arrive at a fair market rental rate for the 
office space occupied by the Development Services 
Division. Mr. Colin Strange, with the City of San 
Bernardino Redevelopment Agency, in December 2005 spoke 
with Mr. Frank Schnitz, a commercial real estate broker 
active in the City's downtown area. His opinion was that 
office space similar to the third floor of the San 
Bernardino City Hall Building currently should rent for 
from $1.25 to $1.35 per square foot on a monthly basis. 
The rental rate quoted by Mr. Schnitz includes taxes, 
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insurance, and tenant improvements with a lease of three 
years or more.
In December of 2005 the author spoke with Mr. Tony 
Cantellano of the Central City Mall. Mr. Cantellano stated 
that he was currently renting office space in the mall 
without windows for 1.50 per square foot. He further 
stated that some spaces in the Vanir Towers Building next 
to the city building had rented for $1.85 per square foot 
per month. Overall, the Third Floor of the San Bernardino 
City Hall is not at either end of the value continuum 
regarding quality of the office space. Therefore we have 
assigned a per square foot per month rental value of $1.70 
for this space. To arrive at the annual cost of office 
space, the monthly square foot rental value of $1.70 is 
multiplied by 12 (the number of months in a year).
Annual Rental Rate: $1.70 x 12 = $20.40
Cost/Revenue Balance
After calculating the cost and revenue totals for 
each of the four one-year periods, the totals along with 
the fifth year's totals were used to construct a 
cost/revenue table with balances for each year and a five- 
year average.
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Table 15 illustrates the balances between costs and
revenues for the four previous years plus the current year 
shown above.
Table 15. Five-year Revenue Average Table
2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006
Revenues. $789,688 $955,450 $961,456 $1,430,803 $1,302,269
Minus: Costs 748,825 786,076 744,069 853,638 1,152,901
Balance $40,863 $169,374 $217,387 $577,165 $149,368
5-Yr Average $230,831
As building permit activities continued to increase 
from Fiscal Year 2001/2002 to their current level the 
number and complexity of the inspections became greater. 
Two indicators, building permit valuations and building 
inspection division revenues, have a direct relationship 
to the increases1 in the number and complexity of the 
inspections performed by the city's building inspectors. 
As more structures are constructed, more additions are 
built onto existing structures or alterations are 
performed. The number of inspections increase in rough 
proportion to the amount of fees paid, increasing annual 
revenues and valuations. Increases in the annual 
valuations of the structures constructed also have a 
direct relationship to the size and complexity of those
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structures and ultimately to both the complexity and time 
required to perform inspections. Table 16 illustrates the- 
disparity between the Building Inspection Division's 
workload compared to the number of inspectors available to 
perform the inspections.
Table 16. Multi-year Revenue/Valuation Table
Activity 
Indicators
Fiscal Years
Building Division: 2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005
Valuations: $83,721,658 $108,168,584 $135, 721, 666 $197, 988,886
Revenues: $789,688 $955,450 $961,456 $1,430,803
Revenues/Valuations 0.94% 0.88% 0.71% 0.72%
Sources: Construction Valuations, Permits Plus, Building Division 
Revenues, and City Budge Reports.
As the chart shows, as construction valuations and 
revenues from building permits being issued continue to 
grow for the four one-year periods, the ratio of revenues 
as a percentage of construction valuations continues to 
fall. This trend indicates that new projects within the 
City have been increasing in size during the last four 
years, and that the Building Division's inspection fees 
have not increased in relation to the valuations of the 
structures being built.
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Table 17. Cost Recovery Table
Cost Recovery Table
Fiscal Years
Building Division 2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005 2004/2005
Revenues 789,688 955,450 961,456 1,430,803 1,302,269
Costs 748,825 786,076 744,069 853,638 1,152,901
Cost Recovery
Excess (Shortfall)
40,863 169,374 217,387 577,165 149,368
Sources: Building Division Revenues, City Budget Reports
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Cost Recovery Chart
□ Costs:
□ Revenues:
□ Cost Recovery: 
Excess or (Shortfall)
Figure 1. Cost Recovery.Chart
As construction activity increased there was not 
enough time in a day to perform all of the inspections 
that had been requested for the day. In an attempt to deal 
with increased waiting times for inspections, in 2005 
contractors agreed to pay additional building inspection 
fees to get their inspections done quicker.
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Conclusion
The cost and revenue figures shown in Tables 6 
through 17 in this chapter illustrate that neither costs 
or revenues remain constant from one year to another. 
Likewise, Tables 15, 16, and 17 in the Cost/Revenue 
Balance Section of this chapter illustrate that the 
balances between costs and revenues fluctuate from year to 
year. However, over the same period, both construction and 
building permit activity, illustrated by an increase in 
building valuations, and revenues consistently increased 
each year from Fiscal Years 2001/2002 to 2004/2005. 
Revenues as a percentage of valuations, the last item in 
Table 16, also show a consistent trend over the same time 
period, but in a decreasing direction. The steady decrease 
in building permit revenues as a percentage of valuations 
from ninety-four one hundredths to seventy-two one 
hundredths of one percent indicates that the number of 
building inspections required of the building inspectors 
increased at a greater rate than the funds generated by 
inspection fees for inspection services. Building permit 
activities, as illustrated by building valuations, 
increasing at a continuing faster rate than revenues, from 
permit fees, indicates that greatest increases in 
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inspections performed are of the type that produce the 
largest losses to the City.
Based on the information presented in this chapter, a 
time/motion study and fully burdened hourly rate study are 
justified in order to further analyze the reasonableness 
of the City's building fees.
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CHAPTER SIX
TIME AND MOTION STUDY
Introduction
This chapter presents tract home inspection times 
first and then presents the in-fill home inspection times, 
followed by a comparison of the two.
Tract Home Inspection Times
, The five tables presented in the following pages 
contain the results of the Tract Home Building Inspection 
Time survey portion of this study.
The item listed in Tables 18 through 22 under the 
heading "NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME" represents indirect 
activities that are needed to perform building 
inspections.
"Drive Time" is the product of the average time 
needed to complete a trip from the inspector's office to 
an inspection site or from one site to another, multiplied 
by the number of trips necessary to complete the 
inspection process for the structure. Both the average 
trip time and average number of trips per home were taken 
from surveys conducted earlier in this report. Both 
surveys are contained in Addendum B at the end of the 
report.
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The building inspections that are required for new 
homes within the City of San Bernardino are listed in the 
area under the "INSPECTION TYPE" heading along with their 
average times. The times listed in the columns titled 
"Minutes" and "Hours" are the averages of inspection times 
for twenty-five properties within the tables' size ranges.
The two items listed second and third to the last at 
the bottom of the tables are "re-inspections" taken from 
the Building Inspection Time survey conducted earlier in 
this study, and "Additional Contingency & Average Reserve 
Time" taken from the Paladin Report. The last item is also 
an allowance for extraordinary or atypical amounts of time 
that are occasionally required during building inspections 
but that do not routinely occur. This item was taken from 
the Paladin Report prepared by Dick McCarthy of Paladin 
Group resulting from discussions with local building 
officials in the San Bernardino area, received June 13, 
2005 by the City of San Bernardino. The last item at the 
bottom of the tables is the total of all direct and 
indirect times needed to perform the building inspection 
process for tract homes in the City of San Bernardino.
Tables 18 through 22 and 24 through 27 present the 
building inspections required by the City of San 
Bernardino Building Division. Also presented are the 
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average times required to complete each inspection, 
indirect times required to perform the inspection process, 
and the total average times required to perform the 
inspection process in five different size categories. 
Total inspection times calculated in these tables will be 
used in this study to calculate the cost of providing 
inspection services in order to determine whether or not 
the City is realizing a gain or loss on its current fees 
and to set new fees, if necessary.
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Table 18. Building Inspection Time (1600-18002 Foot Home)
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME 
Drive Time*
Minutes
24
Hours
0.42
INSPECTION TYPE:
Building Final 12 0.20
Plumbing Final 5 0.08
Mechanical Final 6 0.10
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 14 0.23
Underground Plumbing 8 0.13
Building Slab Grade 6 0.10
Roof Sheathing 16 0.27
Shear Nail 26 0.43
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 19 0.32
Rough HVAC Mechanical 8 0.13
Rough Electrical 7 0.12
Rough Plumbing/Vents 7 0.12
Elect UFER 0 0
Insulation Certification 10 0.17
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 11 0.18
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 0.08
Stucco Brown Coat 5 0.08
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 2 0.03
Water Service 2 0.03
Drywall Nailing 17 0.28
Gas Line Test 5 0.08
Electric Service 11 0.18
Electrical Final 12 0.20
Re-inspections** 13 0.22
Additional Contingency & Average Reserve 60 1.00 ■
Total Inspection Time 311 5.18
* Drive Time: 3 Trips X 7.98 Minutes per Trip = 24 
Minutes.
** Re-inspection Time was taken from the inspection time 
study performed earlier and contained in the addendum of 
this report. The re-inspection time is equal to 13 
minutes.
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Table 19. Building Inspection Time (1800-20002 Foot Home)
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME 
Drive Time Reserve
Minutes
24
Hours
0.40
INSPECTION TYPE:
Building Final 13 0.22
Plumbing Final 7 0.12
Mechanical Final 7 0.12
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 12 0.20
Underground Plumbing 8 0.13
Building Slab Grade 8 0.13
Roof Sheathing 16 0.27
Shear Nail 20 0.33
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 13 0.22
Rough HVAC Mechanical 7 0.12
Rough Electrical 6 0.10
Rough Plumbing/Vents 6 0.10
Elect UFER 0 0
Insulation Certification 7 0.12
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 12 0.20
Stucco Scratch Coat 6 0.10
Stucco Brown Coat 6 0.10
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 5 0.08
Water Service 4 0.07
Drywall Nailing 12 0.20
Gas Line Test 5 0.08
Electric Service 9 0.15
Electrical Final 11 0.18
Re-inspection Time 17 0.25
Additional Contingency and Average Reserve 60 1.00
Total Inspection Time 301 5.01
* Driving Time - Average 3 Trips x 7.98 Minutes per Trip = 
24 minutes.
★* Re-inspection Time was taken from the inspection time 
study performed earlier and contained in the addendum of 
this report. The re-inspection time is equal to 17 
minutes.
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Table 20. Building Inspection Time (2000-22002 Foot Home)
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME Minutes Hours
Drive Time Reserve 24 0.40
INSPECTION TYPE:
Building Final 14 0.23
Plumbing Final 7 0.12
Mechanical Final 7 0.12
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 13 0.22
Underground Plumbing 8 0.13
Building Slab Grade 6 0.10
Roof Sheathing 17 0.28
Shear Nail 28 0.47
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 19 0.32
Rough HVAC Mechanical 9 0.15
Rough Electrical 9 0.15 •
Rough Plumbing/Vents 9 0.15
Elect UFER 0 0
Insulation Certification 10 0.17
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 12 0.20
Stucco Scratch Coat 8 0.13
Stucco Brown Coat 6 ' 0.10
Sew'er/Sewage Disposal 2 0.03
Water Service 2 0.03
Drywall Nailing 18 0.30
Gas Line Test 9 0.15
Electric Service 18 0.30
Electrical Final 11 0.18
Re-inspection Time 35 0.58
Additional Contingency and Average Reserve 60 1.00
Total Inspection Time 361 6.02
* Driving Time - Average 3 Trips x 7.98 minutes per Trip = 
24 Minutes.
** Re-inspection Time was taken from the inspection time 
study performed earlier and contained in the addendum of 
this report. The re-inspection time is equal to 35 
minutes.
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Table 21. Building Inspection Time (2200-24002 Foot Home)
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME 
Drive Time Reserve
Minutes
24
Hours
0.40
INSPECTION TYPE:
Building Final 20 0.33
Plumbing Final 9 0.15
Mechanical Final 9 0.15
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 16 0.27
Underground Plumbing 10 0.17
Building Slab Grade 7 0.12
Roof Sheathing 21 0.35
Shear Nail 31 0.52
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 21 0.35
Rough HVAC Mechanical 10 0.17
Rough Electrical 10 0.17
Rough Plumbing/Vents 10 0.17
Elect UFER 0 0
Insulation Certification 11 0.18
Stucco ,Mesh Exterior Siding 14 0.23
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 0.17
Stucco Brown Coat 6 0.10
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 3 0.05
Water Service 4 0.07
Drywall Nailing 18 0.30 ■
Gas Line Test 9 0.15
Electric Service 18 0.30
Electrical Final 12 0.20
Re-inspections** 32 0.53
Additional Contingency and Average 60 1.00
Reserve
Total Inspection Time 395 6.58
* Driving Time - Average 3 Trips x 7.98 Min per Trip = 24 
Minutes.
** Re-inspection Time was taken from the inspection time 
study performed earlier and contained in the addendum of 
this report. The re-inspection time is equal to 32 
minutes.
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Table 22. Building Inspection Time (2400-26002 Foot Home)
*Driving Time - Average 3 Trips @ 7.98 Min per Trip = 24 
Minutes
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME 
Drive Time
Minutes
24
Hours
0.40
INSPECTION TYPE:
Building Final 16 0.27
Plumbing Final 8 0.13
Mechanical Final 9 0.15
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 13 0.22
Underground Plumbing 8 0.13
Building Slab Grade 7 0.12
Roof Sheathing 18 0.30
Shear Nail 30 0.50
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 20 0.33
Rough HVAC Mechanical 10 0.17
Rough Electrical 10 0.17
Rough Plumbing/Vents 10 0.17
Elect UFER 0 0
Insulation Certification 13 0.22
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 13 0.22
Stucco Scratch Coat 8 0.13
Stucco Brown Coat 7 0.12
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 4 0.07
Water Service 4 0.07
Drywall Nailing 20 0.33
Gas Line Test 7 0.12
Electric Service 2 0 0.33
Electrical Final 12 0.20
Re-inspections** 41 0.68
Additional Contingency and Average Reserve 60 1.00
Total Inspection Time 392 6.53
** Re-inspection Time was taken from the inspection time 
study performed earlier and contained in the addendum of 
this report. The re-inspection time is equal to 41 
minutes.
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Tract Home Building Time Study
Within the tract home inspection time and motion 
study, two of the five average inspection times did not 
increase as the home sizes increased. From Table 18 to 
Table 19 Total Inspection Time decreased from 311 minutes 
to 301 minutes and from Table 21 to Table 22 Total 
Inspection Time decreased from 395 minutes to 392 minutes 
even though in both cases square footages increased by 200 
Square feet. This indicates a poor correlation between 
home sizes and inspection times. The chart below 
illustrates growth in average inspection times compared to 
changes in home sizes.
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Figure 2. Inspection Hours
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The pattern illustrated in the chart indicates that 
inspection times in the smallest and the second to the 
largest home size ranges were higher than would be 
expected if all items affecting inspection times were 
equal. Possible explanations would be differences in the 
expertise of the tradesmen working on the tracts or 
differences in the amount of engineering that went into 
the homes. To mitigate the effects .of this pattern, only 
the first inspection time (5.18 hours) and the last (6.53 
hours) were used to calculate the change in inspection 
times as home sizes changed.
The Tract Inspection Time by Home Size Table (23) 
lists the incremental change in inspection times based on 
incremental changes in structure square footage for tract 
homes. The table was built with home sizes divided into 
100 square foot increments, based on the building 
official's 20 years of experience in the building 
inspection field. The 100 square foot increments are 
considered to be the minimum change in structure size 
required to change the amount of effort needed to inspect 
the additional square footage.
The following steps were used to analyze the changes 
in inspection times.
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Step 1. A deviation in inspection times was 
calculated by subtracting the minimum home inspection 
hours (5.18) from the maximum home inspection hours 
(6.53), taken from Tables 18 through 22. The difference in 
the maximum inspection time compared to the minimum 
inspection time is 1.35 hours.
Step 2. The 1.35 hour deviation in inspection times 
was divided by the number of home sizes (8), listed in 
Table 23 below to calculate the incremental change in 
inspection times for each increase in home size. The 
product of this calculation is 0.16875 of an hour.
Step 3. The 2100 square foot home size, with an 
indicated 6.02-hour inspection time, was chosen as a 
beginning point.
Step 4. As the square footage increased or decreased 
by 100 square feet, 0.16875 of an hour was added to or 
subtracted from the previous figure, until a minimum of 
1400 square foot and maximum of 6100 square foot had been 
reached.
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Table 23. Tract Inspection Time by Home Size
TRACT INSPECTION TIME BY HOME SIZE TABLE.
SQ.FT.- Hours SQ.FT.- Hours SQ.FT.-- Hours
1400 - 4.84 3000 - 7.54 4600 - 10.24
1500 - 5.01 3100 - 7.71 4700 - 10.41
1600 - 5.18 3200 - 7.88 4800 - 10.58
1700 - 5.35 .3300 -8.05 4900 - 10.75
1800 - 5.51 3400 - 8.21 5000 - 10.91
1900 - 5.68 3500 - 8.38 5100 - 11.08
2000 - 5.85 3600 - 8.55 5200 - 11.25
2100 - 6.02 3700 - 8.72 5300 - 11.42
2200 - 6.19 3800 - 8.89 5400 - 11.59
2300 - 6.36 3900 - 9.06 5500 - 11.76
2400 - 6.53 4000 - 9.23 5600 - 11.93
2500 - 6.70 4100 - 9.39 5700 - 12.10
2600 - 6.86 4200 - 9.56 5800 - 12.26
2700 - 7.03 4300 - 9.73 5900 - 12.43
2800 - 7.20 4400 - 9.90 6000 - 12.60
2900 - 7.37 4500 - 10.07 6100 - 12.77
Source: City of San Bernardino Fee Study
The next step involved in calculating the1 suggested 
building permit fees for tract homes is to calculate the 
Fully Burdened Hourly Rate for building inspectors. The 
inspection times for each home size will be multiplied by 
the FBHR to arrive at a suggested building inspection fee 
for each structure size from 1400 SF to 6100 SF.
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In-fill (Custom) Homes Inspection Times
Building inspections for single family residences 
built on in-fill lots (lots located between previously 
constructed buildings) have been analyzed separately from 
tract home building inspections. The decision to analyze 
the two separately was based on three considerations.
First, the economies of scale are different for in­
fill home building inspections than for tract home 
inspections. Second, one of the primary purposes of this 
study is to analyze the differences in time and costs 
required to perform repeated building inspections or plan 
reviews on multiple homes of identical design and 
specifications. Third, the study seeks to understand how 
times vary between different types and combinations of 
building inspections.
A typical instance where economies of scale come into 
play is with a series of tract home building inspections- 
involving multiple gas line tests performed at one time. 
During gas line tests, an inspector will check one 
pressure meter to be sure the system has 10 pounds of 
pressure in it. Then the inspector will walk to the next 
house, repeating this process of verifying the pressure 
for as many times as he can and still be back at the first 
meter within 15 minutes. He then verifies that the gas 
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system has held its pressure for the required 15-minute 
period. If five meters can be read in 15 minutes the 
inspector has only spent three minutes per meter. However, 
unlike the tract homes where it is convenient to walk from 
one to the other, in-fill homes are typically blocks or 
miles apart. Therefore, for in-fill homes each meter takes 
the full 15 minutes to read. If the inspector has nothing 
else that he can inspect while he is waiting for the 15 
minutes to pass there are no economies of scale available. 
Likewise, driving times spent en route to and from tracts 
is allocated to multiple units, as opposed to single in­
fill buildings, where driving time from one property to 
the next is 'the sole burden of the single in-fill 
building.
Finally, a scale economy exists when an inspector has 
become familiar with a tract home's floor plan and is able 
to re-inspect additional homes of the same model, without 
having to reexamine the plans each time.
It is a common assumption within the building 
industry that tract homes, on a per home basis over all, 
require less time to inspect and, therefore, have a lower 
inspection cost than do homes on in-fill lots or single 
item inspections. Single item inspections include 
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inspections for roof or water heater replacements, 
building additions, or some remodels.
Table 24 - 28 on the following pages present data 
collected to analyze the time needed to perform building 
inspections on homes located on in-fill lots. The data 
used are for the period from January 1, 2000 to October 
15, 2005. The On-site Inspection Time Study worksheets are 
contained in the addendum at the end of this report.
"Drive Time" listed, under the heading "NON-VARIABLE 
CONSTANT TIME," is an indirect activity needed to perform 
building inspections.
The calculation below was to calculate the total 
inspection time needed to complete the inspection process 
for that particular size home.
Drive Time = 30 Trips X 7.98 Minutes per Trip = 238.5 
Minutes.
Drive Time has been rounded to 239 minutes in the 
tables.
The building inspections that are required for new 
homes within the City of San Bernardino are listed in the 
area under the "INSPECTION TYPE" heading along with their 
average times. The times listed in the columns titled 
"Minutes and Hours" are the averages of inspection times 
for twenty-five properties within the tables size range.
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The two items listed second and third to the last at 
the bottom of the tables are re-inspections taken from the 
Building Inspection Time survey presented earlier in this 
study, and "Additional Contingency & Average Reserve Time" 
taken from the Paladin Report. The last item is also an 
allowance for extraordinary or atypical amounts of time 
that are occasionally required during building inspections 
but do not routinely occur.
The Total Inspection Time (bottom of the tables) is 
the total of all direct and indirect times needed to 
perform the building inspection process for in-fill homes.
The market for finished homes controls both the size 
and quality of homes that builders are willing to 
construct. Over the past few years, most of the available 
in-fill lots within the city have been located in areas 
that would not bring sufficient sales prices to justify 
building homes over 2000 square feet, on a speculative 
basis. Therefore, there was a lack of data available to 
construct sample sets for many of the home sizes studied 
in the tract home section of this report. Of the four 
sample sets constructed, only the 1200-1400 square foot 
and the 1400-1600 square foot size sample sets had enough 
data to include twenty-five homes in each set. In the 
1600-2400 square foot sample set only twenty records were
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found to analyze. Finally, in the-2600+ -sample set only 
seven records were found.
Table 24. Building Inspection Time (1200-14002 Foot Home)
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME 
Drive Time*
Minutes
239
Hours
3.98
INSPECTION TYPE:
Building Final 18 0.30
Plumbing Final 9 0.15
Mechanical Final 9 0.15
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 23 0.38
Underground Plumbing 20 0.33
Building Slab Grade 9 0.15
Roof Sheathing 16 0.27
Shear Nail 22 0.37
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 23 0.38
Rough HVAC Mechanical 13 0.22
Rough Electrical 11 0.18
Rough Plumbing/Vents 11 0.18
Insulation Certification 12 0.20
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 13 0.22
Stucco Scratch Coat 9 0.15
Stucco Brown Coat 9 0.15
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 10 0.17
Water Service 8 0.13
Drywall Nailing 12 0.20
Gas Line Test 17 0.28
Electric Service 15 0.25
Electrical Final 11 0.18
Building Other 0 0
Re-inspections** 136 2.27
Additional Contingency & Average Reserve 60 1.00
Total Inspection Time 735 12.25
** Re-inspection Time was calculated by totaling each 
individual property's inspection time and dividing that 
figure by the number of inspections in the data set.
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Table 25. Building Inspection Time (1400-16002 Foot Home)
** Re-inspection Time was calculated by totaling each 
individual property's inspection time and dividing that 
figure by the number of inspections in the data set.
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME Minutes Hours
Drive Time 239n 3.98
INSPECTION TYPE: 0
Building Final 18 0.30
Plumbing Final 7 0.12
Mechanical Final 9 0.15
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 23 0.38
Underground Plumbing 15 0.25
Building Slab Grade 10 0.17
Roof Sheathing 16 0.27
Shear Nail 21 0.35
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 15 0.25
Rough HVAC Mechanical 8 0.13
Rough Electrical 7 0.12
Rough Plumbing/Vents 9 0.15
Insulation Certification 11 0.18
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 12 0.20
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 0.17
Stucco Brown Coat 10 0.17
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 11 0.18
Water Service 9 0.15
Drywall Nailing 17 0.28
Gas Line Test 14 0.23
Electric Service 20 0.33
Electrical Final 11 0.18
Building Other 25 0.42
Re-inspection Time 130 2.17
Additional Contingency and Average 60 1.00
Reserve'
Total Inspection Time 737 12'. 2 9
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Table 26. Building Inspection Time (1600-26002 Foot Home)
★★ Re-inspection Time was calculated by totaling each 
individual property's inspection time and dividing that 
figure by the number of inspections in the data set.
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME Minutes Hours
Drive Time 239A
3.98
INSPECTION TYPE: 0
Building Final 17 0.28
Plumbing Final 8 0.13
Mechanical Final 8 0.13
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 24 0.40
Underground Plumbing 13 0.22
Building Slab Grade 11 0.18
Roof Sheathing 24 0.40
Shear Nail 33 0.55
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 24 0.40
Rough HVAC Mechanical 11 0.18
Rough Electrical 12 0.20
Rough Plumbing/Vents 12 0.20
Insulation Certification 12 0.20
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 11 0.18
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 0.17
Stucco Brown Coat 12 0.20
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 15 0.25
Water Service 11 0.18
Drywall Nailing 17 0.28
Gas Line Test 14 0.23
Electric Service 20 0.33
Electrical Final 11 0.18
Building-Other 18 0.30
Re-inspection Time 172 2.87
Additional Contingency and Average 60 1.00
Reserve
Total Inspection Time 819 13.65
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Table 27. Building Inspection Time (2600+2 Foot Home)
** Re-inspection Time was calculated by totaling each 
individual property's inspection time and dividing that 
figure by the number of inspections in the data set.
NON-VARIABLE CONSTANT TIME Minutes Hours
Drive Time 239n 3.98
INSPECTION TYPE: 0
Building Final 35 0.58
Plumbing Final 14 0.23
Mechanical Final 14 0.23
Excavation/Forms/Steel/Footing 38 0.63
Underground Plumbing 20 0.33
Building Slab Grade 15 0.25
Roof Sheathing 21 0.35
Shear Nail 44 0.73
Combo: Framing/Ventilation 24 0.40
Rough HVAC Mechanical 12 0.20
Rough Electrical 12 0.20
Rough Plumbing/Vents 11 0.18
Elect UFER 0
Insulation Certification 17 0.28
Stucco Mesh Exterior Siding 20 0.33
Stucco Scratch Coat 11 0.18
Stucco Brown Coat 15 0.25
Sewer/Sewage Disposal 22 0.37
Water Service 0
Drywall Nailing 27 0.45
Gas Line Test 9 0.15
Electric Service 25 0.42
Electrical Final 41 0.68
Building-Other 4 0.07
Miscellaneous Plmg, Meeh, and Elect. 5 0.83
Re-inspection Time 213 3.55
Additional Contingency and Average 60 1.00
Reserve
Total Inspection Time 965 16.09
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In-fill Home Inspection Size/Time Calculation
Within the in-fill home inspection, time and motion 
study, home sizes and average inspection times were 
perfectly correlated, with the smallest home size taking 
the least amount of time to inspect, up to the largest 
home size taking the most time to inspect. The chart below 
illustrates growth in average inspection times as the home 
size ranges increase.
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Figure 3. Inspection Time Hours
This pattern indicates that between the sample sets 
of inspection times for infill homes there was no 
significant difference between any of the items that 
influence inspection times such as the expertise of the 
builder or the tradesmen. Table 28 shows the incremental
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change in inspection times based on incremental changes in 
structure square footage for in-fill homes. The following 
steps were used to analyze the changes in inspection 
times.
Step 1. Incremental changes in inspection times were 
calculated by subtracting the minimum home inspection time 
(12.25 hours) from the maximum home inspection time (16.09 
hours), taken from the in-fill home inspection time 
survey. The difference in the minimum inspection time and 
the maximum inspection time is 3.84 hours.
Step 2. The deviation in inspection times was divided 
by the number of home sizes (13), between the 1300 square 
foot point (the midpoint of the 1200 to 1400 square foot 
range) and the 2600 square foot point on the chart below. 
This calculation indicated a 0.29538 of an hour, change, 
plus or minus, in inspection time for every 100 square 
foot change in home size.
Step 3. The 1300 square foot home size was chosen as 
a beginning point with the 12.25 hour inspection time for 
that size home, indicated by the previous inspection time 
survey, used as the bench mark inspection time.
Step 4 Increments of 0.29538 of an hour were added as 
the home sizes increased and subtract as the home sizes 
decreased.
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Table 28. In-Fill Home Inspection Time By Home Size
IN-FILL HOME INSPECTION TIME BY HOME SIZE TABLE
SQ.FT.- Hrs SQ.FT.-- Hrs SQ.FT . - Hrs SQ.FT.-- Hrs
1200 - 11.95 2900 - 16.98 4600 - 22.00 6300 - 27.02
1300 - 12.25 3000 - 17.27 4700 - 22.29 6400 - 27.31
1400 - 12.55 3100 - 17.57 4800 - 22.59 6500 - 27.61
1500 - 12.84 3200 - 17.86 4900 - 22.88 6600 - 27.91
1600 - 13.14 3300 - 18.16 5000 - 23.18 6700 - 28.02
1700 - 13.43 3400 - 18.45 5100 - 23.47 6800 - 28.50
1800 - 13.73 3500 - 18.75 5200 - 23.77 6900 - 28.79
1900 - 14.04 3600 - 19.04 5300 - 24.07 7000 - 29.09
2000 - 14.32 3700 - 19.34 5400 - 24.36 7100 - 29.38
2100 - 14.61 3800 - 19.63 5500 - 24.66 7200 - 29.68
2200 - 14.91 3900 - 19.93 5600 - 24.95 7300 - 29.97
2300 - 15.20 4 000 - 20.23 5700 - 25.25 7400 - 30.27
2400 - 15.50 4100 - 20.52 5800 - 25.54 7500 - 30.56
2500 - 15.79 4200 - 20.82 5900 - 25.84 7600 - 30.86
2600 - 16.09 4300 - 21.11 6000 - 26.13 7700 - 31.15
2700 - 16.39 4400 - 21.41 6100 - 26.43 7800 - 31.45
2800 - 16.68 4500 - 21.70 6200 - 26.72 7900 - 31.75
Source; City of San Bernardino Fee Study
The next step involved in calculating the building
permit fees for in-fill homes is to calculate the Fully 
Burdened Hourly Rate (FBHR) for building inspectors. This 
is addressed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FULLY BURDENED HOURLY RATE
Introduction
The Cost of Building Inspection Services, typically 
expressed as the Fully Burdened Hourly Rate (DAAH)4, 
consists of the direct and indirect costs of the Building 
Division, the Development Service's Department overhead 
costs, and the city's administrative overhead.
4 The "Fully Burdened Hourly Rate" (FBHR) for either the Building 
Inspection Division or the Plan Examination Division is calculated by 
dividing the Cost of Building Inspection Services by the Division's 
Annual Available Hours (DAAH).
The Building Division's administrative costs consist 
of the actual total costs spent administering the Building 
Inspection Division minus one-half of the Building 
Official's salary, also referred to as indirect 
administrative costs of providing building inspection 
services. For a more detailed explanation of the 
adjustments to the building officials salary costs see the 
Personnel Services paragraph located in the Division Cost 
Analysis Section later in this report. The Development 
Services Department overhead consists of the 
administrative costs incurred by the Building Services 
Department supervising the Building Division. City 
Ill
overhead consists of administrative costs incurred by the 
city's Administration Department supervising the Building 
Division.
Annual Available Hours - Building Inspection
The number of hours actually spent performing 
building inspections or plan examinations are referred to 
in this report as the "Annual Available Inspection Hours". 
These consist of the "total possible hours" (the number of 
workdays in a year times the number of hours in a 
workday), minus "Support Hours" (sick, travel, holiday, 
meeting and training, office, and jury duty time). Once 
the annual available inspection hours have been calculated 
they are used to calculate the Fully Burdened Hourly Rate 
(FBHR) for the building inspectors and plans examiners.
Interns and employees still within their six-month 
probationary period are not eligible for sick leave, 
vacation leave, holiday leave, or jury duty leave and have 
not been included on the worksheets for these categories 
of leave.
Three of the building division staff members - the 
Building Official, Senior Building Inspector, and 
Administrative Clerk - are not included on the Support 
Hours worksheets because their time will be accounted for 
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by adding the cost of their services to the direct labor 
costs of the building inspectors and plan checkers.
Sick Leave
The "Sick Leave Worksheet," presented in the addendum 
of this report, contains actual sick leave hours, taken 
from the Building Official's daily attendance log. The 
sample sets contained in the worksheets consist of each 
eligible employee's hours of sick leave taken over three 
one-year periods by the building inspectors and plans 
examiners. Sick leave for administrative staff (Joe Lease, 
Brenda Leggitt, and Jack Masters) was not included in the 
annual average sick leave hours because they do not 
perform inspections and the value of their services are 
accounted for in the expense portion of this report. The 
annual totals are averaged to arrive at an average sick 
leave time per building inspector or plans examiner.
Table 9 represents the Annual Average Sick Leave 
Hours taken per inspector or examiner for the fiscal years 
2002/2003, 2003/2004, and 2004/2005.
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Table 29. Three-year Sick Leave Table
Three-year Sick Leave Table
Building Inspectors Plan Examiners
FY 2002/2003 91.04 40.05
FY 2003/2004 83.89 63.22
FY 2004/2005 76.26 96.00
Total 251.19 199.27
3 Year Average 83.73 66.42
The three-year Annual Average Sick Leave Hours 
figures were used in the Total Annual Available Hours 
calculation latter in this report.
Vacation Leave
The "Vacation Leave Worksheet," presented in the 
addendum of this report, contains actual vacation leave 
hours, taken from the building official's daily attendance 
log. The sample sets contained in the worksheets consist 
of each eligible employee's hours of vacation leave taken 
over three one-year periods by the building inspectors and 
plans examiners. The annual totals are averaged to arrive 
at an average vacation-leave time per building inspector 
or plans examiner.
The following figures represent the Annual Average 
Vacation Leave Hours taken per inspector or examiner for 
the fiscal years 2002/2003, 2003/2004, and 2004/2005.
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Table 30. Three-year Vacation Leave Table
Three-year Vacation Leave Table
Building Inspectors Plan Examiners
FY 2002/2003 120.50 110.86
FY 2003/2004 125.98 89.50
FY 2004/2005 114.73 74.11
Total 361.21 274.47
3 Year Average 120.40 91.49
The three-year "Annual Average Vacation Leave Hours" 
figures were used in the Total Annual Available Hours . 
calculation latter in this report.
Holiday Leave
Holiday Leave Time taken by building inspectors and 
plans examiners is separate from vacation time given to 
city employees. According to the General Unit Employees' 
Memorandum of Understanding for the City of San Bernardino 
(on Page 33), Employees of the City who work thirty (30) 
or more hours per week are entitled to twelve (12) city- 
designated holidays, the equivalent of ninety-six (96) 
holiday hours each year. Additionally, they are given 
sixteen (16) hours of "Holiday Account Time" (formerly 
called Floating Holidays) per year. On June 30th of each 
year up to sixteen hours will be carried over to the new 
fiscal year, which begins on July 1st. If a holiday falls 
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on a nine- (9). or ten- (10) hour workday, the employee 
will be paid eight hours holiday pay. Employees of the 
Building Department are careful to use all of their 96 
hours of holiday time each year, therefore, 96 hours of 
holiday pay has been used to calculate the fully burdened 
rates for building inspectors and plan checkers in this 
report.
Meeting and Training Leave
The "Meeting and Training Time Worksheet," presented 
in the addendum of this report, contains actual meeting 
and training hours, taken from the Building Division's 
annual training schedules and the building inspector's or 
plans examiner's daily job logs over three one-year 
periods by the building inspectors and plans examiners. 
The annual totals are averaged to arrive at an average 
meeting and vacation time per building inspector or plans 
examiner. Table 31 represents the Annual Average Meeting 
and Training Hours taken per inspector or examiner for the 
fiscal years 2002/2003, 2003/2004, and 2004/2005.
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Table 31. Three-year Meeting and Training Table
Three-year Meeting and Training Table
Building Inspectors Plan Examiners
FY 2002/2003 110.22 148.19
FY 2003/2004 110.62 110.00
FY 2004/2005 113.71 107.30
Total 334.55 365.49
3 Year Average 111.52 121.83
The three-year "Annual Average Meeting and Training 
Hours" figures were used in the Total Annual Available ■ 
Hours calculation later in this report. 
Administrative/Compensation/Jury Duty Leave
The "Administrative/Compensation/Jury Duty Worksheet" 
contained in the addendum was used to calculate average 
times for Administrative Leave Time, Compensation Leave 
Time and Jury Duty Leave Time as a group due to the 
infrequence of their use. The 
Administrative/Compensation/Jury Duty Worksheet contains 
actual hours, taken from the building official's daily 
attendance log. The sample sets contained in the 
worksheets consist of each eligible employee's hours of 
vacation leave taken over three one-year periods by the 
building inspectors and plans examiners. The annual totals 
are averaged to arrive at an Average
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Administrative/Compensation/Jury Duty Times per building 
inspector or plans examiner.
Table 32 represents the Annual Average
Administrative/Compensation/Jury Duty Hours taken per 
inspector or examiner for the fiscal years 2002/2003, 
2003/2004, and 2004/2005.
Table 32. Three-year Administrative/Compensation/Jury Duty
Leave/Table
Three-year Admin/Comp/Jury Duty/Table
Building Inspectors Plan Examiners
FY 2002/2003 12.50 10.50
FY 2003/2004 3.60 10.00
FY 2004/2005 13.90 11.44
Total 30.00 39.94
3 Year Average 10.00 13.31
The three-year "Annual Average Administrative, 
Compensation, and Jury Duty Leave Hours" figures were used 
in the Total Annual Available Hours calculation later in 
this report.
Total Leave Time before Office Hours
The leave hours presented above were used to 
calculate the "Total Leave Time before Office Hours." The 
Total Leave Time before Office Hours was then subtracted 
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from the Yearly Total Possible Hours to calculate the 
Annual Available Hours Before Office Time. This total was 
used to calculate the Office Time figure used in this 
report.
The building inspector's job requires that inspectors 
spend time in the office both in the morning and in the 
evening. In the mornings, they organize inspections for 
the day, and in the evening, they file and code research, 
answer and return phone calls, and record and file forms 
filled out during the day.
Office Time
Data used to calculate the average daily office time 
were taken from the inspector's daily logs and inserted*  
into the Office Hours Worksheets in order to calculate 
three one-year average daily office time per inspector 
figures.
The average office time required by building 
inspectors was derived by totaling the building 
inspectors' daily office hours for a one year period and 
dividing them by the number of days for which office hours 
were reported. This was done for three separate fiscal 
years - FY 2002/2003, FY 2003/2004, and FY 2004/2005. 
Finally, the three averages were compared to arrive at a 
"final average daily office time" for building inspectors. 
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For Fiscal Year 2002/2003 the average daily office time 
was 2.51 hours. For Fiscal Year 2003/2004 the average 
daily office time was 2.24 hours. For Fiscal Year 
2004/2005 the average daily office time was 1.98 hours. 
The average daily office time per inspector of 1.98 hours 
was rounded to 2 hours per day and then multiplied by 0.5 
to adjust for time savings in the future resulting from 
technology upgrades resulting in an estimated one hour per 
day of office time per inspector. The one hour per day 
figure was then multiplied by 207 days (the number of days 
in an average inspector's work year) to arrive at the 
office hours per year for an average inspector. This 
figure appears in the Building Inspection Services Annual 
Available Inspection Hours Tables on the following pages.
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Table 33. Presents Calculations for the Annual Available
Inspection Hours
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES ANNUAL AVAILABLE INSPECTION
HOURS
Annual Total Possible Hours
Minus:
Sick Leave Hours
Vacation Hours
Meeting/Training Time
Holiday Leave Hours
Admin/Comp/J Duty Hours
Total Leave Time Before Office Hours
Annual Available Hours before Office Time
Office Time: 1,658.35 Hrs/8 Hrs/Day = 207 days 
207 days x (2.00 x .5) = 207.00 Office Hrs/Yr.
Total Annual Available Hours (per inspector)
2,080
83.73
120.40
111.52
96.00
10.00
-421.65
1,658.35
-207.00
1,451.35
Total Annual Available Hours
In order to calculate the Total Annual Available
Hours for the building inspection section as a whole, the 
annual available hours per inspector (1,451.35 hours) were 
multiplied by the number of inspectors (9.25 inspectors) 
estimated to be actively making inspections. The total 
equates to 1,451 x 9.25 = 13,421.75 rounded to 13,422.
This equals the Building Division's Annual Available Hours 
(BDAAH).
The number of building inspectors used in the 
calculation above is the number of full-time building
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inspectors plus twenty-five percent of the Senior Building 
Inspector's time (with the remaining seventy-five percent 
devoted to administrative duties), and is illustrated in 
Table 34.
Table 34. Building Inspection Staff Table
Position
Number 
Of Staff
Building Inspector II (Current Level) 6
Building Inspector II (Future Position) 1
Building Inspector III 2
Building Interns (2 interns = 1 Inspector's 
Position)
1
Senior Building Inspector .25
Total Building Inspection Staff W/Mobile Home 
Inspector
10.25
Minus: Mobile Home Inspector (Tom Odell, BI III) -1
Total Building Inspection Staff 9.25
Building Inspection Division Cost Analysis
The data contained in Table 35 were obtained from 
actual costs listed on the City of San Bernardino 2005 
appropriations printout for the budget year beginning July 
1, 2004 and Ending June 30, 2005. More detailed 
explanations of the items listed in Table 35 below are 
provided on the pages following.
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Table 35. Building Inspection Services 2005/2006 Costs
Table.
BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES COSTS
Personnel Services: $617,205.54
Minus:
Building Official's Salary (50%) 62,259
Mobile Home Inspector's Salaries 
(100%)
73,541
Total: -135,800
Subtotal: 481,406
Maintenance & Operations: 04/05 Actual 22,475
Minus:
Costs of Tom Odell's activities 1/9.5 -2,366
Total 20,109
Contract Services: 04/05 Actual 1, 020
Internal Service Charges: 04/05 Actual 46,889
Minus: Costs of Tom Odell's 
Activities
-4,936
Total 41,953
Net Division Costs: 544,488
Plus: Building Inspector II, FY 
2005/2006
74,025
Building Inspector II, FY
2006/2007
74,025
Position Upgrade Per Budget 
Proposal
14,928
Technology Enhancements:
Plus: IVR System 11,200
Accela Wireless & 12 Laptops 32,000
Accela GIS 9,066
Annual Maintenance , 27,157
Proposed Budget: 2006/2007: 786,889
Plus: Dev Srvcs Department Overhead 99,582
Division Budget + Department Overhead: 886,471
Plus: Gen City Overhead: 886,471 x 
.2586
229,241
Div. Budget + Dept & General City 
Overhead:
1,115,712
Plus: Office Space Value $20.40 x 
1,823 SF. 37,189
Total Cost of Building Inspection 
Services: 1,152,901
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Totals shown above represent only those charges 
allocated to the Building Inspection Services Section of 
the building division. Line items in Table 35 were 
explained previously, following Table 14 (see Pages 76 
through 83).
Totals listed above represent only those charges 
allocated to the Building Inspection Division of the 
Building Services Department.
Fully Burdened Hourly Rate Calculation
The Cost of Building Inspection Services Figure used 
to calculate the fully burdened hourly rate was taken from 
the Building Inspections Services Cost Table (Table 6) 
located on Page 76 in the Costs Section of this report. 
The Available Hours Figure used to calculate the fully 
burdened rate was taken from the Building Inspection 
Services Annual Available Inspection Hours Section of this 
report.
To arrive at the Fully Burdened Hourly Rate, the
fully burdened building inspection costs are divided by 
the number of Available Hours.
Fully Burdened Rate Calculation:
Building Inspection Services Costs: 1,152,901 = $85.90
Available Hours 
Figure
13,422
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Conclusion
The Fully Burdened Hourly Rate Total calculated above 
represents the hourly cost, to the City of San Bernardino, 
of a typical building inspector.
The fully burdened hourly rate total will be used in 
Chapter Eight to calculate the suggested building 
inspection fees.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
PROPOSALS FOR FEES AND TECHNOLOGY
The purposes of studying the City's building permit 
and plan examination fees were twofold. First, to 
determine whether or not the fees are reasonable compared 
to the city's costs of providing building permit services, 
and if not, was the variation explainable. The second 
purpose was to study the current costs of providing 
building inspection services in order to provide the City 
with a basis for setting future fees-.
In the Building Services Department Cost/Revenue 
Analyses Section (Chapter 5), the total cost of providing 
building inspection services was compared to the total 
revenues received from fee payers for those services. 
After analyzing the one-year and five-year totals and a 
five-year average of fiscal years 2001/2002 through 
2005/2006, it was determined that increases in building 
activity during those time periods caused the imbalance in 
costs compared to revenues. As the Building Division was 
forced to handle increasing workloads with personnel 
levels that did not keep pace with construction activity 
demands, the quality of services given per fee payer 
decreased and excess revenues were generated. Following 
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the analysis of past building division fees, this study 
focused on providing a basis for setting future fees.
In an attempt to more fairly balance fees charged for 
permits in varying construction categories, a Time and 
Motion Study and a Fully burdened Hourly Rate Study were 
performed in order to calculate reasonable fees for 
dwelling units based on the cost of providing inspection 
services.
Presented later in this chapter are two tables 
containing three sets of three columns in which home sizes 
and their corresponding required inspection time and 
suggested permit fee cost are illustrated. -
Building Permit Fee Calculations
Tables 36 and 37 on the following pages compare the 
incremental change in inspection times based on 
incremental changes in structure square footage for tract 
homes.
To calculate the building permit fees for tract 
homes, the indicated building inspection times (IBIT) were 
multiplied by the Fully Burdened Hourly Rate (FBR) in the 
table below.
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Table 36. Tract Home Inspection Fee Calculations
Tract Home Inspection Fee Calculations
Home Inspection Permit Home Inspection Permit Home Inspection Permit
Sq. Time Fee Sq. Time Fee Sq. Time Fee
Ft. Ft. Ft.
1400 4.84 $415. 76 3000 7.54 $647.58 4600 10.24 $879.51
1500 5.01 ' $430.25 3100 7.71 $662.07 4700 10.41 $894.00
1600 5.18 $444. 75 3200 _/7?88 . $676.57 4800 10.58 $908.50
1700 5.35 $459.24 3300 : 8.05 $691.07 4900 10.75 $923.00
1800 5.52 $473. 74 3400 ; 8.21 $705.56 5000 10.91 $937.49
1900 5.68 $488.23 3500 8.38 $720.06 5100 11.08 $951.99
2000 5.85 $502. 73 3600 8.55 $734.55 5200 11.25 $966.48
2100 6.02 $517.23 3700 8.72 $749.05 5300 11.42 $980.98
2200 6.19 $531. 72 3800 8.89 $763.54 5400 11.59 $995.47
2300 6.36 $546.22 3900 9.06 $778. 04 5500 11.76 $1,009.97
2400 6.53 $560. 71 4000 9.23 $792.53 5600 11.93 $1,024.46
2500 6.70 $575.21 4100 9.39 $807.03 5700 12.10 $1,038.96
2600 6.87 $589. 70 4200 9.56 $821.53 5800 12.26 $1,053.46
2700 7.03 $604.20 4300 9.73 $836. 02 5900 12.43 $1,067.95
2800 7.20 $618. 69 4400 9.90 $850.52 6000 12.60 $1,082.45
2900 7.37 $633.19 4500 10.07 $865.01 6100 12.77 $1,096.94
Source: Chapter 6, Inspection Time Study.
An example of a fee calculation for a typical 1600 square 
foot tract home is shown below.
Example: 1600 SQ.FT. Tract Home
The Fully Burdened Rate $85.90
Multiplied by X
Inspection Time (Hours) 6.78
BUILDING INSPECTION COST ' $582.40
To calculate the building permit fees for in-fill 
homes, the indicated building inspection times (IBIT) were 
then multiplied by the Fully Burdened Rate (FBR) in the 
table below.
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Table 37. In-fill Home Inspection Cost Recovery
In-fill Home Inspection Cost Recovery Table
Home Inspection Permit Home Inspection Permit Home Inspection Permit
Sq. 
Ft.
Time Fee Sq. 
Ft.
Time Fee Sq. 
Ft.
Time Fee
1200 11.95 $1,026.51 3500 18.75 $1,610.23 5800 25.54 $2,193.81
1300 12.25 $1,051.88 3600 19.04 $1,635.60 5900 25.83 $2,219.18
1400 12.54 $1,077.25 3700 19.34 $1,660.91 6000 26.13 $2,244.56
1500 12.84 $1,102.62 3800 19.63 $1,686.35 6100 26.43 $2,269.93
1600 13.13 $1,128.00 3900 19.93 $1,711.72 6200 26.72 $2,295.30
1700 13.43 $1,153.37 4000 20.22 $1,737.09 6300 27.02 $2,320.68
1800 13.72 $1,178.74 4100 20.52 $1,762.41 6400 27.31 $2,346.05
1900 14.02 $1,204.12 4200 20.81 $1,787.84 6500 27.61 $2,371.42
2000 14.31 $1,229.49 4300 21.11 $1,813.21 6600 27.90 $2,396.80
2100 14.61 $1,254.86 4400 21.40 $1,838.59 6700 28.20 $2,422.17
2200 14.90 $1,280.24 4500 21.70 $1,863.96^ 6800 28.49 $2,447.54
2300 15.20 $1,305.61 4600 21.99 $1,889.33 6900 28.79 $2,472.91
2400 15.49 $1,330.98 4700 22.29 $1,914. 71 7000 29.08 $2,498.29
2500 15.79 $1,356.36 4800 22.59 $1,940.08 7100 29.38 $2,523. 66
2600 16.09 $1,381.73 4900 22.88 $1,965.46 7200 29.67 $2,549.03
2700 16.38 $1,407.16 5000 23.18 $1,990.81 7300 29.97 $2,574.41
2800 16.68 $1,432.48 5100 23.47 $2,016.26 7400 30.27 $2,599.78
2900 16.97 $1,457.86 5200 23.77 $2,041.51 7500 30.56 $2,625.15
3000 17.27 $1,483.22 5300 24.06 $2,066.94 7600 30.86 $2,650.53
3100 17.56 $1,508.59 5400 24.36 $2,092.32 7700 31.15 $2,675.90
3200 17.86 $1,533.97 5500 24.65 $2,117.69 7800 31.45 $2,701.27
3300 18.15 $1,559.34 5600 24.95 $2,143.06 7900 31.74 $2, 726. 65
3400 18.45 $1,584. 71 5700 25.24 $2,168.44 8000 32.04 $2, 752.02
Source: Fully Burdened Hourly Rate Study.
Note: Inspection times listed in the table above differ from those
listed in the table on the previous page due to differences in 
rounding.
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An example of a fee calculation for a typical 2300 
square foot in-fill home is shown below.
Example: 2300 SQ.FT. In-fill Home 
The Fully Burdened Rate
Multiplied by
Inspection Time (Hours)
BUILDING INSPECTION COST
$85.90
X
15.20
$1,305.61
The Tract Home Inspection Cost Recovery and In-fill 
Home Inspection Cost Recovery Tables presented above list 
the permit fees necessary to repay the city for the 
expenses incurred providing building inspection services.
Recommendations
The greatest opportunities for cost savings related 
to building inspection services are connected to 
technology upgrades.
Implementing a technology upgrade project that 
includes interactive voice recognition, routing, and 
wireless communication software, in conjunction with 
mobile computing hardware, should increase the inspector's 
efficiency by enough to yield a net gain to the City. By 
taking advantage of a municipal lease program's no down 
payment and one-year deferred payment program the City 
could use money saved from decreases in office time 
required by building inspectors to pay future payments. 
Using suggested financing terms by Accela software, and 
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assuming a reduction of one inspector, the $80,000 needed 
for the first year of .the program should be cut in half 
with the remaining nine years yielding a net return. For 
example $80,000 at 3.85% interest after one year of 
deferral would equal $83,135. $83,135 at 3.85% interest 
amortized over nine years would require $10,944 per year 
to pay off. The annual payment added to the annual 
maintenance expense ($10,944 + $27,157) would total 
$38,101, which is approximately $10,000 per year less than 
a beginning Building Inspector I. In the Office Time 
Section of Chapter Seven of this report it was estimated 
that the upgrades outlined above would save one hour per 
day of office time per inspector. With nine and one-half 
inspectors working per day, the nine and one-half hours 
per day saved in increased efficiency would equal a 
reduction of more than one inspector.
The second cost saving item that should be considered 
is to increase accessibility to information regarding 
Development Services Division policies, procedures and 
requirements by providing:
• Development Services forms on-line to the 
public.
• A Building Inspection Services Division homepage 
with a series of links leading to written
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explanations and graphical illustrations 
explaining standards and procedures for 
' construction within the City.
• Contact information to additional sources of 
health.
Construction drawings and tables, similar to those 
shown on the city of Chino's Building Division web page, 
would help inexperienced homeowners understand the city's 
construction requirements.
By reducing the amount of time the Building 
Inspection Division personnel spend explaining the City's 
requirements to users of the Building Inspection 
Division's service, the City will free up resources to be 
used elsewhere.
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BUILDING INSPECTION DESCRIPTIONS
During the inspections described below, the building inspectors check to verify 
that the items listed in each inspection are properly installed, and located, are 
of the proper materials, and sizes, and that their installation complies with any 
and all building standards or codes adopted by the City:
• “Excavation/Forms Steel and Footings Inspection”
Footings, rebar (reinforcing steel), special bolting or hardware, and 
hold-down bolts or anchoring hardware.
• “UFER (electrical ground rod) Inspection,” according to B. Reynolds, by 
personal communication, March 1,2006, either a copper coated 
grounding rod or piece of re-enforcing steel bar placed in the ground or 
footing is used.
• “Underground Plumbing Inspections,”
Water pipes and fittings, sleeved through footings, grades slope, 
cleanouts, water and sewer pipe separations and trenches.
• “Concrete Slab or Under-Floor inspection:”
I. “Concrete Slab Method:”
A. Mono (single) Pour Method:
1. Hold-down and anchor bolts, additional hardware, pre­
manufactured shear panel hardware, pre-manufactured 
shear panels, and bolts installed prior to placement of 
concrete, reinforcement steel (rebar) and UFER ground.
B. Two-stage pour method.
1. Footings, plumbing stub-ups wrapping, welded wire mesh, 
sand, visquine, anchor bolts and hardware, under slab 
copper piping, hold down straps and hardware.
II. “Raised wood floor method”;
1. Anchor bolts, sill plates, metallic fastener, floor joists, under 
floor beams and support members, and under floor 
ventilation.
• “Roof Sheathing Inspection”:
Drag nailing, sheathing, rafters, roof framing, and plywood or Oriented 
Stran Board.
• “Shear Nail Inspection”:
Lumber, foundation framing and bottom plate anchorage, nailing, 
hardware, shear transfer, (floor and roof), sill plates, framing members, 
anchor bolts, and shear wall length.
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• “Combination Inspection” - Rough: Framing, Mechanical, Electric and 
Plumbing.
• “Framing Inspection”:
Framing, bracing, fireblocking, draftstopping and anchoring devices, 
walls, partitions, floors, floor/ceiling and roof /ceiling assemblies. 
Rooms, spaces, corridors, accessibility areas and doorways, sleeping 
rooms, emergency egress openings.
Attic and crawl space ventilation, concealed electrical, plumbing, gas 
and mechanical components, energy code features, safety glazing, 
Certificate of Elevation (flood zone), natural light, and ventilation.
• “Rough Mechanical Inspection”:
Ducting, duct connections, supports, flex extensions, radiuses, 
registers, return air plenums, equipment platforms, accesses, drip pan 
overflow protection, and dryer vent material. Fireplace and chimney, 
combustion air systems, gas piping, venting, joints, supports, and 
clearances, condensation drain piping and supports, energy code 
requirements, gas appliances, space ventilation, heating system, and 
duct insulation.
• “Rough Electrical Inspection”:
Wiring, dedication of electrical circuits, grounds and bond connections, 
outer cover, outlets, wire supports, meters, lights or receptacles in attic, 
and outlets in the front and rear of the building.
• “Rough Plumbing”:
Fittings, drain ways, venting extensions, cutting, notching and boring of 
framing, required accesses, nail guards, and supports. Gas lines, 
dissimilar metals, water pressure, water heater venting systems and 
combustion air systems, tub stalls and pans, and fixture stops.
• “Insulation Inspection”:
Fenestration products, widows and any holes in the framing, and 
insulation.
• “Exterior Lath Nailing Inspection”:
Lath and lath attachments, lath backing, weather resistive barrier, lath 
lapping, weep screed and attachment flange of the screed, corner aids, 
window flashing (bottom first, sides second, and top last), building 
paper under the window flashing, and sealant application.
• “Stucco Scratch Coat Inspection”:
Sufficiency of material and pressure to fill all openings in the lath, 
scratch coat scoring and thickness, stucco’s moist curing, hardness 
and termination at the lath and paper, and flashing or weep screed.
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• “Stucco Brown Coat Inspection”:
Stucco rodding, roughness, and sufficiency and consistency of 
thickness, stucco coat’s moist curing, interval between applications, 
and finish.
• “Sewer/Sewage Disposal Inspection”:
Piping, fittings, cleanouts with caps, trench grade, and pipe bedding.
• “Water Service Inspection”:
Piping, trench depths, PVC piping, and water piping undersidewalks.
• “Drywall (gypsum wallboard) Inspection”:
A. Single-ply application:
The drywall and its support’s and fasteners, and adhesive 
application.
B. “Two-ply application”:
Fasteners’ type, size (for the non-adhesive application), spacing, 
and support’s.
• “Gas Test Inspection:”
Gas piping and system’s ability to hold pressure.
• “Electrical Service Inspection”:
UFER connection to electrical service panel, gas and water line bonds 
to the electrical service panel, electrical service panel labeling, circuit 
breakers and electrical service panel box compatibility, breakers, and 
wiring and its connection to the circuit breaker lugs, conductors, neutral 
labeling, and electrical service panel box seal.
• “Final Electrical Inspection”:
Kitchen, bathrooms, garage, and building exterior GFIs and the UFER 
work, exterior receptacles, kitchen circuits, dishwasher and garbage 
disposal systems, electrical system polarity, and "Arc-fault" system 
works, in-house lighting, laundry room.
• “Final Inspections” (the building, plumbing, mechanical, and electrical 
final inspections):
Firewall’s and exit door’s fire ratings, security equipment, and garage 
door’s safety equipment, smoke detectors water heater’s labeling, 
ventilation, bracing, and anchores. Furnace caulking, combustion air, 
insulation, metal, rating, and venting, electric UFER and GFI’s 
continuity, hallways.
Lavatory traps, stops, toilet stops, shower dams, exhaust fans, 
florescent lights, ceiling heights, window, and safety and energy 
standards. Sink traps and stops, under sinks electric circuits, small 
appliance circuits, and witches.
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Fireplace hearth openings and glass materials, gas valves, fireplace 
combustion air system, stairway rise, run, head-room, rails, and 
landings. Grade slopes, roof materials, bird stop, flashing, stucco 
curing, house numbers, front door its construction, and security 
specifications, and eaves ventilation screens.
• “Final Plumbing Inspection”:
Gas test connectors, hose bibs, clean-out boxes and caps, backflow 
preventers, and water pressure regulator.
• “Final Mechanical Inspection”:
Fireplace spark arrester, cap, clearance, vent caps and vents, 
condensing unit fuse pad, rain tight conduit, roof A/C screen, platform, 
fuses, and connectors.
• “Final Electric Inspection”:
GFIs, weather-covers, entry lights, UFER, receptacles, electrical 
system polarity, the laundry circuit, and dedicated 20-amp circuits.
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Driving Time
Number of Trips per Tract Dwelling Unit
Trip Worksheet
1
Address 
Builder 
1972 W 16th St 
GFC Dev
Tract/Lot 
Permit Number 
0269-142-31 
B0402199
TOTAL
1.82
2 2048 W 16th St
GFC Dev
0269-142-39
B0402199
1.41
3 2085 W 16th St
GFC Dev
0269-144-02
B0402197
2.47
4 2045 W 16th St
GFC Dev
0269-144-06
B0402192
1.44
5 1957 W 16th St 
Stones Edge Rnch
0269-144-14
B0302922
1.84
6 1614 N California 
Stones Edge Rnch
0269-145-09 1.90
7 1619 N Arizona 
Stones Edge Rnch
0269-145-12
B0400393
2.68
8 2859 W Meyers 
Pacific Crst Coms
Tr 13-572-07
B0401291
3.75
9 6637 Lynn Ct 
Pacific Crst Coms
Tr 13-572-12
B0401293
4.11
139
10 6638 Lynn Ct 
Pacific Crst Coms
Tr 13-572-16
B0401304
4.64
11 6658 Windsong 
Pacific Crst Coms
Tr 13-572-26
B0401290
3.55
12 2815 W Irvington Av 
Cent Crowell Coms
Tr 15-407-04
B0301165
4.62
13 2755 W Irvington Av
EDA/GFR Ent
Tr 15-407-09
B0203120
3.64
14 2724 W Melissa St. 
GFR Ent
Tr 15-407-14
B0300980
2.33
15 2846 W Melissa St. 
Cent Crowell Coms
Tr 15-407-24
B0301152
1.69
16 6016 N Gregory St
GFR Ent
Tr 15-407-91
B0301007
2.64
17 6679 N Darling 
Hardwood Homes
Tr 13-630-03
B0402903
5.89
18 3215 W. Meyers 
Hardwood Homes
Tr 13-630-27
B0402912
6.34
19 1232 W 44th 
Gardner Const
Tr 14-715-14
B0303289
2.46
20 1161 W45th 
Gardner Const
Tr 14-715-22
B0303260
2.79
Average 3.10
Median 2.66
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APPENDIX D
INSPECTION TIME ANALYSIS
150
1600 - 1800 Square foot Tract Home Inspection Time
Bldg Size. 
1600-1799
Property 
1
Property 
2
Property
3
Property 
4
Property
5
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1718 1756 1718 1718 1718
ID Number 6092 LL 6072 LL 6052 LL 6139 LL 6029 LL
Tr 13-572/15-407 Permit # - B03: 01170 01197 01171 01189 01174
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 8 12 12 7 12
Final Plumbing 290 4 6 6 4 6
Final Mechanical 300 4 6 6 4 6
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 5 12 12 35 10
Underground Plmbg 50 4 6 6 10 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 4 10 10 4 5
Temp Power Pole 70
Roof Sheathing 115 15 13 13 14 20
Shear Nail 130 35 25 25 30 29
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 140 16 7 20 15 16
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 8 3 10 7 8
Rough Electrical 160 8 3 10 7 8
Rough Plmbg/Vents 170 8 3 10 7 8
Insulation/Certification 180 13 10 11 5 24
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 14 8 11 12 15
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 4 6 3 4 5
Stucco Brown Coat 210 3 5 3 3 3
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 1 2 2 2 2
Water Service 230 1 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 240 15 24 50 11 15
Gas Line Air Test 260 6 8 5 5 5
Electrical Service 275 21 12 12 9 12
Final Electrical 280 4 6 6 16 6
Total 201 188 244 212 226
Total Hours 3.35 3.13 4.07 3.53 3.77
Number of Re-inspections 5 2 3 1 1
Total Re-inspection Time 36 0 25 0 0
Average Re-inspection Time 7 0 8 0 0
151
Bldg Size.-1600-1799
Tr 13-572/15-407
Property 6 Property
7
Property 
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1718 1718 1756 1718 1600 1600
ID Number 6136 LL 6089 LL 6063 LL 6049 LL 6058 Lo 6028 Lo
Permit # 01169 01172 01199 01173 00975 00974
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 3 15 12 12 12 10
Final Plumbing 2 7 5 6 6 5
Final Mechanical 2 8 5 6 6 5
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 5 16 10 10 17 17
Underground Plmbg 4 7 10 10 8 9
Bldg-Slab Grade 6 4 7 4 7 5
Roof Sheathing 16 16 13 13 15 15
Shear Nail 35 23 38 25 25 35
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 12 18 16 16 12 28
Rough HVAC (mech) 6 9 8 8 6 13 .
Rough Electrical 6 9 8 8 6 14
Rough PImbgA/ents 6 9 8 8 6 5
I nsulation/Certification 11 4 7 10 16 8
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 9 10 12 12 2 15
Stucco Scratch Coat 4 4 4 4 6 7
Stucco Brown Coat 3 6 8 5 5 3
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 8 8 2 2 1 1
Water Service 8 8 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 9 20 15 15 6 9
Gas Line Air Test 5 5 5 5 4 4
Electrical Service 5 12 12 12 6 12
Final Electrical 10 8 13 6 12 12
Total 175 226 219 198 185 233
Total Hours 2.92 3.77 3.65 3.30 3.08 3.88
Number of Re-inspections 1 0 1 8 3 2
Total Re-inspection Time 1 0 0 22 21 9
Avg Re-inspection Time 1 0 0 3 7 5
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Bldg Size.-1600-1799
Tr 13-572/15-407
Property
12
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1718 1718 1718 1718 1718 1718
ID Number 6084 Lo 6128 Lo 6136 Lo 6125 Lo 6095 Lo 6077 Lo
Permit# - 01175 01176 01177 01178 01179 01180
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 18 15 18 5 21 21
Final Plumbing 4 3 4 2 4 4
Final Mechanical 4 3 4 3 5 5
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 16 10 10 20 16 16
Underground Plmbg 16 4 5 6 10 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 5 5 8 8 8
Roof Sheathing 15 15 15 15 15 15
Shear Nail 20 13 27 25 25 30
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 30 27 36 24 18 19
Rough HVAC (mech) 7 6 8 6 4 5
Rough Electrical 7 6 8 5 4 4
Rough Plmbg/Vents 6 6 8 5 4 4
Insulation/Certification 8 6 10 5 10 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 15 11 7 14 12 4
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 5 5 5 5 5
Stucco Brown Coat 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 2 1 1 1 2
Water Service 1 2 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 13 19 20 20 15 12
Gas Line Air Test 4 5 5 4 4 4
Electrical Service 15 10 10 10
Final Electrical 6 4 4 20 30 60
Total 220 181 215 208 216 243
Total Hours 3.67 3.02 3.58 3.47 3.60 4.05
Number of Re-inspections 2 1 1 0 1 1
Total Re-inspection Time 15 10 10 0 5 5
Average Re-inspection 
Time
8 10 10 0 5 5
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Bldg Size.-1600-1799
Tr 13-572/15-407
Property
18
Property
19
Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1600 1763 1718 1718 1763 1718
ID Number 6076 NL 2869 Wl 2852 WM 2856 WM 2868 WM 2874 WM
Permit # - 00967. 01146 01166 01168 01155 01167
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 1 10 14 18 14 14
Final Plumbing 9 5 7 9 7 7
Final Mechanical 8 5 7 9 7 7
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 10 24 10 10 10 10
Underground Plmbg 5 13 10 10 10 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 6 6 6 6 7
Roof Sheathing 25 20 18 14 15 14
Shear Nail 35 35 27 21 26 - 21
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 33 18 22 25 14 14
Rough HVAC (mech) 8 9 11 12 7 7
Rough Electrical 7 9 11 12 7 7
Rough Plmbg/Vents 7 9 11 12 7 7
Insulation/Certification 6 13 5 5 13 13
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 20 12 10 10 10 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 8 5 5 5 5 5
Stucco Brown Coat 7 7 5 5 3 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 2 7 1 1 1 1
Water Service 1 6 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 20 20 13 23 23 17
Gas Line Air Test 6 7 4 4 4 4
Electrical Service 5 12 20 10 10
Final Electrical 9 . 10 7 9 7 7
Total 232 255 217 241 207 198
Total Hours 3.87 4.25 3.62 4.02 3.45 3.30
Number of Re-inspections 1 0 5 6 6 4
Total Re-inspection Time 0 0 29 56 15 20
Average Re-inspection 
Time
0 0 6 9 3 5
154
Bldg Size. -1600-1799
Tr 13-572/15-407
Property
24
Property
25
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1600 1688 Average
ID Number 6116 NL 1161 45 Inspn
Permit # - 00977 03260 Time
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min (Minutes)
Combo:
Final Inspection 20 8 12
Final Plumbing 10 4 5
Final Mechanical 10 4 6
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 14 14 14
Underground Plmbg 8 5 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 10 10 6
Temp Power Pole
Roof Sheathing 20 10 16
Shear Nail 20 10 26
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 18 8 19
Rough HVAC (mech) 8 4 8
Rough Electrical 9 4 7
Rough Plmbg/Vents 8 4 7
Insulation/Certification 3 17 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 11 5 11
Stucco Scratch Codt 5 5 5
Stucco Brown Coat 4 12 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 2 3 2
Water Service 1 2 2
Drywall Nailing 10 5 17
Gas Line Air Test 3 7 5
Combo:
Electrical Service 8 11
Final Electrical 10 12 12
Total 204 161 212
Total Hours 3.40 2.68 3.54
Number of Re-inspections 1 4 2.40
Total Re-inspection Time 15 37 13
Average Re-inspection Time 15 9 5
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1800 - 2000 Square foot Tract Home Inspection Time
Bldg Size 1800-1999 Property 
1
Property 
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1804 1804 1804 1804 1993
ID Number 6064 NL 6034 NN 6108 NN 6128 NN 1232 44
Permit # - B04: 300981 300984 300986 300987 303289
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo: 14-715-14
Final Inspection 350 20 21 18 12 7
Final Plumbing 290 10 10 9 5 4
Final Mechanical 300 10 10 9 6 4
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 7 10 10 9 10
Underground Plmbg 50 8 10 10 5 7
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 5 6 10 8 10
Roof Sheathing 115 16 20 20 21 10
Shear Nail 130 26 25 20 22 10
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 140 14 14 15 2 10
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 7 7 8 2 5
Rough Electrical 160 7 7 7 2 ' 5
Rough Plmbg/Vents 170 7 7 7 2 5
I nsulation/Certification 180 6 10 3 2 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 12 12 10 20 12
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 10 6 5 4 4
Stucco Brown Coat 210 4 5 3 3 30
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 1 2 2 1 4
Water Service 230 1 1 1 1 4
Drywall Nailing 240 10 20 10 12 10
Gas Line Air Test 260 4 6 3 3 4
Electrical Service 275 7 7 9 9 7
Final Electrical 280 13 16 9 24 5
Total 205 232 198 175 177
Total Hours 3.42 3.87 3.30 2.92 2.95
Number of Re-inspections 3 1 1 1 3
Total Re-inspection Time 29 11 15 6 31
Average Re-inspection Time 10 11 15 6 10
156
Bldg Size 1800-1999 Property 
6
Property
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1804 1804 1804 1993 1835 1993
ID Number 2724 
WM
2763 Wl 2735 WM 1256 46 138 EK 4412 WC
Permit# - 300980 203119 300996 303304 402424 303297
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo: 15-407-
14
15-407-08 15-407- 
A7
14-715-
57
135-291-
42
14-715-
36
Final Inspection 16 18 16 10 10 16
Final Plumbing 8 9 8 6 5 8
Final Mechanical 8 9 8 7 5 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 19 30 25 2 15 12
Underground Plmbg 4 23 6 2 8 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 7 20 8 4 20
Roof Sheathing 15 26 20 3 20 25
Shear Nail 22 70 30 5 20 12
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 24 22 18 8 14 12
Rough HVAC (mech) 12 11 9 4 7 6
Rough Electrical 12 11 9 4 7 6
Rough PlmbgA/ents 12 11 9 4 7 6
Insulation/Certification 5 12 5 10 1 5
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 12 26 30 10 4 6
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 20 4 6 8 6
Stucco Brown Coat 8 5 3 5 10 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 3 5 1 5 2
Water Service 1 3 4 10 5 3
Drywall Nailing 15 20 30 30 7 6
Gas Line Air Test 8 6 5 9 5 5
Electrical Service 8 26 9 3 14 10
Final Electrical 8 9 8 10 20 8
Total 233 377 281 157 201 196
Total Hours 3.88 6.28 4.68 2.62 3.35 3.27
Number of Re-inspections 2 0 1 4 6 2
Total Re-inspection Time 27 0 22 42 40 29
Average Re-inspection Time 14 0 22 11 7 15
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Bldg Size 1800-1999 Property
12
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1993 1804 1804 1835 1835 1835
ID Number 4473 NO 6041 NL 6073 NN 144 EK 147 E2 131 E2
Permit # - 303295 300989 300991 402425 402423 402422
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo: 14-715-32 15-407-
95
15-407-
98
135-291-41 135-291-40 135-291-
37
Final Inspection 19 14 25 9 7 7
Final Plumbing 7 7 13 5 4 4
Final Mechanical 7 7 12 5 4 4
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 28 11 11 7 18 17
Underground Plmbg 8 1 6 8 12 9
Bldg-Slab Grade 15 7 8 5 4 5
Roof Sheathing 30 12 12 20 20 20
Shear Nail 18 30 27 9 9 9
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 6 18 18 8 14 14
Rough HVAC (mech) 3 9 9 4 7 7
Rough Electrical 3 9 9 4 7 7
Rough PlmbgA/ents 3 9 9 4 7 7
Insulation/Certification 7 15 10 5 10 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 28 10 11 5 5 5
Stucco Scratch Coat 9 5 5 8 8 4
Stucco Brown Coat 6 3 4 10 4 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 2 2 10 10 5
Water Service 3 1 1 4 10 5
Drywall Nailing 28 10 11 4 4 5
Gas Line Air Test 5 15 5 5 5 5
Electrical Service 14 9 9 4 4 4
Final Electrical 11 20 12 5 5 5
Total 263 224 229 148 178 162
Total Hours 4.38 3.73 3.82 2.47 2.97 2.70
Number of Re­
inspections
0 1 0 3 6 6
Total Re-inspection 
Time
0 7 0 29 22 21
Avg Re-inspection Time o. 7 0 10 4 4
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Bldg Size 1800-1999 Property
18
Property
19
Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1917 1917 1917 1993 1993 1993
ID Number 2536 YC 2514 YC 2527 YC 2740 RC 2697 WS 2649 WS
Permit # - 200434 200436 200440 201781 201812 201813
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo: 141-551- 141-551- 141-551- 266-761- 266-771- 266-781-
06 08 10 09 12 22
Final Inspection 18 13 8 7 10 11
Final Plumbing 9 6 4 4 5 5
Final Mechanical 9 6 4 3 5 5
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 6 7 5 10 9 11
Underground Plmbg 5 5 10 5 6 5
Bldg-Slab Grade 3 7 2 10 5 5
Roof Sheathing 16 18 14 16 8 8
Shear Nail 24 26 21 20 12 12
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 20 14 16 12 8 8
Rough HVAC (mech) 10 10 8 6 4 4
Rough Electrical 10 10 8 6 4 4
Rough PlmbgA/ents 10 10 8 6 4 4
Insulation/Certification 10 7 7 7 5 5
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 4 18 19 5 5 5
Stucco Scratch Coat 2 2 5 5 5 5
Stucco Brown Coat 6 6 6 5 5 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 5 10 7 7 2
Water Service 4 4 4 8 8 2
Drywall Nailing 20 12 12 5 5 5
Gas Line Air Test 6 6 2 7 5 5
Electrical Service 9 9 9 11- 8 8
Final Electrical 15 12 16 7 12 12
Total 221 213 198 172 145 136
Total Hours 3.68 3.55 3.30 2.87 2.42 2.27
Number of Re-inspections 0 1 1 1 2 0
Total Re-inspection Time 0 13 4 4 10 0
Avg Re-inspection Time 0 13 4 4 5 0
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Bldg Size 1800- 1999 Property
24
Property
25
Sq. Ft Living Area 1993 1993
ID Number 2605 SR 4554 WC Average
Permit # - 200229 303300 Inspn
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time
Combo: 15-977-31 14-715-45 (Minutes)
Final Inspection 5 12 13
Final Plumbing 2 6 7
Final Mechanical 3 6 7
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 10 9 12
Underground Plmbg 8 15 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 13 6 8
Roof Sheathing 8 6 16
Shear Nail 12 9 20
Combo:
Framing A/entilation 2 6 13
Rough HVAC (mech) 1 3 7
Rough Electrical 1 3 6
Rough PlmbgA/ents 1 3 6
Insulation/Certification 5 5 7
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 12 6 12
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 10 6
Stucco Brown Coat 5 3 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 15 5
Water Service 2 2 4
Drywall Nailing 5 6 12
Gas Line Air Test 5 1 5
Electrical Service 9 10 9
Final Electrical 3 15 11
Total 122 157 200
Total Hours 2.03 2.62 3.33
Number of Re-inspections 1 5 2
Total Re-inspection Time 5 63 17
Average Re-inspection Time 5 13 7
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Bldg Size 1800-1999 Average Benchmark
INSPECTION TYPE Time (Min) D. McCarthy
Combo: PerInspcn
Final Inspection 13 25
Final Plumbing 7
Final Mechanical 7
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft -12 25
Underground Plmbg 8 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 8
Roof Sheathing 16 18
Shear Nail 20 28
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 13 43
Rough HVAC (mech) 7
Rough Electrical 6
Rough PlmbgA/ents 6
Insulation/Certification 7 0
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 12 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 6 0
Stucco Brown Coat 6 0
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 5
Water Service 4 5
Drywall Nailing 12 10
Gas Line Air Test 5
Electrical Service 9
Final Electrical 11 10
Total Minutes (From Above) 200 189
Total Hours 3.33 3.15
Number of Re-inspections 2.04 3
Total Re-inspection Time 17 10
Average Re-inspection Time 7.46 30
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2000 - 2200 Square foot 1'ract Home Inspection T ime
Bldg Size-2000-2199 Property
1
Property 
2*
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2066 2176 2066 2176 2176
ID Number 6628 WS 2915 WM 6601LC 6625 LC 6661 LC
TR 13-572/15-407 Permit # - B04: 01284 01939 01280 01286 01287
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 30 35 10 19 24
Final Plumbing 290 7 17 5 9 12
Final Mechanical 300 7 17 5 9 12
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 17 3 10 1 9
Underground Plmbg 50 7 3 10 5 9
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 7 3 7 7 5
Roof Sheathing 115 15 26 20 20 24
Shear Nail 130 25 39 30 30 36
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 140 24 17 20 20 26
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 12 8 10 10 13
Rough Electrical 160 12 8 10 10 13
Rough Plmbg/Vents 170 10 8 10 10 13
Insulation/Certification 180 10 9 8 10 20
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 20 11 12 13 15
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 8 18 2 6 8
Stucco Brown Coat 210 5 7 3 7 2
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 4 2 2 2 2
Water Service 230 3 2 2 2 2
Drywall Nailing 240 20 19 10 20 18
Gas Line Air Test 260 15 15 10 13 30
Electrical Service 275 16 9 33 15 35
Final Electrical 280 7 16 5 10 11
Total 281 292 234 248 339
Total Hours 4.68 4.87 3.90 4.13 5.65
Number of Re-inspections 2 2 3 3 2
Total Re-inspection Time 20 17 47 44 19
Avg. Re-inspection Time 10 9 16 15 10
TOTAL MINUTES 301 309 281 292 358
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Bldg Size-2000-2199 Property
6
Property
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2176 2066 2066 2176 2066 2013
ID Number 6626 LC 6614 LC 6651 LC 6658 WS 6628 WS 2846 WM
TR 13-572/15-407 Permit 
#-
01288 01281 01283 01290 01284 01152
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 20 28 18 11 8 17
Final Plumbing 10 13 9 5 7 9
Final Mechanical 9 13 10 6 7 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 20 17 13 12 17 20
Underground Plmbg 7 7 10 ir 7 20
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 5 7 6 7 6
Roof Sheathing 25 22 16 18 15 16
Shear Nail 25 33 24 30 25 24
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 28 18 20 33 24 22
Rough HVAC (mech) 14 9 10 16 12 11
Rough Electrical 14 10 10 16 12 11
Rough Plmbg/Vents 14 9 10 10 12 11
Insulation/Certifi cation 7 18 24 14 10 5
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 13 15 10 10 20 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 5 10 8 8 5
Stucco Brown Coat 5 5 6 6 5 17
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl . 2 2 2 2 2 1
Water Service 2 2 4 2 5 1
Drywall Nailing 30 25 18 30 20 15
Gas Line Air Test 16 10 3 4 8 4
Electrical Service 10 23 16 16 7
Final Electrical 9 13 21 24 14 13
Total 263 267 278 290 261 254
Total Hours 4.38 4.45 4.63 4.83 4.35 4.23
Number of Re-inspections 7 2 3 2 2 11
Total Re-inspection Time 201 15 75 86 18 89
Avg. Re-inspection Time 29 8 25 43 9 8
TOTAL MINUTES 464 282 353 376 279 343
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Bldg Size-2000-2199 Property
12
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2016 2016 2016 2013 2016 2016
ID Number 2896 WM 6114 LL 6084 LL 6064 LL 6644 LL 6115 LL
TR 13-572/15-407 Permit 
#-
01184 01186 01187 01156 01188 01190
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 8 10 7 12 12 6
Final Plumbing 4 5 3 6 6 3
Final Mechanical 4 5 4 6 6 3
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 10 5 4 12 16 16
Underground Plmbg 10 4 3 6 7 7
Bldg-Slab Grade 17 6 4 6 4 4
Roof Sheathing 20 20 20 13 14 14
Shear Nail 20 35 25 40 28 30
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 16 15 15 7 20 18
Rough HVAC (mech) 8 8 8 3 10 9
Rough Electrical 8 8 8 4 10 9
Rough Plmbg/Vents 8 7 7 2 10 9
Insulation/Certification 10 5 10 2 5 7
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 10 14 12 13 8 18
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 8 8 3 4 4
Stucco Brown Coat 5 4 3 6 4 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 1 2 1 1 1
Water Service 1 1 2 1 2 2
Drywall Nailing 11 10 12 12 16 18
Gas Line Air Test 4 6 6 9 9 15
Electrical Service 22 20 22 9
Final Electrical 4 5 4 6 6 16
Total 206 202 189 170 198 222
Total Hours 3.43 3.37 3.15 2.83 3.30 3.70
Number of Re-inspections 2 5 2 2 1 1
Total Re-inspection Time 26 50 37 30 0 0
Avg. Re-inspection Time 13 10 19 15 0 0
TOTAL MINUTES 232 252 226 200 198 222
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Bldg Size-2000-2199 Property
18
Property
19
Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Sq. Ft Living Area 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2042
ID Number 6097 LL 6069 LL 6108 LL 6133 LL 6081 LL 6055 LL
TR 13-572/15-407 Permit# 01191 01198 01192 01193 01194 ■ 00982
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 8 13 14 4 16 16
Final Plumbing 4 6 7 2 8 8
Final Mechanical 4 6 7 2 8 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 13 17 20 20 16 17
Underground Plmbg 8 10 8 6 10 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 4 5 5 , 8 8 6
Roof Sheathing 14 11 15 15 - 15 17
Shear Nail 24 28 20 17 24 20
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 18 14 14 16 13 16
Rough HVAC (mech) 9 7 7 8 7 8
Rough Electrical 9 7 7 8 7 8
Rough Plmbg/Vents 9 7 7 8 6 8
Insulation/Certification 7 6 8 6 10 8
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 15 16 7 12 11 14
Stucco Scratch Coat 8 3 5 8 8 6
Stucco Brown Coat 5 6 4 4 4 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 1 1 1 2 1
Water Service 2 1 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 15 18 17 15 16 25
Gas Line Air Test 15 9 4 4 4 4
Electrical Service 10 11 23
Final Electrical 20 7 7 2 30 10
Total 222 198 196 190 224 213
Total Hours 3.70 3.30 3.27 3.17 3.73 3.55
Number of Re-inspections 1 2 1 0 1 1
Total Re-inspection Time 18 11 0 8 8
Avg. Re-inspection Time 0 9 11 0 8 8
TOTAL MINUTES 222 216 207 190 232 221
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Bldg Size-2000-2199 Property
24
Property
25
Property
26
Property
27
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2042 2042 2042 2138 Average
ID Number 6027 LL 6046 LL 6008 NG 6679 ND Inspn
TR 13-572/15-407 Permit # - 00983 00985 00988 02903 Time
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min (Minutes)
Combo:
Final Inspection 25 24 18 11 16
Final Plumbing 9 5 9 5 7
Final Mechanical 9 5 9 5 7
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 8 10 11 15 ' 13
Underground Plmbg 8 10 8 5 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 6 6 7 6 6
Roof Sheathing 17 17 12 20 17
Shear Nail 20 30 30 45 28
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 18 30 18 12 19
Rough HVAC (mech) 9 7 9 6 9
Rough Electrical 9 7 9 6 9
Rough Plmbg/Vents 9 6 9 6 9
Insulation/Certification 10 15 11 20 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 8 10 13 17 13
Stucco Scratch Coat 8 6 10 39 8
Stucco Brown Coat 4 6 6 15 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 2 2 8 2
Water Service 1 1 1 15 2
Drywall Nailing 18 30 20 20 18
Gas Line Air Test 4 4 9 15 9
Electrical Service 20 18
Final Electrical 7 6 20 6 11
Total 208 237 241 317 246
Total Hours 3.47 3.95 4.02 5.28 3.98
Number of Re-inspections 0 1 3 2 Average
Total Re-inspection Time 0 0 36 44 Average
Avg. Re-inspection Time 0 0 12 22 Avg/lnsp
TOTAL MINUTES 208 237 277 361
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Bldg Size-2000-2199 Average
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min
Combo: PerInspcn
Final Inspection 14
Final Plumbing 7
Final Mechanical 7
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 13
Underground Plmbg 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 6
Roof Sheathing 17
Shear Nail 28
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 19
Rough HVAC (mech) 9
Rough Electrical 9
Rough PlmbgA/ents 9
Insulation/Certification 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 13
Stucco Scratch Coat 8
Stucco Brown Coat 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 2
Water Service 2
Drywall Nailing 18
Gas Line Air Test 9
Electrical Service 18
Final Electrical 11 Hrs
Total 243 4.10
Total Hours 5.37
Number of Re-inspections Average 2.37
Total Re-inspection Time 35 23
Avg. Re-inspection Time Avg/lnsp 11.34
TOTAL MINUTES 268
TOTAL Hrs with Re­
inspection
4.47
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2200 - 2400 Square foot Tract Home Inspection Time
Bldg Size 2200 - 2399 Property 
1
Property
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2281 2281 2281 2281 2284
6649 LC 6638 LC 6675 WS 6640 WS 6022 NL
Permit #-B04: 01303 01304 01305 01306 01004
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 25 22 46 30 19
Final Plumbing 290 12 11 15 4 10
Final Mechanical 300 13 11 15 5 TO
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 12 10 17 17 8
Underground Plmbg 50 5 9 11 10 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 5 5 6 7 6
Roof Sheathing 115 24 20 15 '17 20
Shear Nail 130 36 25 20 30 20
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 140 20 24 34 25 14
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 10 12 8 12 7
Rough Electrical 160 10 12, 8 13 7
Rough PlmbgA/ents 170 10 12 8 12 7
Insulation/Certification 180 10 10 15 10 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 12 13 14 30 14
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 7 10 12 12 6
Stucco Brown Coat 210 1 1 5 5 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 4 4 2 3 2
Water Service 230 4 6 4 4 1
Drywall Nailing 240 18 25 30 30 18
Gas Line Air Test 260 25 7 4 8 9
Combo:
Electrical Service 275 14 10 14 10
Final Electrical 280 21 11 21 5 19
Total 298 270 324 289 230
Total Hours 4.97 4.50 5.40 4.82 3.83
Number of Re-inspections 6 2 2 1 1
Re-inspection time 91 23 23 14 10
Average Re-inspection Time 15 12 12 14 10
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Bldg Size 2200 - 2399 Property
6
Property
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property 
. 11
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2398 2398 2398 2284 2284 2284
6122 NL 6032 NL 6133 NL 6032 LL 6043 LL 6058 NL
Permit# - 01209 01210 01212 01002 01003 01005
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 12 18 6 14 32 18
Final Plumbing 6 9 3 7 9 9
Final Mechanical 6 9 3 7 9 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 5 12 23 17 8 20
Underground Plmbg 4 6 22 8 8 20
Bldg-Slab Grade 6 10 4 3 . 6 7
Roof Sheathing 17 24 18 25 20 20
Shear Nail 35 35 30 31 25 20
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 6 16 18 23 14 15
Rough HVAC (mech) 3 8 9 11 7 7
Rough Electrical 3 8 9 12 7 8
Rough PlmbgA/ents 3 7 9 2 7 7
Insulation/Certification 9 11 8 11 8 ’ 6
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 14 18 14 12 8 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 4 5 5 4 7 6
Stucco Brown Coat 7 6 3 5 8 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 1 1 1 1 2
Water Service 1 2 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 2 23 18 5 15 25
Gas Line Air Test 6 5 15 4 4 9
Combo:
Electrical Service 10 25 10
Final Electrical 6 9 20 7 10 9 '
Total 166 267 249 210 214 233
Total Hours 2.77 4.45 4.15 3.50 3.57 3.88
Number of Re-inspections 9 0 1 6 0 6
Re-inspection time 34 • 0 3 73 0 94
Average Re-inspection 
Time
4 0 3 12 0 16
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Bldg Size 2200 - 2399 Property
12
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2284 2284 2284 2280 2284 2281
6082 NL 6016 NG 5996 NG 3215 MR 2755 Wl 3016 WA
Permit # - 01006 01007 01008 402912 203120 400424
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo: 13-630-
27
15-407- 
09
15-538-09
Final Inspection 16 20 20 19 24 22
Final Plumbing 8 9 9 9 12 11
Final Mechanical 8 9 9 10 12 11
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 10 11 11 48 18 15
Underground Plmbg 10 10 10 13 12 23
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 7 7 8 10 21
Roof Sheathing 21 22 22 30 26 16
Shear Nail 35 23 23 30 70 20
Combo: ,y
FramingA/entilation 22 20 20 30 18 14
Rough HVAC (mech) 11 10 10 15 9 8
Rough Electrical 11 10 10 15 9 7
Rough PlmbgA/ents 11 10 10 15 9 7
Insulation/Certification 5 10 9 20 12 7
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 10 10 10 4 24 6
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 8 9 25 6 5
Stucco Brown Coat 4 9 4 11 5 16
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 2 2 2 5 3 1
Water Service 1 1 1 5 3 2
Drywall Nailing 20 10 TO 18 20 6
Gas Line Air Test 9 15 9 10 6 5
Electrical Service 21 26
Final Electrical 9 20 12 10 12 11
Total 233 246 227 371 346 234
Total Hours 3.88 4.10 3.78 6.18 5.77 3.90
Number of Re-inspections 2 1 1 0 0 1
Re-inspection time 28 0 0 0 0 5
Average Re-inspection 
Time
14 0 0 0 0 5
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Bldg Size 2200 - 2399 Property
18
Property
19
Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2293 2293 2280 2334 2747 2280
6819 HD 6833 NM 6665 ND 6693 ND 3305 MR 6680 ND
Permit # - 402584 401672 402930 401673 402916 402910
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo: 14-352-
44
14-352-
13
13-630- 
02
13-630- 
04
13-630-
32
13-630-10
Final Inspection 18 17 12 10 25 19
Final Plumbing 9 8 6 5 12 9
Final Mechanical 9 9 6 5 12 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 7 7 30 15 30 19
Underground Plmbg 1 10 30 5 5 6
Bldg-Slab Grade 4 5 6 6 7 7
Roof Sheathing 30 40 25 1 24 21
Shear Nail 20 20 50 50 36 31
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 26 32 24 32 30 34
Rough HVAC (mech) 13 16 12 16 15 17
Rough Electrical 13 16 12 16 15 17
Rough Plmbg/Vents 13 16 12 16 15 12
Insulation/Certification 14 10 16 20 26 18
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 14 10 9 34 13 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 9 13 10 10 34 16
Stucco Brown Coat 5 4 9 9 11 8
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 4 4 3 1 8 8
Water Service 25 4 10 1 4 15
Drywall Nailing 11 10 29 25 25 23
Gas Line Air Test 8 10 15 15 10 2
Electrical Service 12 33 20 20 21 ' 19
Final Electrical 9 9 7 5 13 12
Total 274 303 353 317 391 332
Total Hours 4.57 5.05 5.88 5.28 6.52 5.53
Number of Re-inspections 6 3 0 5 4 6
Re-inspection time 35 155 0 20 6 77
Average Re-inspection 
Time
6 52 0 4 2 13
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Bldg Size 2200 - 2399 Property
24
Property
25
Sq. Ft Living Area 2284 2284
2761 WM 6082 NN
Permit#- 301009 301006 Average Benchmark
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time (Min) D. McCarthy
Combo: 15-407-A4 15-407-86 PerInspcn
Final Inspection 25 16 20 25
Final Plumbing 16 8 9
Final Mechanical 16 8 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 11 15 16 25
Underground Plmbg 5 5 10 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 7 5 7
Roof Sheathing 17 21 21 18
Shear Nail 30 35 31 28
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 2 22 21 43
Rough HVAC (mech) 2 11 10 -
Rough Electrical 2 11 10 -
Rough PlmbgA/ents 2 11 10 -
Insulation/Certification 2 5 11 0
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 16 20 14 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 5 10 0
Stucco Brown Coat 3 4 6 0
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 3 2 3 5
Water Service 4 1 4 5
Drywall Nailing 14 20 18 10
Gas Line Air Test 5 9 9
Combo:
Electrical Service 18
Final Electrical 24 19 12 10
Total 211 253 281 189
Total Hours 3.52 4.22 4.56 3.15
Number of Re-inspections 8 2 2.92 3
Re-inspection time 93 28 32.48 10
Average Re-inspection Time 12 14 8.69 30
Bldg-Other 0.00 3.65
Misc P/M/E 0.00
Total with Re-inspections 5.07 4.68 4.58
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2400 - 2600 Square foot Tract Home Inspection Time
Bldg Size 2400 - 2599 Property 
1
Property 
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2458 2458 2458 2458 2458
ID Number 6616 WS 6639 WS 2859 MR 6613 LC 6637 LC
Tr 13-572/15-407 Permit# B04: 01299 01296 01291 01292 01293
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 30 22 36 5 25
Final Plumbing 290 6 15 18 3 12
Final Mechanical 300 6 15 18 3 12
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 8 13 10 8 2
Underground Plmbg 50 12 5 20 5 5
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 7 6 6 7 8
Roof Sheathing 115 16 17 2 20 24
Shear Nail 130 24 40 33 30 36
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 140 27 26 24 28 20
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 14 12 12 14 10
Rough Electrical 160 14 12 12 14 10
Rough Plmbg/Vents 170 10 11 12 14 10
Insulation/Certification 180 15 20 9 16 20
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 15 10 20 12 12
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 18 10 5 8 8
Stucco Brown Coat 210 9 6 5 8 1
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 8 6 3 2 4
Water Service 230 8 6 3 2 4
Drywall Nailing 240 20 20 15 20 20
Gas Line Air Test 260 15 12 10 13 13
Electrical Service 275 16 68 17 15 12
Final Electrical 280 6 16 33 19 19
Total 304 368 323 266 287
Total Hours 5.07 6.13 5.38 4.43 4.78
Number of Re-inspections 7 3 1 3 4
Re-inspection time 160 81 18 66 54
Avg Re-inspection Time 23 27 18 22 14
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Bldg Size 2400 - 2599 Property
6
Property 
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2458 2458 2458 2556 2504 2468
ID Number 6650 LC 6639 WS 6616 WS 2882WM 6144 NL 6062 NN
Tr 13-572/15-407 Permit 
#
01294 01296 01299 01196 01185 01018
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 10 15 10 10 4 20
Final Plumbing 10 15 5 5 2 9
Final Mechanical 10 15 5 5 2 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 9 13 8 10 5 10
Underground Plmbg 9 5 12 10 4 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 6 7 7 6 5
Roof Sheathing 25 17 16 20 16 20
Shear Nail 25 20 24 30 25 20
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 25 24 27 16 14 22
Rough HVAC (mech) 12 13 14 5 7 11
Rough Electrical 12 13 14 5 7 11
Rough Plmbg/Vents 11 11 10 4 7 11
1 nsulation/Certification 16 20 15 10 11 6
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 12 10 15 10 13 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 10 18 5 4 6
Stucco Brown Coat 1 6 9 5 2 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 2 3 4 1 1 2
Water Service 2 3 4 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 20 20 20 11 17 30
Gas Line Air Test 15 12 15 15 15 10
Electrical Service 10 58 16 20 9
Final Electrical 10 29 5 5 17 10
Total 261 338 273 210 189 238
Total Hours 4.35 5.63 4.55 3.50 3.15 3.97
Number of Re-inspections 3 3 3 3 1 1
Re-inspection time 104 72 69 38 3 25
Avg Re-inspection Time 35 24 23 13 3 25
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Bldg Size 2400 - 2599 Property
12
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2458 2468 2398 2458 2458 2468
ID Number 2943 MR 2747 Wl 6032 LL 3005 WA 3053 WA 2741 WM
Tr 13-572/15-407 Permit 
#
01940 203121 400422 400422 400420 301022
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo: 15-407-
10
15-407-
43
15-538-
13
15-538- 
03
15-407-A6
Final Inspection 24 24 18 22 14 16
Final Plumbing 12 12 9 11 7 8
Final Mechanical 12 12 9 12 7 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 5 24 12 11 15 20
Underground Plmbg 5 16 6 8 8 6
Bldg-Slab Grade 3 10 10 7 5 20
Roof Sheathing 24 26 24 30 18 15
Shear Nail 25 80 35 45 27 35
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 6 26 16 17 20 18
Rough HVAC (mech) 6 13 8 9 ■ 10 9
Rough Electrical 6 13 8 8 10 9
Rough Plmbg/Vents 6 13 7 9 10 9
I nsu lation/Certification 4 12 18 29
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 10 13 18 15 11 25
Stucco Scratch Coat 19 6 5 8 5 4
Stucco Brown Coat 6 5 7 7 36 3
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 6 2 17 1 2
Water Service 4 4 1 18 2 2
Drywall Nailing 19 20 23 42 20 25
Gas Line Air Test 15 6 5 18 5 5
Electrical Service 10 20
Final Electrical 15 12 9 12 7 8
Total 241 353 232 364 267 247
Total Hours 4.02 5.88 3.87 6.07 4.45 4.12
Number of Re-inspections 1 2 0 1 0 1
Re-inspection time 9 38 0 20 0 22
Avg Re-inspection Time 9 19 0 20 0 22
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Bldg Size 2400 -2599 Property
18
Property
19
Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2454 2454 2454 2468 2468 2468
ID Number 2733 MR 2705 MR 6513 YL 6113 NN 6062 NN 2796 WM
Tr 13-572/15-407 Permit 
#
200232 200235 301021 301108 301014
INSPECTION TYPE Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo: 14-193- 
02
14-193-
05
14-193-
48
15-407- 
A2
15-407-
84
15-407-20
Final Inspection 16 11 • 8 12 19 12
Final Plumbing 8 6 4 6 9 6
Final Mechanical 9 6 4 6 9 6
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 14 15 14 10 15 10
Underground Plmbg 5 14 5 9 5 4
Bldg-Slab Grade 15 5 4 8 5 5
Roof Sheathing 13 13 12 18 20 16
Shear Nail 20 20 18 30 20 30
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 9 9 12 16 26 26
Rough HVAC (mech) 4 4 6 8 13 13
Rough Electrical 4 4 6 8 13 13
Rough Plmbg/Vents 4 4 6 8 13 13
Insulation/Certification 7 12 5 15 6 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 5 5 10 8 10 20
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 5 3 5 6 3
Stucco Brown Coat 6 5 5 7 5 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 7 10 2 2 2
Water Service 5 4 5 1 1 2
Drywall Nailing 6 6 10 20 30 15
Gas Line Air Test 3 3 11 5 10 8
Electrical Service 8 8
Final Electrical 12 12 4 12 8 6
Total 183 178 162 214 245 224
Total Hours 3.05 2.97 2.70 3.57 4.08 3.73
Number of Re-inspections 2 2 1 2 1 2
Re-inspection time 33 20 10 6 20 13
Avg Re-inspection Time 17 10 10 3 20 7
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Bldg Size 2400 -2599
Sq. Ft. Living Area
Property
24
Property
25
2468 2468
ID Number 2764 WM 2731 Nl
Tr 13-572/15-407 Permit # 301013 301011 Average
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo: 15-407-18 15-407-12 PerInspcn
Final Inspection 12 14 16
Final Plumbing 6 7 8
Final Mechanical 6 7 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 49 6 13
Underground Plmbg 4 2 8
Bldg-Slab Grade 5 10 7
Roof Sheathing 16 10 18
Shear Nail 30 16 30
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 22 28 20
Rough HVAC (mech) 11 14 10
Rough Electrical 11 14 10
Rough Plmbg/Vents 11 14 10
Insulation/Certification 9 20 13
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 15 13 13
Stucco Scratch Coat 8 8 8
Stucco Brown Coat 6 5 7
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 1 6 4
Water Service 1 4 4
Drywall Nailing 15 40 20
Gas Line Air Test 8 6 10
Combo:
Electrical Service 8 20.
Final Electrical 12 12 12
Total 266 256 268
Total Hours 4.43 4.27 4.58
Number of Re-inspections 7 2 2.24
Re-inspection time 93 45 41
Avg. Re-inspection Time 13 23 16
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2600 - 2800 Square foot Tract Home Inspection Time
Bldg Size 2600 - 2799 Property 
1
Property 
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2762 2762 2762 2660 2660
ID Number 6096 NL 6112 NL 6109 NL 6063 NL 6094 NN
Permit # - B04: 01214 01215 01204 01017 01019
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 14 12 12 3 22
Final Plumbing 290 7 6 2 2 11
Final Mechanical 300 7 6 3 2 12
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 20 10 20 17 10
Underground Plmbg 50 3 4 6 8 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 10 5 8 5 10
Roof Sheathing 115 17 18 25 20 17
Shear Nail 130 22 28 25 33 23
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 140 18 16 18 14 18
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 9 8 9 7 9
Rough Electrical 160 9 8 9 7 9
Rough PlmbgA/ents 170 9 8 9 7 8
Insulation/Certification 180 8 7 13 8 15
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 15 15 12 13 20
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 5 5 15 5
Stucco Brown Coat 210 4 4 4 4 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 1 1 1 1 2
Water Service 230 1 1 1 1 1
Drywall Nailing 240 15 5 20 17 20
Gas Line Air Test 260 4 5 4 4 10
Electrical Service 275 7 9 11
Final Electrical 280 14 18 21 18 12
Total 219 199 233 206 248
Total Hours 3.65 3.32 3.88 3.43 4.13
Number of Re-inspections 1 2 1 3 10
Re-inspection time 7 21 4 25 69
Avg 7 11 4 8 7
178
Bldg Size 2600 - 2799 Property 6 Property 7 Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2762 2762 2762 2660
ID Number 6158 NL 6111 NL 6041 NL 5992 NG
Permit# - 01201 01203 01213 01020
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- 
Min
Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 4 6 14 25
Final Plumbing 2 3 7 12
Final Mechanical 2 3 7 13
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 5 11 10 11
Underground Plmbg 4 8 10 7
Bldg-Slab Grade 6 4 6 7
Roof Sheathing 20 20 9 20
Shear Nail 23 24 13 35
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 18 20 16 22
Rough HVAC (mech) 9 10 8 11
Rough Electrical 9 10 8 11
Rough PlmbgA/ents 9 10 8 11
Insulation/Certification 14 8 20 15
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 15 10 15 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 4 8 3 10
Stucco Brown Coat 2 5 4 4
Sewer/Sewage DispsI 1 10 1 2
Water Service 1 10 1 1
Drywall Nailing 11 15 21 10
Gas Line Air Test 15 15 6 15
Electrical Service 7 12
Final Electrical 15 18 7 17
Total 196 240 194 269 0 0
Total Hours 3.27 4.00 3.23 4.48 0.00 0.00
Number of Re-inspections 2 1 1 1
Re-inspection time 17 4 0 13
Avg 9 4 0 13
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Sq. Ft. Living Area 2600 - 2799
ID Number
Permit# - Average 
Time- Min 
PerInspcn
INSPECTION TYPE
Combo:
Final Inspection
Final Plumbing
Final Mechanical
12
6
6
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 13
Underground Plmbg 7
Bldg-Slab Grade 7
Roof Sheathing 18
Shear Nail 25
Combo:
FramingA/entilation
Rough HVAC (mech)
Rough Electrical
18
9
9
Rough Plmbg/Vents 9
Insulation/Certification 12
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 14
Stucco Scratch Coat 7
Stucco Brown Coat 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 2
Water Service 2
Drywall Nailing 15
Gas Line Air Test 9
Electrical Service 9
Final Electrical 16
Total 228
Total Hours 3.68
Number of Re-inspections 2
Re-inspection time 3.08
Avg 7
Total with Re-inspections 4.01
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1200 - 1400 Square Foot In-fill Home Inspection Times
Bldg Size 
1200-1400
Property 
1
Property
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Property
6
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1237 1237 1398 1398 1377 1263
Infill Homes 137-032- 
06
137-121-
12
137-063-
23
138-071- 
05
138-071-
12
138-072-
24
Permit # - B0: 200895 100396 401836 400933 402485 202967
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Final Inspection
Final Plumbing
Final Mechanical
350 29 18 2 13 34 24
290 14 9 2 6 11 12
300 14 9 2 6 9 .12
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 37 8 20 28 23 5
Underground Plmbg 50 17 23 15 28 9 2
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 4 2 3 9 3 3
Roof Sheathing 115 14 2 12 9 12 6
Shear Nail 130 21 15 18 12 39 7
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation
Rough HVAC
(mech)
Rough Electrical
Rough
Plmbg/Vents
140 20 23 28 10 40 5
150 10 5 14 5 8 3
160 10 5 10 5 8 2
170 10 5 14 6 9 2
Insulation/Certificatio 
n
180 3 7 14 5 10 14
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 17 8 9 51 9 11
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 5 5 10 8 6 12
Stucco Brown Coat 210 2 27 4 7 28 10
Sewer/Sewage 
Dispsl
220 10 25 4 5 26 3
Water Service 230 10 8 8 5 8 8
Drywall Nailing 240 18 12 7 7 14 11
Gas Line Air Test 260 5 17 2 3 45 53
Electrical Service 
Final Electrical
275 5 15 15 7 15 15
280 15 11 2 6 11 12
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E 460
Total 290 259 215 241 377 232
Total Hours 4.83 4.32 3.58 4.02 6.28 3.87
No. of Re-inspections 17 17 7 5 5 14
Re-inspection Time 126 113 89 54 85 192
Avg Re-inspection Time 7 7 13 11 17 14
Total W/ Re-inspections 6.93 6.20 5.07 4.92 7.70 7.07
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Bldg Size 
1200-1400
Property
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Property
12
1277 1263 1215 1351 1320 1270
Sq. Ft. Living Area 138-141- 
08
138-144- 
09
138-181-
42
138-291-
12
139-051- 
06
139-091-
30
Permit # - BO: 202968 202966 301874 301404 303000 302774
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Final Inspection
Final Plumbing
Final Mechanical
7 4 8 5 24 4
3 7 4 2 12 2
4 7 4 2 12 2
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 12 9 12 14 14 34
Underground Plmbg 31 1 15 14 16 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 2 5 21 5 24 11
Roof Sheathing 9 5 27 46 9 13
Shear Nail 14 8 36 48 13 58
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation
Rough HVAC
(mech)
Rough Electrical
Rough PlmbgA/ents
2 8 27 30 21 21
2 4 7 14 11 11
2 4 6 14 11 11
2 3 9 14 10 10
Insulation/Certification 11 13 12 26 10 6
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 16 16 7 13 19 21
Stucco Scratch Coat 3 6 6 3 9 9
Stucco Brown Coat 8 9 9 4 7 9
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 10 10 9 10 8 10
Water Service 8 8 8 8 8 6
Drywall Nailing 17 17 17 13 19 21
Gas Line Air Test 53 36 12 4 17 4
Electrical Service 
Final Electrical
15 15 12 5 15 5
36 7 4 3 12 3
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E
Total 267 202 272 297 301 281
Total Hours 4.45 3.37 4.53 4.95 5.02 4.68
No. of Re-inspections 9 9 23 8 5 9
Re-inspection Time 87 142 312 106 167 82
Avg Re-inspection 
Time
10 16 14 13 33 9
Total W/ Re­
inspections
5.90 5.73 9.73 6.72 7.80 6.05
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Bldg Size 
1200-1400
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Property
18
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1398 1376 1388 1260 1337 1376
139-121-
54
139-174-
62
139-231-
72
144-081- 
04
145-121- 
09
146-043- 
08
Permit# - BO: 302530 300789 301678 402491 303161 101708
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min 1145W19 680 W 16 2080 N MV
Final Inspection 14 17 32 20 20 6
Final Plumbing 14 8 9 5 10 3
Final Mechanical 14 8 9 5 10 3
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 17 10 15 35 11 60
Underground Plmbg 25 32 27 40 37 20
Bldg-Slab Grade 4 3 4 10 7 10
Roof Sheathing 15 6 39 18 17 42
Shear Nail 26 10 16 26 25 28
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 15 23 31 21 55 23
Rough HVAC 
(mech)
18 19 25 11 27 13
Rough Electrical 18 10 25 11 27 11
Rough 
Plmbg/Vents
18 11 26 10 27 11
lnsulation/Certificatio 
n
6 12 10 10 10 39
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 6 10 3 6 7 20
Stucco Scratch Coat 3 7 31 20 9 10
Stucco Brown Coat 10 8 9 11 6 9
Sewer/Sewage 
Dispsl
10 10 9 5 10 10
Water Service 5 8 8 5 8 8
Drywall Nailing 6 6 4 7 8 12
Gas Line Air Test 12 10 7 3 7 15
Electrical Service 15 10 15 5 . 30 25
Final Electrical 16 9 16 10 10 3
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E
Total 287 247 370 294 378 381
Total Hours 4.78 4.12 6.17 4.90 6.30 6.35
No. of Re-inspections 9 3 12 3 8 4
Re-inspection Time 144 61 190 15 307 154
Avg Re-inspection 
Time
16 20 16 5 38 39
Total W/Re- 
inspections
7.18 5.13 9.33 5.15 11.42 8.92
183
Bldg Size 
1200-1400
Property
19
. Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Property
24
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1283 1242 1368 1395 1311 1348
146-104-
14
146-133-
29
152-074- 
02
154-201-
20
268-134- 
05
268-441-
12
Permit#- BO: 401122 200183 300133 300546 402144 203010
INSPECTION TYPE 1650 N S 138 WM 3598 N S 4575 S A 1795 WD 1712 W 30
Final Inspection
Final Plumbing
Final Mechanical
11 10 20 20 46 20
5 4 4 10 56 11
5 5 4 10 56 11
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 17 10 28 51 46 31
Underground Plmbg 6 13 20 47 16 10
Bldg-Slab Grade 10 6 20 9 9 27
Roof Sheathing 9 9 18 21 10 15
Shear Nail 14 17 27 30 15 23
Combo:
FramingA/entilation
Rough HVAC
(mech)
Rough Electrical
Rough PlmbgA/ents
14 12 12 42 31 30
7 6 6 46 16 15
7 6 6 23 10 15
• 7 6 6 23 5 15
Insulation/Certification 6 10 15 3 15 21
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 10 10 13 5 12 13
Stucco Scratch Coat 9 4 9 15 12 20
Stucco Brown Coat 5 6 9 10 10 9
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 10 10 10 10
Water Service 15 8 8 8 11 8
Drywall Nailing 10 10 16 4 12 12
Gas Line Air Test 7 17 17 34 17 17
Electrical Service 
Final Electrical
15 15 15 15 57 16
5 5 4 10 46 4
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E
Total 199 199 287 446 508 353
Total Hours 3.32 3.32 4.78 7.43 8.47 5.88
No. of Re-inspections 7 0 3 18 6 9
Re-inspection Time 138 0 27 365 89 235
Avg Re-inspection 
Time
20 0 9 20 15 26
Total W/ Re­
inspections
5.62 3.32 5.23 13.52 9.95 9.80
184
Bldg Size 
1200 -1400
Property
25
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1350 Average
269-323-07 Time (Min)
Permit#- BO: 302325 Per
INSPECTION TYPE 1827 NA Inspection
Final Inspection 32 18
Final Plumbing 4 9
Final Mechanical 4 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 26 23
Underground Plmbg 19 20
Bldg-Slab Grade 15 9
Roof Sheathing 8 16
Shear Nail 11 22
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 22 23
Rough HVAC (mech) 17 13
Rough Electrical 13 11
Rough PlmbgA/ents 13 11
Insulation/Certification 18 12
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 19 13
Stucco Scratch Coat 4 9
Stucco Brown Coat 8 9
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 5 10
Water Service 5 8
Drywall Nailing 20 12
Gas Line Air Test 18 17
Electrical Service 9 15
Final Electrical 5 11
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E
Total 295 300
Total Hours 4.92 4.99
No. of Re-inspections 8 8.72
Re-inspection Time 123 136
Avg Re-inspection Time 15 16.10
Total W/Re-inspections 6.97 6.58
185
Bldg Size 
1200 -1400
Average
Time (Min) Benchmark
INSPECTION TYPE PerInspcn D. McCarthy Mode Median
Final Inspection 18 25 20 18
Final Plumbing 9 4 7
Final Mechanical 9 4 7
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 23 25 28 17
Underground Plmbg 20 10 15 17
Bldg-Slab Grade 9 3 7
Roof Sheathing 16 18 9 12
Shear Nail 22 28 15 18
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 23 43 23 22
Rough HVAC (mech) 13 11 11
Rough Electrical 11 10 10
Rough PlmbgA/ents 11 10 10
Insulation/Certification 12 0 10 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 13 10 13 11
Stucco Scratch Coat 9 0 9 9
Stucco Brown Coat 9 0 9 9
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 10 5 10 10
Water Service 8 5 8 8
Drywall Nailing 12 10 12 12
Gas Line Air Test 17 17 15
Electrical Service 15 15 15
Final Electrical 11 10 4 9
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E
Total Minutes (From Above) 300 189 287 287
Total Hours (From AE 33) 4.99 3.15 4.78 4.78
No. of Re-inspections 8.72 3 9 8
Re-inspection Time 136 10 89 123
Avg Re-inspection Time (Min) 16.10 30 10 14.83
Total with Re-inspections 6.58 #N/A 6.93
Driving Time 239
Contingient Time 60 25
Total 12.24 4.07
186
1401 - 1600 Square Foot In-fill Home Inspection Times
Bldg Size-1400-1600
Property
1
Property
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Property
6
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1422 1524 1404 1427 1456 1427
Infill Homes 135-132-38 135-292-09 137-022-20 138-063-09 137-022-20 138-071-06
Permit # - B0: 400367 402165 302408 101756 302409 400934
INSPECTION TYPE ID 453 NL 183 EK 1206WB 656 NJ 1208 WB 955 W 7
Final Inspection 350 28 22 29 18 30 26
Final Plumbing 290 8 11 12 7 17 13
Final Mechanical 300 8 11 12 9 15 13
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 8 30 23 38 23 18
Underground Plmbg 50 12 17 8 12 8 6
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 5 10 10 10 10 7
Roof Sheathing 115 28 34 18 4 34 11
Shear Nail 130 41 51 20 6 27 16
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 140 15 28 14 2 12 15
Rough HVAC 
(mech)
150 9 14 7 1 6 8
Rough Electrical 160 9 14 7 1 6 7
Rough Plmbg/Vents 170 9 14 7 1 6 9
Insulation/Certification 180 17 18 4 12 4 7
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 12 14 4 11 4 7
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 15 17 3 14 3 6
Stucco Brown Coat 210 15 4 8 15 8 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 3 12 9 12 9 12
Water Service 230 3 12 9 9 9 9
Drywall Nailing 240 15 23 59 14 29 14
Gas Line Air Test 260 5 55 17 14 17 3
Electrical Service 275 8 13 20 20 20 10
Final Electrical 280 8 11 12 11 17 ~ 13
Bldg-Other 460 50
Misc P/M/E
Total 281 435 312 291 314 236
Total Hours 4.68 7.25 5.20 4.85 5.23 3.93
No. of Re-inspections 13 10 4 10 4 4
Re-inspection time 255 179 56 163 36 64
Avg Re-inspection Time 20 18 14 16 9 16
Total W/Re-inspections 8.93 10.23 6.13 7.57 5.83 5.00
187
Bldg Size -1400 - 
1600
Property
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Property
12
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1513 1477 1580 1441 1448 1445
145-051-15 145-121-26 145-161-04 149-041-24 150-023-02 150-332-01
Permit# - 401251 300278 401148 303103 201190 400514
INSPECTION TYPE 687 W 21 624 W 16 1580 N G 813 WC 2925 NG 2325 NL
Final Inspection
Final Plumbing
Final Mechanical
5 24 7 41 8 10
2 7 7 4 4 5
18 7 7 5 4 5
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 17 20 11 55 22 15
Underground Plmbg 15 32 42 15 8 15
Bldg-Slab Grade 17 2 30 4 9 7
Roof Sheathing 12 51 7 12 30 10
Shear Nail 8 16 45 18 74 10
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation
Rough HVAC
(mech)
Rough Electrical
Rough Plmbg/Vents
10 16 35 23 24 15
5 8 3 6 12 8
5 8 3 6 12 8
33 8 3 12 12 7
Insulation/Certification 13 6 3 10 10 20
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 7 5 15 6 18 8
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 10 3 14 15 7
Stucco Brown Coat 15 15 9 7 15 11
Sewer/Sewage DispsI 12 12 3 5 12 12
Water Service 9 9 9 9 9 9
Drywall Nailing 7 5 18 6 18 16
Gas Line Air Test 14 15 14 14 20 4
Electrical Service 
Final Electrical
18 15 25 20 20 8
19 11 13 5 4 10
Bldg-Other
Misc P/M/E
Total 271 302 312 297 360 220
Total Hours 4.52 5.03 5.20 4.95 6.00 3.67
No. of Re-inspections 12 13 14 24 2 5
Re-inspection time 198 131 188 347 60 64
Avg Re-inspection 
Time
17 10 13 14 30 13
Total W/Re- 
inspections
7.82 7.22 8.33 10.73 7.00 4.73
188
Bldg Size-1400-1600
Property
13
Property
4
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Property
18
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1575 1442 1422 1546 1473 1473
151-053-36 268-131-01 268-422-13 273-181-11 274-024-20 274-024-03
Permit # - 402562 400370 500176 300908 301843 301845
INSPECTION TYPE 614 W 33 3005 N C 2691 N P 1246 NC 1510WW 1520 WW
Final Inspection 5 18 10 15 17 10
Final Plumbing 2 3 5 8 10 10
Final Mechanical 3 9 5 10 10 10
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 33 20 30 34 19 15
Underground Plmbg 29 10 47 20 10 9
Bldg-Slab Grade 11 10 10 3 6 5
Roof Sheathing 40 18 12 7 6 6
Shear Nail 52 31 18 10 8 8
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 13 18 34 4 12 12
Rough HVAC (mech) 6 9 36 3 6 6
Rough Electrical 6 9 10 3 6 6
Rough PlmbgA/ents 7 9 36 3 6 6
Insulation/Certification 9 33 4 9 14 4
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 21 32 8 2 30 37
Stucco Scratch Coat 11 6 20 7 9 9
Stucco Brown Coat 9 6 14 4 6 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 16 17 12 12 12 12
Water Service 16 17 8 9 9 9
Drywall Nailing 13 11 25 23 30 37
Gas Line Air Test 3 14 3 5 29 28
Electrical Service 15 34 50 20 26 25
Final Electrical 35 3 5 7 9 10
Bldg-Other 16 6
Misc P/M/E
Total 355 337 402 218 306 286
Total Hours 5.92 5.62 6.70 3.63 5.10 4.77
No. of Rerinspections 3 10 6 12 6 8
Re-inspection time 29 244 105 143 123 144
Avg Re-inspection Time 10 24 18 12 21 18
Total with Re-inspections 6.40 9.68 8.45 6.02 7.15 7.17
189
Bldg Size -1400 -1600 Property
19
Property
20
Property
21
Property
22
Property
23
Property
24
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1556 1406 1406 1406 1539 1539
1200-181-01 142-282-24 142-282-19 142-282-23 141-163-07 141-163-06
Permit # - 301633 300300 300302 300301 302545 302546
INSPECTION TYPE 3657 E A 1633 WB 1673 WB 1641 WB 863 S M 869 SM
Final Inspection 40 13 21 12 12 12
Final Plumbing 3 7 6 6 3 8
Final Mechanical 14 9 . 6 8 3 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 3 35 12 12 26 27
Underground Plmbg 15 12 4 5 9 9
Bldg-Slab Grade 2 19 10 34 8 10
Roof Sheathing 11 6 8 8 9 10
Shear Nail 17 12 9 12 12 10
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 16 8 8 8 12 9
Rough HVAC (mech) 8 4 4 4 5 4
Rough Electrical 8 4 4 3 5 5
Rough PlmbgA/ents 8 4 5 3 5 5
Insulation/Certification 15 7 10 6 6 5
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 8 12 7 3 12 3
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 6 5 10 11 8
Stucco Brown Coat 20 19 16 3 6 6
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 7 12 12 12 10 10
Water Service 8 9 9 9 9 2
Drywall Nailing 8 6 5 3 11 5
Gas Line Air Test 5 19 3 9 14 14
Electrical Service 40 20 7 9 20 20
Final Electrical 3 19 6 6 25 9
Bldg-Other 29
Misc P/M/E
Total 269 262 206 185 233 199
Total Hours 4.48 4.37 3.43 3.08 3.88 3.32
No. of Re-inspections 12 5 3 4 19 10
Re-inspection time 149 33 30 36 142 85
Avg Re-inspection Time 12 7 10 9 7 9
Total W/Re-inspections 6.97 4.92 3.93 3.68 6.25 4.73
190
Bldg Size-1400-1600
Sq. Ft. Living Area
Property
25
1496
141-152-11
Permit # - 402241 Average
INSPECTION TYPE 841 S M Time (Min)
Final Inspection 11 18
Final Plumbing 7 7
Final Mechanical 9 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 34 23
Underground Plmbg 15 15
Bldg-Slab Grade 3 10
Roof Sheathing 5 16
Shear Nail 5 21
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 20 15
Rough HVAC (mech) 10 8
Rough Electrical 10 7
Rough PlmbgA/ents 9 • 9
Insulation/Certification 20 11
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 22 12
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 10
Stucco Brown Coat 10 ■ 10
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 12 11
Water Service 9 9
Drywall Nailing 23 17
Gas Line Air Test 14 14
Electrical Service 20 20
Final Electrical 11 11
Bldg-Other 25
Misc P/M/E
Total 289 308
Total Hours 4.82 4.79
No. of Re-inspections 9 8.88
Re-inspection time 241 130
Avg Re-inspection Time 27 14.91
Total W/Re-inspections 8.83 6.95
191
Bldg Size-1400-1600 Average
Time (Min)
Per Benchmark
INSPECTION TYPE Inspection D. McCarthy Mode Median
Final Inspection 18 25 10 15
Final Plumbing 7 7 7
Final Mechanical 9 9 9
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 23 25 30 22
Underground PImbg 15 10 15 12
Bldg-Slab Grade 10 10 10
Roof Sheathing 16 18 12 11
Shear Nail 21 28 8 16
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 15 43 12 14
Rough HVAC (mech) 8 6 6
Rough Electrical 7 6 6
Rough PlmbgA/ents 9 9 7
I nsu lation/Certification 11 0 4 9
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 12 10 12 8.
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 0 10 10
Stucco Brown Coat 10 0 6 9
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 11 5 12 12
Water Service 9 5 9 9
Drywall Nailing 17 10 23 14
Gas Line Air Test 14 14 14
Electrical Service 20 20 20
Final Electrical 11 10 11 10
Bldg-Other 25 25 23
Misc P/M/E
Total Minutes (From Above) 308 189 255 289
Total Hours (From AE 33) 5.14 3.15 4.25 4.82
Number of Re-inspections 8.88 3 10 9
Re-inspection time 130 10 36 131
Average Re-inspection Time 14.91 30 9 14
Total W/Re-inspections 6.95 #REF! #REF!
Driving Time 239 239
Indirect Time (Admin., ect.) 60 60
Total 12.29 4.65
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1600 to 2400 Square Foot In-fill Home Inspection Times
Bldg Sq. Ft. 
1600-2400
Property 
1
Property
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Property
6
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1600 1616 1688 1694 1699 1705
Infill Homes 139-233-37 266-261-01 152-184-02 152-081-07
Permit# - B0: 401316 403398 200048 400207 202421 300758
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 40 21 10 25 15 23
Final Plumbing 290 4 13 5 12 7 8
Final Mechanical 300 4 14 5 13 7 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 14 19 11 30 11 18
Underground Plmbg 50 19 6 4 11 20 16
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 11 11 11 5 4 28
Roof Sheathing 115 18 21 8 74 15 14
Shear Nail 130 26 32 12 74 21 21
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 140 25 21 12 35 21 13
Rough HVAC (mech) 150 13 10 6 17 15 2
Rough Electrical 160 12 11 6 18 16 2
Rough PlmbgA/ents 170 12 11 6 18 15 1
Insulation/Certification 180 15 8 10 8 20 14
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 15 10 10 5 10 9
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 10 13 10 4 10 20
Stucco Brown Coat 210 15 20 5 4 5 5
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 13 1 15 15 15 12
Water Service 230 11 11 15 3 11 12
Drywall Nailing 240 10 10 10 6 10 20
Gas Line Air Test 260 3 20 15 15 14 43
Electrical Service 275 35 20 5 20 20 37
Final Electrical 280 5 14 10 14 6 12
Bldg-Other 460 10
Misc P/M/E
Total 330 317 201 426 298 338
Total Hours 5.50 5.28 3.35 7.10 4.97 5.63
Number of Re­
inspections
5 4 1 11 4 26
Re-inspection time 128 70 5 349 60 397
Avg Re-inspection 
Time
26 18 5 32 15 15
Total with Re-inspections 5.93 5.58 3.43 7.63 5.22 5.89
193
Bldg Size.-1600-2400 Property
7
Property
8
Property
9
Property
10
Property
11
Property
12
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1722 1735 1826 1822 1853 1875
143-301-13 152-161-27 137-022-19 151-053-35 270-051-38
Permit # - BO: 303084 300431 300298 403829 402559 002076
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 21 10 10 5 15 20
Final Plumbing 19 4 5 2 8 1
Final Mechanical 11 4 5 3 8 1
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 12 31 20 • 23 33 37
Underground Plmbg 4 15 13 7 29 13
Bldg-Slab Grade 17 25 7 9 11 10
Roof Sheathing 22 14 20 20 35 24
Shear Nail 33 21 28 30 53 36
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 26 10 20 48 36 24
Rough HVAC (mech) 13 5 4 8 18 12
Rough Electrical 13 5 10 25 18 12
Rough Plmbg/Vents 11 5 10 23 18 12
Insulation/Certification 14 11 6 4 8 20 •
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 11 . 10 6 4 16 11
Stucco Scratch Coat 18 10 9 10 20 10
Stucco Brown Coat 14 19 8 9 15 50
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 10 10 15 12 46 25
Water Service 4 11 5 12 46 13
Drywall Nailing 21 15 10 15 13 60
Gas Line Air Test 14 14 19 3 3 12
Electrical Service 19 20 20 11 20 20
Final Electrical 11 4 23 11 30 3
Bldg-Other 18 15 25
Misc P/M/E
Total 356 288 273 294 499 451
Total Hours 5.93 4.80 4.55 4.90 8.32 7.52
Number of Re­
inspections
8 16 7 6 3 10
Re-inspection time 101 199 75 116 43 324
Avg Re-inspection Time 13 12 11 19 14 32
Total with Re-inspections 6.14 5.01 4.73 5.22 8.56 8.06
194
Bldg Size. 
1600-2400
Property
13
Property
14
Property
15
Property
16
Property
17
Property
18
Sq. Ft. Living Area 1920 1973 2010 2010 2010 2299
139-113-29 152-161-27 271-513-01
Permit # - BO: 400607 300431 40006 40007 40008 101846
INSPECTION TYPE Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min 1694 Crt 1704 Crt 585 W Edn
Combo:
Final Inspection 29 10 17 8 8 15
Final Plumbing 19 4 8 4 4 12
Final Mechanical 19 4 8 4 4 12
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 21 23 63 30 25 18
Underground Plmbg . 13 15 20 14 8 12
Bldg-Slab Grade 8 7 5 5 5 17
Roof Sheathing 8 14 33 22 30 19
Shear Nail 14 21 48 33 33 28
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 10 8 10 15 16 60
Rough HVAC (mech) 11 5 5 8 8 17
Rough Electrical 13 5 5 8 8 17
Rough PlmbgA/ents 14 5 4 7 8 17
Insulation/Certification 11 11 10 10 10 10
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 10 10 15 11 18 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 7 10 4 5 4 10
Stucco Brown Coat 5 19 4 4 4 12
Sewer/Sewage DispsI 15 10 15 15 15 20
Water Service 11 5 4 4 4 11
Drywall Nailing 8 15 15 10 19 24
Gas Line Air Test 3 14 15 15 15 14
Electrical Service 5 20 20 20 20 30
Final Electrical 11 4 20 4 4 15
Bldg-Other 21
Misc P/M/E 33
Total 319 239 348 256 270 400
Total Hours 5.32 3.98 5.80 4.27 4.50 6.67
Number of Re­
inspections
10 16 14 2 5 10
Re-inspection time 163 178 533 15 134 266
Avg Re-inspection 
Time
16 11 38 8 27 27
Total with Re­
inspections
5.59 4.17 6.43 4.39 4.95 7.11
195
Bldg Size. 
1600-2400
Property
19
Property
20
2537 2506
Sq. Ft. Living Area 154-061-54
Permit# - BO: 300218 403283 Average
INSPECTION TYPE 5395 N Gv 2276 W KL Time (Min)
Combo: PerInspcn
Final Inspection 29 12 17
Final Plumbing 14 14 8
Final Mechanical 14 14 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 24 24 24
Underground Plmbg v 18 5 13
Bldg-Slab Grade 11 11 11
Roof Sheathing 36 35 24
Shear Nail 53 50 33
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 36 24 24
Rough HVAC (mech) 24 12 11
Rough Electrical 24 12 12
Rough Plmbg/Vents 24 12 12
Insulation/Certification 27 14 12
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 18 13 11
Stucco Scratch Coat 5 11 10
Stucco Brown Coat 9 15 12
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 11 12 15
Water Service 11 11 11
Drywall Nailing 20 27 17
Gas Line Air Test 11 15 14
Electrical Service 20 20 20
Final Electrical 14 12 11
Bldg-Other 18
Misc P/M/E
Total 453 375 348
Total Hours 7.55 6.25 4.92
Number of Re-inspections 10 5 7.90
Re-inspection time 217 68 158
Avg Re-inspection Time 22 14 16.92
Total with Re-inspections 7.91 6.48 5.78
196
Bldg Size. -1600-2400 Average
INSPECTION TYPE Time (Min) Benchmark
Combo: PerInspcn D. McCarthy Mode Median
Final Inspection 17 25 10 15
Final Plumbing 8 4 8
Final Mechanical 8 4 8
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 24 25 11 23
Underground Plmbg 13 10 13 13
Bldg-Slab Grade 11 11 11
Roof Sheathing 24 18 14 21
Shear Nail 33 28 21 31
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 24 43 10 21
Rough HVAC (mech) 11 5 11
Rough Electrical 12 12 12 .
Rough PlmbgA/ents 12 12 12
I nsulation/Certification 12 0 10 11
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 11 10 10 10
Stucco Scratch Coat 10 0 10 10
Stucco Brown Coat 12 0 5 9
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 15 5 15 15
Water Service 11 5 11 11
Drywall Nailing 17 10 10 15
Gas Line Air Test 14 ’ 15 14
Electrical Service 20 20 20
Final Electrical 11 10 4 11
Bldg-Other 18
Misc P/M/E
Total Minutes (From Above) 348 189 #N/A 325
Total Hours (From AE 33) 5.80 3.15 #N/A 5.41
Number of Re-inspections 7.90 3 10 8
Re-inspection time 158 10 #N/A 131
Avg Re-inspection Time (Min) 16.92 30 #N/A 15.78
Total with Re-inspections 5.78 5.94 #N/A 5.74
Driving Time 239 ,239
Indirect Time (Admin., ect.) 60.00 60
Total 13.42 4.65
197
2600+ Square Foot In-fill Home Inspection Times
Bldg Size 
2600 + Sq. Ft.
Property 
1
Property
2
Property
3
Property
4
Property
5
Property
6
Sq. Ft. Living Area 2649 3128 3284 3391 4018 7895
Parcel Number 153-121-32 261-041-27 348-101-78 139-131-25 155-021-08
Permit#- B04: 401019 202932 400598 302427 400659 401969
INSPECTION TYPE ID# Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min Time- Min
Combo:
Final Inspection 350 6 14 4.1 26 74 49
Final Plumbing 290 3 7 20 3 37 14
Final Mechanical 300 3 7 21 4 37 14
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 30 37 32 80 36 26 18
Underground Plmbg 50 30 14 12 20 25 17
Bldg-Slab Grade 40 12 11 20 17 9 18
Temp Power Pole 70
Roof Sheathing 115 8 18 34 19 15 30
Shear Nail 130 15 60 52 36 15 83
Combo:
FramingA/entilation 140 15 45 24 20 16 24
Rough HVAC 
(mech)
150 5 17 20 10 6 12
Rough Electrical 160 5 17 20 11 6 12
Rough PlmbgA/ents 170 14 4 20 10 6 12
1 nsu lation/Certification 180 10 20 23 12 21 14
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 190 50 23 13 23 6 5
Stucco Scratch Coat 200 7 11 9 7 19 ■ 12
Stucco Brown Coat 210 9 18 22 27 12 4
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 220 21 16 32 22 20 19
Water Service 230 0
Drywall Nailing 240 50 19 19 8 45 20
Gas Line Air Test 260 3 3 7 3 17 20
Elect Srvc 10 26 18 55 18 21
Final Electrical 280 20 53 5 6 38 124
Bldg-Other 460 15 10
Misc Plmbg/Mech/Elect 30
Total 378 435 512 375 468 552
Total Hours 6.30 7.25 8.53 6.25 7.80 9.20
Re-inspection Number 12 13 8 14 14 5
Re-inspection Time 97 421 153 258 257 91
Average Re-inspection 
Time
8 32 19 18 18 18
198
Bldg Size 2600 + Sq. Ft Average
Time- Min
INSPECTION TYPE Per Insptcn
Combo:
Final Inspection 
Final Plumbing 
Final Mechanical
35
14
14
Excav/Forms/Steel/Ft 38
Underground Plmbg 20
Bldg-Slab Grade 15
Temp Power Pole 0
Roof Sheathing 21
Shear Nail 44
Combo:
Framing/Ventilation 
Rough HVAC (mech) 
Rough Electrical 
Rough PlmbgA/ents
24
12
12
11
Insulation/Certification 17
Stucco Mesh Extr Sd 20
Stucco Scratch Coat 11
Stucco Brown Coat 15
Sewer/Sewage Dispsl 22
Water Service 0
Drywall Nailing 27
Gas Line Air Test 9
Elect Srvc 25
Final Electrical 41
Bldg-Other 4
Misc Plmbg/Mech/Elect 5
Total 453
Total Hours 7.23
Re-inspection Number 11
Re-inspection Time 213
Average Re-inspection Time 19
Driving Time 239
Addl Contgny & Avg Resrv 60
16.09
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